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1?Gtgaiiith Annntblg
Tuesday, the 18th September. 1979

The SPEAKER (Mr Thompson) took the
Chair at 4.30 p.m., and read prayers.

ROAD: FORREST ROAD
Truck Bay:. Petition

MR MacINNON (Murdoch) 14.31 p.m.I: I
present a petition on behalf of 192 residents of
Western Australia in the following terms-

The Honourable the Speaker and
Members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in
Parliament assembled.

We, the undersigned, herewith request the
placement of a truck bay in Forrest Road,
Jandakot, opposite the Jandakot Shopping
Centre in accordance with application
submitted by Mr M, J. Liddle, proprietor of
the Jandakot Take Away Foods, to the Main
Roads Department.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray
that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty
bound, will ever pray.

The pe titidn conforms with the Standing Orders
of the Legislative Assembly and I have certified
accordingly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be
brought to the Table of the House.

See petition No. 95.
QUESTIONS

Questions were taken at this stage.

EDUCATION AOI AMENDMENT BILL
Introduction and First Reading

Bill introduced, on motion by Mr P. V. Jones
(Minister-for Education), and read a first time.

APPROPRIATION BILL
(GENERAL WOAN FUND)
Message: Appropriations

Message from the Governor received and read
recommending appropriations for the purposes of
the Bill.

Second Reading
SIR CHARLES COURT (Nedlands-

Treasurer) [5.00 p.m.]: I move-
That the Bill be now read a second time.

The main purpose of this Bill is to appropriate
sums from the General Loan Fund to finance
certain items of capital expenditure, details of
which are set out in the Loan Estimates.

Moneys paid into the General Loan Fund and
available for appropriation consist of new
borrowings approved by the Australian Loan
Council, grants from the Commonwealth for
general capital putrposes and repayments to the
fund of various advances made in previous years.
Interest earnings from the short term investment
of cash balances held in the Treasury are also
credited to the Fund from time to time.

Although the proposed votes submitted to
Parliament relate to planned expenditure from the
General Loan Fund, the Estimates are so
constructed as to take account of all other funds
and enable presentation of the Government's total
works program. Indeed the work financed from
the General Loan Fund is only part of the total
program undertaken throughout the State in a
year.

Other funds available include semi-
governmental borrowings, certain Commonwealth
specific purpose payments, domestic funds of
government instrumentalities and contributions
from industry and property developers. Funds
from these sources are identified under each item
of the Estimates in arriving at the proposed
allocation from the General Loan Fund.

In addition, there are funds of a capital nature
received by the State which are paid directly to
authorities such as the Main Roads Department
and various tertiary education institutions.
Although the works financed by these funds are
not shown in the Estimates, they nevertheless
form part of the State's total capital works
program.

Loan Council Programs

At the June 1979 meeting of the Australian
Loan Council, the Federal Treasurer, as
Chairman of the Council, announced a total State
Governments' Program of $1 245 million. This
sum represented a reduction of 13.2% on the
1978/79 program.

In the case of Western Australia it meant a
reduction of $17.5 million from $132.7 million in
1978J79 to $115.2 million this year. The severity
of this decision is even greater when it is recalled
that the program was not increased in 1978/79..

The Commonwealth also proposed a basic
semi-governmental program for larger authorities
of the same amount as last year.
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Despite strong opposition from the Premiers,
the Prime Minister and Federal Treasurer would
not budge in their attitude, for reasons related to
the size of the Commonwealth deficit and the
difficulties they foresaw in raising any greater
sum on the domestic capital market. Although I
acknowledged the tightness of the market, I
considered that we sho uld aim 'at raising an
increased amount and pressed this point of view
strongly.

My concern, and that of all other Premiers, was
for the impact the cut would have on our works
program and, as a consequence, on employment.
In our case, we faced an overall reduction of 6%
in funds available to finance works this year
which, in real terms, meant a reduction of about
15% in the physical volume of work which could
be undertaken.

This Government has done all in its power to
alleviate unemployment and the obdurate attitude
of the Commonwealth was a bitter blow. It could
only have the effect of worsening an already
difficult unemployment problem.

In addition to the basic semi-government
borrowing program of $75.0 million, the State
will receive the benefit of special temporary
additions to our borrowing authority amounting
to $33.6 million for the Muja power station
project, outstanding commitments on the
Kwinana power station conversion and for
upgrading of the Kwinana-Koolyanobbing
railway. The amount allowed for the three
projects this year is $3.1 million higher than last
year's allocation for these purposes.

A further $4.5 million will be available this
year under the special program of borrowing for
infrastructure, specifically for the Pilbara
electricity grid scheme. This is the first of
increasing amounts that will be borrowed in
subsequent years for projects approved under this
program.

Total borrowings under the semi-governmental
program for larger authorities are therefore
expected to amount to $113.2 million and details
of the distribution of this sum are set out in a
schedule to the Estimates.

The Loan Council places no overall limit on
borrowings by "smaller" authorities (defined as
those whose individual new borrowings do not
exceed $1.2 million in a year). A total of
$16.0 million will be raised by smaller semi-
governmental authorities in this category and
details of the allocation of this sum are also set
out in a schedule to the Estimates.

When introducing the 1977/78 Capital Works
Program I explained to Parliament the

Government's proposals for financing the
construction of the $23.5 million District Court
Building by earmarking for this purpose earnings
on the investment of cash balances held in the
Treasury. Although these funds need to be
available in the first instance to meet recurrent
expenditure requirements and to avoid a deficit on
recurrent transactions, it has been the
Government's policy to apply them to capital
works so far as possible in the interests of
employment stimulation.

An amount of $10 million was allocated for
expenditure on the District Court Building last
year but a slower rate of construction than
expected resulted in actual payments on the
contract totalling only $2.8 million. It is estimated
that $7.5 million will be required for this project
in the current year and $10.7 million in 1980/91
to complete the contract.

When introducing the Consolidated Revenue
Fund Estimates last week, I explained that the
improved out-turn for 1978/79 resulted in
substantial savings in funds allocated for
recurrent purposes becoming available to support
the Capital Works Program this year.

In view of the action taken by the
Commonwealth Government in cutting back the
Loan Council allocations this year, it is
particularly gratifying that this Government's
prudent management of the State's finances in
previous years now makes it possible for us to give
strong support to the General Loan Fund from
funds that would have otherwise been expended
on recurrent activities:

In addition to an amount of $7.5 million which
has been allocated for expenditure on the District
Court Building this year, a further $18.0 million
is to be paid to the General Loan Fund from
earnings on the investment of cash balances to the
30th June, 1979. This allocation is after allowing
for future requirements for the District Court
Building and the sum of $8.7 million proposed to

*be paid to Consolidated Revenue this year.
The total proposed supplementation to the

General Loan Fund for capital works in 1979/80
is therefore $25.5 million.

Taking this sum into account, proposed
expenditure from the General Loan Fund is
$157.1 million against $150.2 million last year, an
increase of nearly 5%, which in all the
circumstances is a very satisfactory outcome.

The action taken by the Government will assist
in maintaining jobs in the building and
construction and related industries,
notwithstanding the severe cut in available funds
imposed by the Commonwealth.
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Nevertheless, I must sound a note of caution. If
there is not a substantial increase in Loan Council
allocations next year we will be faced with a
difficult problem in 1980/81 as we will not have
the funds to supplement the General Loan Fund
to anywhere near the same degree as in the
Current year. In that event, the problem would be
compounded if peak expenditure on the District
Court Building had to be met from severely
limited Loan Funds.

The Government has a responsibility to
maintain steady growth in its capital works
program and to avoid, if at all possible, a sharp
reduction in any year which can only compound
the present problems of the industry and
exacerbate unemployment. We have kept this
objective firmly in mind when shaping both the
Consolidated Revenue Fund and Capital Works
Budgets this year.

Works Program
With the funds available from the sources I

have described, a total works program of $485.3
million will be carried out this year, financed as
follows:-

S million
Proceeds of Commonwealth Loans . 76.8
Commonwealth General Purpose

Capital Grant .......................... 38.4
Receipts from Loan Ripayments .... 15.7
Balance in General Loan Fund at

30th June, 1979....................... 0.7
Borrowings by State Authorities ... 120.8
Commonwealth specific purpose

payments ................................ 56.8
Internal funds of Government

Authorities............................ 129.5
Amount transferred from short term

investment earnings .................. 25.5
Other funds ............................... 21.1

It is a very real achievement to be able to
present a program of planned-expenditure which
is $39.1 million or 8.8 per cent higher than the
outlay in 1978/79 when the Commonwealth
government has so severely cut our Loan Council
allocation and capital specific purpose funds for
the year.

Although this increase is barely sufficient to
maintain the same physical volume qf work
throughout the year, every endeavour has been
made in shaping the budget to give maximum
stimulation to employment.

The program is again dominited by allocations
necessary for hospitals, schools and public
utilities, but Members will be pleased to find that

provision is also made to meet a variety of other
urgent needs in many areas of the State.

Infrastructure Financing

When presenting the Loan Estimates last year,
I outlined the breakthrough in
Commonwealth/State financial relations which
had been achieved following my submission to
Loan Council on infrastructure borrowings. At
that time I mentioned that a working party of
officials was in the final stages of evaluating
proposals which had been submitted to Loan
Council for approval to be constructed from
borrowings under the new arrangements.

Members will now be aware that subsequently
Loan Council gave approval for three Western
Australian projects to be funded under the new
guidelines. The State projects which have been
approved so far are the provision of a water
supply and rail facility for the Worsley alumina
Project, the integration of power supplies in the
Pilbara and the construction of the Dampier-
Perth natural gas pipeline. The estimated total
special borrowings needed for these ventures are
in excess of $610 million.

The projects so far endorsed by Loan Council
are, of course, only a start. I cannot over-
emphasise the long term importance to the State
of the new infrastructure financing arrangements.
Western Australia is about to enter a new phase
of resource development and the new tier -of
borrowings will provide the State with extra
capacity to service major projects as well as giving
the Government much needed flexibility in
negotiations with developers.

Of particular importance to the State in this
regard is the proposed massive North-West Shelf
development. I have already served notice on
Loan Council that a formal submission relating to
the funding of other infrastructure requirements,
apart from the pipeline, will be made as soon as
the decision to proceed with the project has been
announced.

State Energy Commission

The capital works program of the State Energy
Commission is estimated at $120.2 million this
financial year, approximately $2.3 million more
than in 1918/79. More than half of these funds
will be raised by the Commission by private and
public borrowings under the Semi-Government
Loan Program.

The proposed expenditure will enable the
continued expansion of generating capacity and
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, permit the strengthening of the transmission and
distributions system throughout the State.

The conversion of two units at Kwinana power
station is now complete-the second unit being
commissioned in March 1979. The efficiency of
the converted plant is greater than predicted and
has considerably relieved the impact of escalating
world oil prices.

The Commission's works program is currently
at a peak due largely to commitments for Muja
power station Stage "C" and associated high
voltage transmission lines. Total expenditure on
this undertaking will exeed $193 million. The
Commission's budget for 1979/80 provides for
$65.3 million to be spent on this work which
represents 54% of total planned capital
expenditure.

The new units will add 400 megawatts to the
energy capacity of the State and the first
generator will be commissioned in July 1980. The
second 200 megawatt unit will be operational
twelve months later.

Stage "C" of the Muja station will increase
generating capacity by 28%, significantly reduce
fuel oil requirements and assist in keeping
operating costs to a minimum.

Expansion and upgrading of the
subtransmission and distribution system will
continue with an amount of $29.3 million
provided for this purpose.

Integration of the power systems in the Pilbara
region will commence in 1979/80. This project
involves the interconnection of the Hamersley
Iron Dampier power station and the Cliffs Robe
River power station at Cape Lambert with a
further link to Port 1-edland.

During the year, detailed engineering design
will commence on the Dampier to Perth gas
pipeline. On present estimates, this project is
likely to require a total capital outlay of some
$476 million (June 1979 prices) and will create
employment opportunities for many Western
Australians. The Commission also intends to
expand its metropolitan and country gas
reticulated system during the coming year. A
total of almost $4.2 million has been allocated for
these projects in 1979/ 80.

Education
The Government's aim during 1979/80 will be

to use the funds proposed for educational facilities
in such a way as to provide the greatest possible
extension of educational services. New schools
still have to be built to accommodate additional
students and to provide for new areas. Existing

facilities have to be expanded or upgraded in
some cases. However, because of financial
restraints and unavoidable commitments in areas
such as hospitals and prisons, there is a smaller
amount of money available to achieve these
objectives in the current financial year.

We have carefully examined the needs of all
sectors, from pre-primary to technical education,
in our determination to ensure that young people
have the best possible preparation for laker life.

We are encouraging local communities to make
greater use of educational facilities. Substantial
benefits should accrue to various community
groups as a result of this policy. It provides
arrangements whereby the cost of facilities such
as school halls and gymnasia can be shared with
local authorities.

We have budgeted this year for an expenditure
of $43.5 million. This money will be spent in
many parts of the State including Albany,
Bunbury, Brookton, Derby, Broome, Wyndham,
Dongara, Donnybrook. Karratha, Norseman,
Vasse and the metropolitan area.

Ten new schools will be opened in 1980, to cope
with increasing enrolments and the development
of new residential areas.

In the north-west Corridor, Poynter, East
Greenwood, Glengarry, Heathridge, and Quinns
Rocks will all have new primary schools. Two
more will be built at East Kenwick and Noranda.
In country areas new primary schools will be built
at both North Kattanning and Australind in order
to reduce the pressure of enrolments at Katanning
and Eaton.

Primary schools will have pre-primary facilities
as required, in keeping with the Government's
policy of extending access to one year of informal,
voluntary and free pre-schooling in the year prior
to school admission.

The first stage of the West Armadale High
School, which is expected to cost almost $2
million, will cater for about 200 pupils in Year 8
and will provide relief for Armadale Senior High
School.

Special Education facilities will continue to
expand. Two more special schools, at Kenwick
and Coolbinia, have been planned for 1981.
Expenditure totalling $300 000 is proposed for
these two projects in 1979/80.

Two new technical colleges--Carine and
Rockingham-are due to open in 1980. Work on
the first stage of the two colleges totalled more
than $8 million. The second stage of Carine on
which $1.9 million is to be expended this year is
due for completion by the beginning of 1981.
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In 1980, work on the fourth stage of Bentley
Technical College will cost $3.6 million and the
first stage of a new Thornie Technical College
will cost a further $5.7 million. During 1979/80
$351 000 will be spent on the Technical Extension
Service, as part of a $2.4 million rebuilding
program.

At Eastern Goldfields Technical College, the
commerce block will he completed at a cost of
$1.1 million, and work will begin on an
administration block costing approximately
$520 000.

In this financial year, we propose to begin work
on two camp schools, one at Point Samson for the
Pilbara Region and the other at Broome which
will cater for the Kimberleys. They will enable
children from remoter parts of these areas to
spend some part of the school year .in residence
there and widen their educational experience. The
camp schools may be available, at times, for
schools in other parts of the State to organise
educational visits to these important regions.

I announced in the Budget Speech last
Thursday that the Government has decided to
establish two self-governing community colleges
in Karratha and South Hedland. Funds for
preliminary planning of these colleges are
provided in the works program.

About $10 million has been allocated for
additions and improvements to primary and
secondary schools in the 1979/80 program.

Hospital and Health Services

A provision of $47.8 million has been made to
upgrade and expand hospital facilities. The
General Loan Fund allocation for this purpose is
$1.5 million higher than last year and will be
supplemented by $4.9 million from the Hospital
Building and Equipment Fund.

The latter amount represents the contribution
from the Lotteries Commission for 1978/79
which would normally have been applied to
meeting operating expenditure of hospitals.
However, because of the improved revenue budget
result it was possible to hold the contribution
against the heavy commitments being faced this
year for works in progress in the hospital building
program.

Work is proceeding on the major projects under
the hospital development program. They include
the Podium and Ward Block at the Queen
Elizabeth 11 Medical Centre ($20 million) and
the South Terrace additions to the Fremantle
Hospital ($18.3 million). Other work will be
completed this year at the Leonora and Moora
Hospitals.

Funds have also been allocated to meet
outstanding commitments on additions to the
King Edward Memorial Hospital for Women
($1.5 million) which opened on the 29th May
1979, and the new Wanneroo Hospital ($3.4
million) which is expected to be completed
towards the end of this financial year.

Provision has been made for the
commencement of further new works at several
country centres including:-

S 200 000 for additionls to the Three
Springs Hospital. This work will include
major remodelling of patient and
general services. The total cost is
estimated at$ $1.1 million.

* $200 000 towards Stage One of a major
redevelopmemit program at the
Kalgoorlie Regional Hospital. The total
cost of the work is estimated at $1.1
million.

* $105 000 for the construction of a new
$430 000 kitchen block at the Collie
Hospital.

The expenditure of capital funds on major
hospital projects will peak in 1979/80. Most of
these projects were commenced on the
understanding that there would be a significant
Commonwealth contrihutioq which has -not
eventuated. It is estimated that work in progress
on hospitals will drop to $26.3 million in 1980/81.

The Estimates contain a provision of $2.2
million for expenditure in the field of Public
Health in the current financial year of which half
will be spent on new works. The level of funding is
much the same as in 1978/79.

.Under the Community Health Program, major
Community Health Centres have been
constructed at Karratha, South Hedland,
Geraldton, Kwinana and Claremont in the last
three years. Smaller centres have been built at
Lake Varley and Cervantes.

An amount of $163 000 will be spent in
1979/80 to complete centres or extensions to
centres at Bremer Bay, Lockridge and Mandurah
and the Alcohol and Drug Authority Clinic in
William Street.

New works will be commenced this year from
an allocation of $339 000. One of these, the
Dalwallinu Community Health Centre, is to be
constructed on the Hospital site at a cost of
$58 000. It will provide facilities for the local
community of some 2 200 people.

The building will accommodate a Child Health
nurse, a School Health nurse, two Community
Health nurses and Aboriginal Health assistants.
These staff will provide general community health
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services as a team. At present they operate from
their own homes or inadequate, temporary
premises.

A start will be made during 1979/80 on major
extensions to the existing Community Health
Centre in Karratha,-which will provide essential
occupational health facilities for industrial health
and for community group health activities. It is
estimated that the final cost will be in the order of
1200 000 of 'which $ 130 000 will be spent this
financial year.

Provision has also been made for the
establishment of a Health Centre in Manning and
extensions to the Busselton Centre.

There are flow 100 dental therapy centres,
including mobile units, established in Western
Australia to provide dental care services to
primary school students throughout the State.

* Mr Davies: One of the best initiatives of the
Whitlam Government.

Sir CHARLES COURT: Provision has been
made this year for works in progress amounting to
$710000 to complete various Dental Health
projects including a further 20 Dental Therapy
Centres, five of which are in country areas.

In addition, work will commence on a number
of new units in 1979/SO which will service schools
on an area basis. Emphasis is being given to
country areas such as Dalwallinu/Wongan Hills,
Three Springs, .Gingin, Gnowangerup/
Jerramungup,, Bencubbin/Wyalkatchem, Corni-
gin/,Kondinimb and Wyndham/Kununurra.

The Community and Child Health Service has
been experiencing great difficulty in recruiting
Child Care and School Health Nurses for
Geraldton and Wyndham/ Kununurra due to a
Jack of suitable accommodation. To overcome this
situation the Estimates include a provision of
$136000 for urgently needed staff
accommodation in these two areas.

The works program for Mental Health Services
is also at a similar level to that of 1978/79,
namely $2.6 million, of which $2.4 million is to be
allocated from the General Loan Fund.

Approximately $2 million has been provided for
works which were still in progress at 30th June
1979, including:-

*Almost $1.3 million to complete the new
sixty bed intensive therapy ward at
Graylands Hospital. The ward has been
designed to replace the outmoded
"secure ward" situated in the middle of
the Swanbourne Hospital. The new
building is scheduled for completion in
April 1980 and incorporates the latest
advances in the care, treatment and
training of severely disturbed psychiatric
patients. The new ward features
maximum benefits and safety for both
patients and Staff.

* $568 000 to complete the Irrabeena
Centre in West Perth. This new complex
is under construction in close proximity
to Princess Margaret Hospital and will
comprise a new administrative
headquarters for the Division for the
Intellectually Handicapped. It will
provide assessment, treatment and
referral facilities for intellectually
handicapped persons from all parts of
the State. Completion is scheduled for
mid-October 1979.

* $130 000 to meet final commitments
and to complete reticulation and
landscaping at the Norwick Hostel in
Bull Creek. The building itself was
finished earlier this year and will be
opened officially this month. It provides
accommodation and training facilities
for thirty-two profoundly physically and
intellectually handicapped residents. It
has been designed for this special
purpose and is only the second building
of this type in the State.

The need to provide alternative facilities to
replace the existing outmoded Swanbourne wards
has long been recognised as an urgent priority.
The construction of the Bulk Store, Primary
Rehabilitation Unit and Intensive Therapy Ward
on the Graylands site was part of this program.
Funds allocated this year will enable planning of
buildings on the Lemnos site.

An amount of $300 000 has been provided for
accommodation and training facilities for
intellectually handicapped persons at the Bennett
Brook Complex. The buildings will provide
accommodation for sixty-six persons who will be
transferred from Swanbourne Hospital.

Prisons
The Government has already announced its

decision to upgrade prison facilities in Western
Australia to safeguard the security of the
community. The Department of Corrections will
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undertake a works program estimated to cost $8.1
million in 1979/80. This is significantly higher
than expenditure last financial year.

A large part of this allocation is related to the
Canning Vale prison. Approximately $3.3 million
is provided to complete Stage One of the complex.
This stage comprises the C.W. Campbell Remand
Centre, the Central Services Black and related
staff quarters, which are expected to be completed
by April 1980.

A start will be made in the current financial
year on the Medium Security Unit which is
expected to cost approximately $11 million to
complete. Expenditure in 1979/80 is estimated to
be almost $2.9 million.

This unit, which went to tender on the 27th
August 1979, is designed to hold 248 prisoners
and should be available for occupation by
November 1981.

An amount of $553 000 is to be provided to
complete the upgrading of security at Albany,
Bartons Mill and Karnet. This work was
announced in January this year and should be
finalised within the next few months.

The Geraldton maximum security unit, which
will accommodate 12 inmates, is due for
completion in November 1979. An amount of
$179 000 has been provided for this purpose.

A site of 4.8 hectares has been vested in the
Shire of Boulder for the purpose of building a
Goldfields regional prison. The Shire of Boulder
will finance the project from its own borrowing
program and will arrange for construction in
consultation with the Department of Corrections.
The Shire will lease the prison to the Government
for a period of 21 years at which time ownership
will pass to the State.

The prison, which is expected to cost
approximately $1.5 million, will hold 80 minimum
dnd medium security prisoners and is expected to
be ready for occupation before December 1980.

Early this year the Government set up an
interdepartmental committee to undertake a
survey of all prisons with the aim of assessing
needs and proposing a plan to upgrade or replace
existing facilities. It is expected that the report of
this committee will be submitted shortly to the
Government for consideration.

In addition, the Government has appointed a
Committee of Inquiry to look at ways in which
the State's prison numbers can be reduced. This
State's rate of imprisonment is, on a population
basis, the highest in Australia.

Water Supplies, Sewerage and Drainage
The capital Works program of the Metropolitan

Water Supply, Sewerage and Drainage Board is
estimated at $65.7 million in 1979/80, an increase
of $12.4 million or 23.2% on last year.

The program will be financed by allocations of
$24.6 million from the General Loan Fund,

$31mlion from the Larger Authorities
Borrowing Program and the balance from internal
funds and developers' contributions.

A start will be made on a tunniel to serve as the
main outlet from Wungong Dam. The estimated
cost to complete a tunnel is $7.6 million of which
some $600 000 will be expended this financial
year. At present water is being drawn from the
dam through a pipehead main.

Expenditure totalling $26 million is proposed in
1979/80 for water supply projects in the
Metropolitan Region. With the completion of the
Wungong Dam, emphasis is now being placed on
the production of underground water.

A further $3 million will be spent on the
.Iandakot groundwater project, which is expected
to commence production during the year. Work
will also proceed on augmenting the supply from
the East Mirrabooka basin. When this aquifer
becomes fully developed it will produce some
20 million cubic metres, annually.

A sum of $2.3 million has been provided for
expenditure on service reservoirs including the
completion of extensions at Melville and 'the
commencement of a new reservoir at Tamworth
Hill. This latter project is expected to cost more
than $2.2 million of which $1.5 million will be
required in 1979/80.

Almost $12 million will be provided for trunk,
distribution and reticulation mains. Some of the
larger new works included in this allocation
are:-

*$849 000 for
reservoir inlet.

*$763 000 for
Baldivis.

* $803 000 for
.Joondalup.

the Tamworth Hill

distribution mains at

distribution mains at

Approximately $22.2 million will be allocated
by the Board for sewerage works in 1979/80
compared with $16.3 million expended last
financial year.

Major extensions are proposed to existing
wastewater treatment plants to keep up with the
continually increasing flows from new
development and the sewerage of established
areas. Planned expenditures include $696 000 at
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Beenyup, $281 000 at Westfield and $1.8 million
at Woodman Point.

A further $2.6 million has been provided for the
Bibra Lake Main Sewer and associated Munster
Pumping Station. Major allocations will also be
available for main sewers at Burns Beach and
Kewdale.

In Victoria Park an amount of $518 000 will be
required to reconstruct the main pumping station.
In conjunction with construction work of the
Main Roads Department, the rising main from
this pumping station will be re-routed over the
new Mt. Henry Bridge at a cost of almost
$I million in 1979/80.

The Board's new headquarters at Leederville
are now well under way and an amount of
$9.6 million will be spent on this building in
1979/80. It is scheduled for completion in
October 1980.

Expenditure of $14.4, million is planned for
water supplies in country areas and towns.

A total of $605 000 is to be spent on the
Albany Regional Scheme. $360 000 will be spent
on extension of the South Coast borefield and
headworks and $245 000 has been allocated to
complete construction of the main from Albany to
Mt Barker.

An amount of $610 000 has been provided to
extend the Mandurah Regional Scheme into the
rapidly expanding Miami-Falcon area south of
Mandurah. Completion of this extension together
with associated reticulation works is estimated to
cost in excess of $3.3 million.

To cope with new housing in Waroona
associated with the Wagerup Alumina refinery,
$150 000 has been provided for headworks
improvements.

Allocations totalling $603 000 have been
provided to enable the continuation of major
improvements to meet the growing demands of
Geraldton. Included in this expenditure is an
amount of $313 000 to duplicate the supply main,
$200 000 for additional bores and $60 000 for
reticulation improvements.

Expenditure of $3 million is planned to enable
continuation of the De Grey River Scheme which
will provide a supplementary water supply 'for
Port Hedland to relieve Pressure on existing
sources. This scheme, which is now estimated to
cost in excess of $20 million, is presently
undergoing commissioning trials. The Mt
Newman Company is contributing half of the
estimated cost of the scheme and the
Commonwealth Government is also providing

financial assistance under the National Water
Resources Program.

More than SI1 million has been allocated to
upgrade the West Pilbara Scheme to meet
increased industrial and domestic demands in the
Dampier, Karratha, Wickham and Cape Lambert
areas. and the future requirements of the North
West Shelf gas development project.

A total of almost $2.4 million will be spent on
major improvements to the Goldfields Supply
Main and associated pump stations. An amount
of $1 million will enable major improvements and
replacements to be carried out on the main
pipeline. $850 000, is provided to continue the
installation of automatic pumping controls in the
main pump stations to improve efficiency and
reduce operating costs. Upgrading of electrical
equipment at Mundaring and Cunderdin pump
stations will cost a total of $330 000 this year.
$80 000 is to be spent to complete ,the link
between the Mundaring Scheme and the
Metropolitan System.

The Estimates include an amount of $272 000
to upgrade the Wellington Scheme including
$200 000 for replacing units in the Wellington
Dam pump station.

Major improvements will be carried out on a
number of existing water supply schemes
including those at Collie, Derby, Halls Creek,
Eaton, Karratha, Point Samson, Onslow and
Pemberton while an allocation $335 000 will
complete construction of the scheme at Hopetoun.

Expenditure of $7.2 million is programmed for
sewerage works in country towns. A large portion
of the works is to be financed from local authority
borrowings of approximately $2.3 million.

An amount of almost $1 million has been
provided for sewerage works at Bunbury.
Included in this amount is $825 000 for extension
of the sewer reticulation system and $ 100 000 for
completion of the new treatment works to serve
the South Bunbury area.

Major works at Busselton are estimated to cost
$434 000 during the year. $201 000 will be
outlayed to complete the main pumping station
and associated rising main and $183 000 will be
spent on sewering the central business area.

An amount of $581 000 has been allocated to
enable the completion of the treatment works and
the continuation of sewer reticulation in the
central area of Esperance.

At Albany, $505 000, will be spent on
reticulation extensions and the provision of
package treatment wor ks to serve new
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development. $306 000 has been allocated for
reticulation and to upgrade the Denmark scheme.

Major sewerage works costing $533 000 are
proposed at Collie. Of this amount $215 000 is to
provide improvements to pump stations and
expansion of the treatment works while $200 000
will be spent on extending reticulation.

$477 000 has been allocated to construct
reticulation sewers at Manjimup.

The main treatment works at Mandurah will be
extended and upgraded and further reticulation
constructed at a cost of $568 000. Work on
extension of sewerage reticulation at Karratha is
estimated to cost $681 000.

The allocation this year for irrigation and
drainage works is $2 million.

Of this amount, S1 million will be -made
available to continue construction of a piped
irrigation system to replace the old open channel
scheme in the central Harvey area.

An amount of $138 000 has been provided for
the continuation of the Gascoyne Groundwater
Supply Scheme to improve the water supply of
the town of Carnarvon and adjacent irrigated
plantations.

The program includes an amount of $299 000
for various urban drainage works at Karratha.

Police and Road Traffic

An amount of $2.5 million has been provided
for the Police works program in 1979/80
compared with $3.1 million in 1978/79.

The reduced allocation largely reflects progress
made on the Fremantle office last year and the
completion of the integrated complex at Warwick.

A further $796 000 will be spent on additions
and renovations to the Fremantle building. The
architects responsible for the project have been
mindful of the need to retain the historical
significance of the existing buildings. The final
result will be a functional and modern complex
designed to cater for the present and futures
needs of the port area.

New works to be commenced this year include
improved Police facilities at Onslow, Kuhin,
Wickepin, Dumblcyung, Brookton, Mingenew
and Mundaring.

The existing station and cell block at Onslow
were built a considerable time ago and are now
totally inadequate. During 1979/80 work will
commence on a new station incorporating a court
and large cell block containing mess and laundry
facilities for inmates.

The small weatherboard police station at
Mundaring was demolished earlier this year. An
amount of $150000 has been provided for the
construction of a new building to accommodate
police and traffic patrol staff who are currently
located in rented premises.

A lockup is to be added to the existing police
station and court at Mingenew to replace the old
stone lockup which was built at the turn of the
century and is situated some distance from the
station. Garages will also be provided for patrol
vehicles.

Police posts are to be established within the
Aboriginal communities at La Grange Mission
and One 'Arm Point in the Kimberleys. A
residence, -office, and lockup will be built and an
Aboriginal police aide appointed to each
comnmunity and supervised by a visiting police
officer from Broome.

This will enable the implementation of a pilot
scheme designed as an educative program
involving the Aboriginal community in the
administration of justice with the ultimate aim of
acting on its own behalf under the Aboriginal
Communities Act of 1979.

The allocation for the Road Traffic Authority
in 1979/80 is $528 000, slightly less than the
previous year.

Included in this amount is a provision of
$135 000 for the commencement of construction
of a new office in Mandurah which will cost
approximately $250 000 to complete. The centre
will be staffed by two sergeants, ten patrol
officers, a vehicle examiner and. clerical support
staff.

Land will be acquired in Rockingham to enable
a start to be made on a now centre next financial
year.

Housing

The State Housing Commission's capital works
program in 1979/80 will amount to $51.7 million
of which $2.5 million will be provided from the
General Loan Fund.

The overall program is only slightly less than
last year despite the reduction of $43. million in
grants and advances under Commonwealth
Agreements. Because of the severe cut in the
State's Loan Council program, the General Loan
Fund allocation to the Commission cannot be
maintained at the same level as last year.

.It has only been possible for the Commission to
proceed with a reasonable program this year by
placing a much greater emphasis on the
generation of internal funds, including land sales
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estimated at S11 million and sales of rental homes
to tenants.

The Commonwealth will provide $15.1 million
in the form of repayable advances, of which
around 30% will be directed to the Home
Purchase Assistance Scheme, Commonwealth
grants include $8.7 million for Welfare and
Aboriginal Housing and $2.4 million for
accommodation for aged and other pensioners..

The Commission's program provides for the
construction of 980 units of accommodation. 266
are planned for the North West as a result of an
earlier commitment to bring the waiting time of
eligible applicants more in line with those
currently applying in other parts of the State.

Also included in the planned new works are 275
units of pensioner housing of which 182 will be in
the metropolitan area and 93 in country centres.

The overall allocation will enable the
continuation of the scheme to replace the older
timber-framed houses in Davis Park with brick
units and upgrade accommodation in Queens
Park.

More than $11 million will be expended on
acquiring and developing land for the
construction of houses and to make serviced land
available for sale.

The Government Employees' Housing
Authority will undertake a works program
estimated to cost $8.9 million of which $3.3
million will be provided from the General Loan
Fund.

The amount allocated will permit the
construction of an additional 140 units of
accommodation, with 61 of these being sited in
the North West. The Authority will proceed with
the second stage of its three year plan to supply
an additional air conditioning unit to all existing
houses in that region.

Mr Davies: Do you call a unit a complete house
or as a bedroom unit?

Sir CHARLES COURT: As I understand it, a
unit of-accommodation.

Mr Davies: For one Person or a family?
Sir CHARLES COURT: A unit of

accommodation. I think there is a standard
measure in all of the housing schemes.

Mr Davies: I do not know.
Sir CHARLES COURT: The Industrial and

Commercial Employees' Housing Authority
continues to give added support to the
Government's decentralisation initiatives by
providing houses for key employees of business

enterprises operating outside the metropolitan
area.

Particular interest in this form of assistance is
being shown by businesses operating in the
Pilbara region. Of the 80 dwellings either
occupied or currently under construction by the
Authority, 44 are sited in the Pilbara.

The Authority's works program, which is
estimated at $2.2 million this financial year
compared with S1.1 million in 1978/79, will
provide for land acquisition and erection of a
further 31 houses, of which the majority will
again be built in the North West.

The Rural Housing Authority will require
roundly $1.2 million in 1979/80 for on-lending to
farmers compared with $736 000 last financial
year. The Authority will raise its funds under the
smaller authorities program.

The funds will enable construction of houses to
commence on 36 farms for farmers who would
otherwise be unable to acquire normal finance for
such purposes.

This expenditure supplements a scheme
whereby approved lending institutions are
authorised by the Authority to grant housing
loans to farmers under the protection of a State
Government idemnity against loss. Recently
approval was given to the Authority to indemnify
loans of this nature up to a total of $5 million
during this financial year.

Transport

The Railways Commission will undertake a
capital works program amounting to $29.4 million
in the current financial year compared with $20.2
million in 1978/79.

The major part of this allocation will be used
for the rehabilitation of the standard gauge line
between Kwinana and Koolyanobbing.
Reconstruction of this important mainline link
with the Eastern States commenced two years
ago. Following preparatory works, assembly of
concrete sleepers, rails and rail fastenings, actual
re-railing started in April of this year at the
western end of the Northam-Merredin section.

Last year the Australian Loan Council
approved a special temporary addition of $14.5
million to the State's semi-governmental
borrowing program for this work. A further
special temporary addition of $17.6 million was
granted again this year towards the rehabilitation
program.

The Estimates also provide for continuation of
the upgrading of tracks and installation of
improved signalling systems in the Collie-
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Brunswick- Bunbury areas to increase train
capacity for haulage of coal and alumina.

An amount of almost $1.5 million has been
allocated for a further 30 aluminium wagons
which will replace the outdated open wagons
currently being used for haulage of grain. The
wagons will be constructed in the Midland
workshops.

$352 000 will be spent on the purchase of metal
ballast as a further stage in upgrading the
Kalgoorlie-Leonora line to meet haulage demands
arising from mining activity in the Leonora area.

As part of the Government's plans for
improving public transport facilities on the
suburban rail system, it is proposed to provide
additional car-parking accommodation at
Midland, Bayswater and Maylands on the
Midland route and at Armadale, Queens Park,
Maddington and Kenwick on the Perth-Armadale
section of the system.

A major regional bus/rail interchange terminal,
with bus services off-loading on the station
platform, is proposed for Kelmscott. On
completion of this project late in 1980 passengers
will be able to transfer from one transport mode
to another across a one-level platform.

Expenditure by the Metropolitan (Perth)
Passenger Transport Trust on capital works is
estimated at $4.1 million in 1979/80. Of this sum,
$1.2 million will relate to works in progress and
the balance of $2.9 million to new works.

The program will be funded entirely by means
of private borrowings, Commonwealth grants and
internal funds and balances.

An amount of $276 000 has been provided to
complete the construction of the Mirrabooka
Transfer Station. This will enable the Trust to
rationalise. passenger journeys and provide express
services to the central business district.

Funds will be allocated to acquire land for the
construction during 1980/81 of a transfer station
at the corner of Beach Road and the extension of
Mitchell Freeway. This station will permit full
utilisation of the proposed busway along the
Freeway. Park and ride facilities will be provided
at the station.

A further 15 modern, air-conditioned buses will
be purchased at a Cost of $1.3 million and it is
anticipated that an additional 45 buses will be
financed through leasing arrangements.

Other It ems

I do not propose to go into the detail of other
votes. The Loan Estimates contain a considerable!
amount of information regarding specific

(90)

appropriations and Members can also obtain
further information from the responsible Minister
when the Estimates are being dealt with in
Committee. However, there are several other
items of particular interest on which I would like
to comment.

0 An allocation of $584 000 has been
provided for the Department for
Community Welfare. of this amount
$427 000 will be available for new
works.
A group home is to be acquired at
Northam for the accommodation of
children in the care of the Department
and a new hostel for Aboriginal students
is to be built at Meekatharra. In
addition, $124 000 is to be spent this
year on a new accommodation unit for
the Department's Hostel at Roebourne.

* The program of improvements and
extensions to rivers and foreshore works
throughout the State is estimated to cost
$2.1 million this financial year. The
program of progressive improvements to
fishing industry facilities will be
continued with the provision of $1.2
million which includes $424 000 for the
construction of a new jetty at Port
Denison and $172 000 for a new jetty at
Port Gregory.

* An amount of $546 000 has been
provided for improvements to
navigational aids for Albany, Geraldion,
Bunbury and Esperance ports by the
Harbour and Light Department.

0 The planning of a new container
handling complex, involving the
reconstruction of Berths 4 and 5 at
Fremantle, commenced some years ago
and funds provided in 1978/79 allowed
for the completion of certain preliminary
sub-contracts.
Included in the works program of the
Fremantle Port Authority this year is an
amount of $821 000 which will allow a
Start to be Made On the demolition and
rebuilding of the berths. Final
completion and the provision or a new
container terminal will extend into
subsequent years.

* The Estimates include an allocation of
almost $1.3 million for the Albany Port
Authority. Included in this amotint is
$1 53 000 for the construction of a new
320 tonne capacity cradle and the
installation of a new main winch.
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* The major portion of funds in the
Dunbury Port Authority's capital works
program will go towards the completion
of the general purpose berth in the new
inner harbour complex.

It is a major investment in the new
deepwater harbour and is designed to
meet the trade expansion envisaged for
the South West region. The new facility
will allow further progress towards the
phasing out of the old timber jetty. The
berth will be well equipped including a
modern amenities building for port
workers.

* The works program to be undertaken by
the Forests Department will be $6.3
million in 1979/80. Sonme $3.4 million
will be spent on the establishment and
tending of softwood forests, reflecting
increased demands for this type of
timber.

* An amount of $50 000 has been
provided in the allocation for the Mines
Department for planning the relocation
of the Woodman Point Explosives
Reserve 'as part of the Jervoise Bay
development.

* Following expenditure of $269 000 on
consultants fees, design work and some
materials in 1978/79, a further
allocation of $1.5 million is proposed for
the State Engineering Works to
undertake construction of a new
foundry. Tenders have been called and
the successful contractor nominated. It
is anticipated that the completion date
will be April 1980.

The Engineering Works has joined
Leighton Contractors and Matthew Hall
of the United Kingdom in a three-way
joint venture to tender for North West
Shelf contracts. The joint venture has
already been accepted by Woodsidt
Petroleum as a prime contractor
following an inspection of the
Engineering Works' facilities.

* The Country High School Hostels
Authority will undertake additions and
alterations to existing hostels at a cost of
$574 000. The proposed program
includes improvements to hostels at
Oeraldton, Katanning, Narrogin and
Port Hedland. In addition, Wardens'
residences will be built at Merredin and
Northam.

* The Industrial Lands Development
Authority plans to spend $6.9 million on
the purchase and development of land
for industrial purposes. Within this
program there is an amount of $3.2
million provided for the completion of a
further 55 fully serviced industrial sites
in the Canning Vale Industrial Estate, of
which 17 will have direct rail access.
These lots will be available to industry
towards the end of 1979.

* The Crown Law Department is expected
to spend $325 000 in 1979/80 on works
which will include the commencement of
a new Court House in Karratha.

* An amount of $2 million has been
provided to commence construction of
the Forests Department's new
headquarters at Como. The completed
building is anticipated to cost in excess
of $4 million.

* A total of almost $4 million has been
allocated for works associated with the
Cultural Centre. Funds will be provided
for parking facilities for the Art Gallery
and the proposed new Library building.
Planning will commence in 1979/80 for
the Drama Theatre which will
eventually be established within the
complex.

* Although not part of the Government's
works program, two building projects,
which will provide welcome impetus to
the construction industry, building
suppliers and employment in the State,
are those being undertaken by the State
Superannuation Board and the State
Government Insurance Office.
The State Superannuation Board is to
finance a new building in East Perth for
the Education Department. The Board
has already conducted a competition for
its design and has now commissioned a
private architect to undertake detailed
design, documentation and
administration of the contract for the
total project.
Building will commence later this
financial year with the total cost
expected to be in the vicinity of $15
million.
The capital cost of the S.G.I.0. eight
storey building, being erected at the
corner of St George's Terrace and King
Street, is also estimated at about $15
million. A team of private consultants,
in association with the Insurance Office,
is managing the project.
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Work has already commenced on the
foundations and the main structure is
due to begin in November this year.

Conclusion

That concludes my survey of the Capital Works
Budget for 1979/80 and I now turn to the main
purpose of the Bill which is to appropriate from
General Loan Fund the sums required to carry
out works and services detailed in the Loan
Estimates.

Of the total finance required for the planned
works program, an amount of $157 103 000 is to
be supplied from the General Loan Fund for the
purposes listed in the Estimates.

The Estimates contain full details of the
program together with the source of fgnds to be
employed. The amount to be provided- from the
General Loan Fund and which is subject to
appropriation in this Bill is clearly identified.

Supply of $75 000 000 has already been
granted under the Supply Act 1979 and the Bill
now under consideration seeks further supply of
$82 103 000, The total of these two sums, namely
$ 157 103 000 is to be appropriated for the
purposes and services expressed in Schedule B to
the Bill.

As well as authorising the provision of funds for
the current year, the measure seeks ratification of
amounts spent during 1978/79 in excess of the
Estimates for that year. Details of these excesses
are given in Schedule C to the Dill.

Before I proceed with the tabling of the
appropriate documents, 1 commend to members
the study of the Budgets for the Consolidated
Revenue Fund and the General Loan Fund, and
the capital works program together. They will see
sensible use has been made of the Government's
funds, not only to ensure services are adequately
maintained, new initiatives are taken, and tax
reductions are effected but also to stimulate
employment to the maximum extent possible with
the funds available.

Again I want to thank the Treasury officers for
the pant they have played in making it possible to
present these Budgets well ahead of the normal
time, before the break for the Royal Show, and, I
believe, in a way members will find easy to read
and understand.

I commend the Bill to Honourable Members
and in so doing request leave to table the General
Loan Fund Estimates of Expenditure for the year
ending 30th June 1980, and a %cpy of the Loan
Estimates Speech.

The Genera) Loan Fund Estimates of
Expenditure for the year ending 301h June, 1980,
were tabled (see paper No. 35 7).

The Loan Estimates Speech 1979-80 was
tabled (see paper No. 358).

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Davies
(Leader of the Opposition).

RESERVE (WOODMAN POINT-JERVOISE
BAY) BILL

Receipt and First Reading
Bill received from the Council; and, on motion

by Mrs Craig (Minister for Local Government),
read a first time.

ELECIORAL ACT AMENDMENT BILL
(No. 2)

In Committee

Resumed from the 11th September. The
Chairman of Committees (Mr Clarko) in the
Chair; Mt O'Neil (Deputy Premier) in charge of
the Bill.

Progress was reported after clause 7 had been
agreed to.

Clause 8: Section 42 amended-
Mr O'NEIL: An amendment to this clause

appears in my name on the notice paper. The Bill
as presented indicated that in regard to the
witnessing of all electoral claim cards the
witnesses were to be confined to an electoral
officer, a justice of the peace, a clerk of courts, or
a police officer.

On further consideration and examination of
this matter it was deemed that this should be the
provision which obtains only in respect of first
enrolments or in a case where a person had been
removed from the roll because of absence from
the State or for some other reason.

In other cases it appears to be sufficient for any
person who is enrolled on the Commonwealth or
State electoral rolls to register a change of
address or whatever it may be.

In the debate on this issue questions were raised
in respect of the number of people who would be
affected by the necessity to seek qualified
witnesses, and it was suggested hundreds of
thousands of people would be disadvantaged in
this way. At the time the Bill was being debated
new rolls were issued in respect of the Legislative
Assembly Districts and Legislative Council
Provinces in this State. At the same time a
statement appeared in The West Australian of the
12th September concerning the changes in
enrolment procedures and indicating that 701 414
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voters were now on the rolls as at the date the
rolls were drawn up. The Press statement also
indicated that the rolls had not been reprinted for
some I5 months. This situation allowed us to
assess how many new enrolments had been
effected during that period.

Mr Tonkin: Was that after IS months?
Mr O'NEIL: The rolls were last printed on the

30th June, 1978, and from that date-a period of
IS months-the total enrolments in the State
have increased by 14470; that is fewer than 900
new admissions to the roll a month. As members
know there are some 55 electorates, so that is
roughly 20 new enrolees a month in each
electorate. So there would be long queues of
people lining up for enrolment!

Mr Tonkin: Those figures are very misleading
because they are people coming on. What about
all the cross-transferring?

Mr O'NEIL: In the case of the amendment I
propose to move-

Mr Tonkin: It will not help.
Mr O'NEIL: -there is no requirement for

those people to have their applications witnessed
by the people specified.

Mr Tonkin: Yes there is, if they go off the roll
for a week and move to a new house.

Mr O'NEIL: Does the honourable member
know how many such people there would be?

Mr Tonkin: Thousands and thousands.
Mr O'NEIL: Perhaps during the debate the

honourable member can make his point and tell
us about these thousands of people who will be
affected. I move an amendment-

Page 4-Delete lines 18 to 24 with a view
to substituting the following-

(i) where the claimant's name does not
appear on any roll-
(1) an Electoral Officer;

(11) a Justice of the Peace;
(Ill) a clerk of courts; or
(IV) a Police officer; or

(ii) in any other case, an elector, or a
person qualified to be enrolled as an
elector, of the Commonwealth
Parliament or of the Legislative
Assembly of Western Australia.

who shall sign his name on the claim as a
witness to the signing of the claim of the
claimant, and state the capacity in which he
did so; ;

Mr TONKIN: I would like to have one point
made clear right at the beginning, Mr Chairman.
Are you following the usual practice of this House

where, in the Committee stage, each question is
handled separately so that a member may speak
three times to each question as distinct from each
clause?

The CHAIRMAN: Yes, a member may speak
three times to the question that the clause be
agreed to, and he may speak three times to an
amendment.

Mr TONKIN: So I may speak to this
amendment three times, and if the clause were
amended, I could speak three times to the
amended clause?

The CHAIRMAN: Yes, three times to each
question.

Mr TONKIN: I wanted to get that clear
because I had hoped we would speak generally to
the clause first. However, the Deputy Premier
wanted to move his amendment, and so we must
speak to the amendment and not to the whole
clause. There are many other matters I would like
to refer to in regard to this clause.

The figures given by the Deputy Premier are
quite misleading. In saying that I do not mean
that he is misleading the Committee deliberately.
I have been known to say in the past that
members have misled the House, but I want to be
known as saying that only when I mean it. So
although I feel that the Deputy Premier does not
intend to mislead in this case, in my opinion he is
being too simplistic. He said that on an average
there are 20 new enrolments in each electorate
each month, and that was based on the
assumption that all electorates are equal. Of
course, with our crazy electoral system we know
that is not so.

In giving these figures the Deputy Premier was
referring to additional enrolments, and he did not
allow for the fact that there are many cross-
transfers. Let me give an example of a situation
that arises frequently when a person builds a new
home.

Let us assume that a person has been living for
some years in an older suburb such as North
Perth. He builds a house in a new subdivision,
say, Noranda, in my own electorate. He may
move out of his old premises before his new house
is ready for occupation, and he will live for some

time with his relatives. In this case it is quite
likely, and quite proper too, that his name is taken
off the roll in his former electorate. Although it is
illegal, he may not bother to enrol during the
period he spends with his relatives, but he will
wait until he moves to his new address. He would
then find that his name is not on any roll, and his
application would be treated as a new enrolment.
It would then have to be'iWitnessed by a justice of
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the peace or one of the people set out in the
amendment.

Certainly Judge Kay's intention was that the
witnessing of an enrolment claim by one of these
people should be necessary only for an initial
enrolment. In fact, the amendment will mean that
any person who has had his name removed from
the roll for any reason and no matter how
temporarily-perhaps only for a day or two-will
find that his claim is treated as a new claim and it
will need witnessing by one of these people. I
believe that what I have stated is a correct
interpretation of this provision, and that being the
case, I do not think that is the Government's
stated intention.

We can impute all sorts of sinister motives to
the Government. but I do not believe that this
provision is in line with the Government's stated
intention or that of Judge Kay. We should be
seeking to provide that a person's initial
application for enrolment should be required to be
witnessed by a justice of the peace or one of these
other persons.

This would mean that a person who had
perhaps been out of the State for a while but
whose original enrolment claim is still on the file
would not need to fulfil this requirement. In such
cases it would be easy to check one signature
against another.

Sitting suspended from 6.1IS to 7.30 p.m.
Mr TONKIN: Before the tea suspension I was

saying that the amendment will affect not only
those people being enrolled for the first time , but
also those who are temporarily off the roll. I gave
an example of persons in that situation.

How is a person to know whether he is not on
the roll? I suppose members of Parliament who
are assiduous in their duties go around with a roll
under their arms and check to see who is on it.
However, the fact that a person's name is on the
roll does not mean he is on it at Al; his name
could have been deleted. Every week a list of
deleted names is issued, and unless they are struck
off one's copy of the roll one cannot be sure who
is on the roll. We are aware that most people do
not check.

How will people know they are not on the roll?
It will be most difficult for them. Suppose a
person does find he is not on the roll for some
reason or other; he will not be able to be
reinstated on the roll simply by having a claim
card witnessed by an elector as 'he can at the
moment; he will have to find a justice of the
peace.

The Law Reform Commission made it clear
that it does not believe it is necessary that justices

of the peace witness many of the forms they
witness at present. The commission even said it is
not necessary that commissioners for declarations
witness legal forms. Of course, legal forms
sometimes concern thousands and thousands of
dollars; and the Law Reform Commission does
not believe it is necessary they be witnessed by
justices of the peace. Yet we are saying enrolment
claim forms are so much more important than
legal forms which concern large sums of money,
that they must be witnessed by a JP.

I do not know of any evidence to show that the
people of Western Australia regard a vote, as
highly as that. Therefore, it is specious of the
Government to suggest people should have to do
that.

The emphasis in the Bill is that the witness
should be sure of the particulars of a person
before witnessing the claim card. I said before
that many justices of the peace have indicated to
me and to my colleagues that they will not be
prepared to witness claim cards because they willI
not be sure of the personal particulars of the
persons filling them out. In respect of other legal
forms, JPs are not even required to know the
particulars are correct. When attesting a
signature, all they must say is, "Yes, I saw such-
and-such sign the form. I do not know whether his
claim that he lost his bank book or that he is due
for this money is true." Yet when witnessing
electoral claim cards we are asking them to
ascertain that the particulars are true.

If we want to be sure the particulars are true,
and if we want to be able to sheet home
responsibility to the person witnessing a claim
card, then we should say the witness Must be
someone who is known personally to the elector.
In other words, he should be someone who is able
to know whether the particulars on the claim form
are correct;, and who is better able to know that
than the spouse, relative, friend, or neighbour of
the claimant?

It is quite clear the Government does not have a
reasonable case at all. It has not been able to
show-and Judge Kay was certainly not able to
show-that abuses are occurring and the system
needs to be tightened up. Secondly, the
Government is going against the statement of the
Law Reform Commission that it is inconvenient
and difficult to find justices of the peace and,
therefore, the requirements that legal forms Must
be witnessed by JPs or similar persons should be
waived. Thirdly, the person who could be most
sure of the particulars is one who is known
personally to the elector.
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So the Government is introducing an
amendment to the Act without having made out a
case. I guess I am an optimist because I have not
been here very long--only eight years-but I
hope we . see this Parliament operating as it
should, with the Government listening to
suggestions put forward by the Opposition. We
remember that when we were in Government
between 1971 and 1974 amendments were often
accepted after debate, if a reasonable case was
presented. However, year in and year out in the
past five years we have not seen this Government
accept an amendment. The Premier enjoys his
majority and uses it ruthlessly to ram through any
decision made by Cabinet.

Mr Bryce: Not for much longer.
Mr Stephens: The National Party will have the

balance of power.
Mr Bryce: We wouldn't have the National

Party if we were given it as a girt.
Sir Charles Court: You might need it yet.
Mr B. T. Burke: You might be able to buy the

National Party at a white elephant stall.
Mr TONKIN: We in the Opposition can talk

until we are blue in the face, but no cognizance is
taken of our arguments. The Deputy Premier sits
there and says in effect. "! have the numbers, and
I will not listen to the arguments put forward."
That is the sad situation.

We have an amendment produced without any
substantiation that a single person is on the roll
incorrectly. We have no substantiation of the need
for this amendment. I repeat that in particular
young people who move about will find it difficult
to be re-enrolled.

Mr Sodeman: It is not correct to say there is no
evidence of people being on the roll incorrectly.
Evidence was given that there are cases of this.

Mr TONKIN: What kind of evidence?
Mr Sodeman: It was factual to the best of the

knowledge of the person concerned.
Mr TONKIN: It was hearsay. If the member

for Pilbara ever produced an old wives' tale like
that in a court of law, he would see just how much
credence is given to it by a judge and jury. The
judge would instruct the jury to take no notice of
such evidence.

I can stand in this place and make an
unsubstantiated statement and members would do
well to ignore it; Certainly, -it would be ignored in
a court of law. There was only hearsay evidence
along those lines, which was not evidence at all.
There was not one case where they said, "John
Smith is on the roll incorrectly", and John Smith
was called and had a chance to refute that

statement. No attempt was made to weigh the
evidence to ascertain whether the statement was
factual. No competent legal authority would give
any weight to that kind of hearsay evidence. So, I
am not incorrect; no such case has been made out
by Judge Kay or by this Government.

The Government's ego is on the line. The
Deputy Premier has learnt well from his master,
and his ego is at stake. To admit that he may have
made a mistake and that his amendment is not
needed would result in his losing face. It is a
terrible state of affairs that a Government should
refuse to admit it has ever in its life made a
mistake. For the last five years we have seen this
Government refuse to accept amendments put
forward by the Opposition. In fact, Government
members do not even bother to listen to the
debate in this place or to reply properly to the
debate because they know they have the numbers.

Mr PEARCE: I support the comments of the
member for Morley. The amendment the
Government is seeking to make to its own
amendment is only to reduce application of the
categories of people-the infamous four groups of
people-who will be permitted to witness an
electoral claim card to new enrolments instead of
to all enrolments.

It is well known the Deputy Premier is scarcely
ever seen in his electorate, let a lone dealing with
his constitutents; so, possibly, he is not familiar
with the day-to-day operations of a member of
Parliament who looks after his constituents.
When he produces figures to demonstrate there
are only half a dozen new enrolments per
electorate, he simply is not doing the job in his
own area. For a start, the bulk of new enrolments
are concentrated in very few electorates and,
clearly, my electorate of Gosnells is one of them.
In the three years I have been member for
Gosnells, the enrolment in my electorate has
increased from 15 000 to nearly 21 000, which
means that some 6 000 new people, or a little over
2 000 a year, have' come onto the roll in the
electorate of Gosnel Is.

Mr 1-odge: That is because you are doing such
a good job in the area.

Mr PEARCE: That is right; they are all
flocking to me. Probably, they are coming from
the Deputy Premier's electorate.

Mr O'Neil: I hope they are; you will lose your
seat if that is the case.

Mr PEARCE: Of those additional people, I
estimate that about one-fifth would be first-up
enrolments. Even if it were only one-sixth, I am
looking at around 1 000 new enrolments in my
electorate alone.
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I turn now to the categories of people who will
be empowered to witness the claini cards
submitted by these 1 000 people. An electoral
officer is so empowered, Well, there are no
electoral offices anywhere near my electorate.
Individual electoral officers may live in my
electorate but no-one would know who they are.
So, if someone in the electorate of Gosnells turns
18 and wishes to enrol,'he must track into town
and queue at 565 Hay Street to have his card
witnessed.

Mr MacKinnon: There is an electoral office at
Thornlie.

Mr PEARCE: Firstly, that part of Thornlie is
not in my electorate and, secondly, it is a
Commonwealth electoral office.

Mr Bryce: This legislation will prevent a
Commonwealth electoral officer from doing the
job.

Mr PEARCE: My reading of the Bill is that
the card must be witnessed by a State electoral
officer; however, if the member for Murdoch
believes a Commonwealth electoral officer can do
it, I hope he joins. the debate and tells us.

Mr O'Neil: Have a look at the definition of
"electoral officer" in the Bill.

Mr PEARCE: Even if Commonwealth electoral
officers are permitted to witness these cards, it is
still the case that there are no electoral offices in
my electorate. The Thornlie electoral office is not
across the road from my electorate; it is many
miles away to the residents of Langford, Gosnells,
Kelmscott, and Armadale. The Government is
providing for only a very small number of people
who can witness claim forms.

Justices of the peace are permitted to witness
enrolment forms. The member for Melville
demonstrated the difficulty people have these
days in becoming justices of the peace. The
Government argues there are too many already,
which means the Government has Filled the ranks
of justices of the peace with its own appointees. In
my electorate, there may be about 18 of these
people, but they are not there all the time.

The Bill provides that a clerk of courts may
witness a claim form. There is no court in my
electorate. A police officer may witness forms.
The electorate of Gosnells has only one police
station which might have a strength of about a
dozen officers. Because of the amount of
lawbreaking in my electorate and the small
number of policemen, it is hard enough to get a
policeman if one is raped, let alone get one to
witness an electoral claim card!

So, in fact, the Government's effort to deprive
Aborigines in the north of a vote will lead to
massive difficulties in 18-year-olds getting
themselves on the roll in Metropolitan electorates.
One might ask whether, in fact, this is only an
.accidental by-product of the Government's effort
to deprive Aborigines in the Kim berley of a vote.
Is it the case that the Government in fact is
prepared to make life tough for l8-year-olds in
the metropolitan area in order to deprive
Kimberley Aborigines of a vote so that it can
hang on to the seat of the Minister for Housing?
That is one interpretation one could put on the
matter.

I think this ties in equally with the fact that all
the polls show that the 18 to 25 year age group at
present gives ihe Australian Labor Party
something like a 10 per cent preference over the
Liberal Party. So, depriving 18-year-olds of the
vote would be quite in line with Liberal policy.
Doubtless, the Government Feels that if it can
keep enough 18-year-olds off the roll, it may be
able to hang on to such marginal seats as the one
held by the member for Murdoch and others in
this Chamber.

I do not believe any Government should aim to
ensure its re-election by endeavouring to fiddle
with the rolls. If it has merits and policies which
are appealing to the public, it should be confident
to face the people with every eligible person in the
State on the roll.

The CHAIRMAN: Order! The member for
Gosnells would appreciate that some of what he is
saying and some of what the member for Morley
said would more properly relate to a general
debate on the question that clause 8 be agreed to.
In an amendment of this nature, although the
specific question before the Chair is to delete
certain words, it is one of the practices and
traditions of this place that one allows discussion
on the words to be inserted. However, debate
recently has taken the trend where we are
spending too much of our time on that aspect.
This amendment seeks to ease the provisions of
existing clause 8, and I understand the member
for Gosnells is making the point that it should go
much further. However, I would ask him to make
that point as he proceeds in order to make sure he
is speaking to the deletion of the words.

Mr PEARCE: I take your point, Mr Chairman;
I am objecting to the amendment moved by the
Deputy Premier as well as to the amendment
which will be moved subsequently. I am drawing
the attention of members to the effect this
amendment will have on new enrolments. I have
been talking about the pressure on 1 8-year-olds in
my electorate, and the situation of the Aborigines
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in the Kimberley. So, I feel I am talking about
the group of electors who will bc affected by the
Deputy Premier's amendment.

The CHAIRMAN: I do not want to inhibit the
honourable member. The amendment is really an
easing of the situation. I do not want a general
debate on the clause.

Mr PEARCE: I am concerned for the people
who are coming onto the roll for the first time,
particularly the 18-year-aids.

It is well known that a large percentage of I8,
19, and 20-year-aids are not on the rail at present.
The eligibility requirements for both the State
and Commonwealth rolls are much the same.
However, an examination of election figures
reveals that a large number of people-perhaps
10 per cent or more aver the whale State-who
are on the Commonwealth roll are not on the
State roll.

The State roll is in a mess. However, the reason
is that the Government will not agree to joint
Commonwbalth-State rolls, and the State
Electoral Department does not employ officers to
go around putting people on the State roll, as the
Commonwealth does. If a person is I8 years of
age and is eligible to go on the roll but is not yet
on the roll, sooner or later a Commonwealth
electoral officer will knock on his door and say,
"Why are you not on the roll?" That person will
be given a card which, presumably, can be
witnessed on the spot. However, the
Commonwealth electoral officers do not distribute
cards for the State roll. So, more people vote in
Federal elections than in State elections.

That is a ludicrous state of affairs, particularly
as it is against the law not to enrol once one is
eligible. People who are eligible to enrol break the
law by not doing so, and this Government is
making it easier for them to break the law by
making it harder for them to get on the roll in the
first place. I am opposed to that.

I have one further point in relation to
Kimberley Aborigines, because I feel this is the
thrust' of the Government's legislation. I might
say it deals with the enrolment of Aborigines in
any of the rural areas, not just Kimberley, where
they are living in community groups, out of touch
with what might pass amongst us as civilisation.
That effectively means Kimberley, but it also
means Pilbara to a significant extent, Gascoyne,
and Murchison-Eyre. All of those seats are very
small. We all know about the malapportionment
there. We know the Aboriginal vote is a very
significant percentage.

An effort is made in this legislation, quite
specifically, to restrict the ability of groups of

people who do not appear on any rolls to get on
them. When Aborigines are put on the roll, people
are objecting constantly to them. If an Aboriginal
is able to convince a justice of the peace or
anybody else that he is entitled to vote, and he
sends in his claim card, as soon as the name
appears on the roll of Kimberley or any of the
northern seats the chances are that somebody will
object to his name being on the roll. Members of
the Liberal Party branch run down the roll,
picking out Aboriginal names. They send
objections to the Electoral Department to have
the namcs removed. The Electoral Department
procedure is a simple one, but it is fallacious. It
sends letters to the Aborigines in remote
areas-quite often illiterate Aborigines-and if
the person concerned does not reply to the letter,
perhaps because he has not received it, perhaps
because be does not understand what it means, or
perhaps because the reply is lost, his name is
removed by the Electoral Department if no reply
is received. In order to re-enrol, the Aboriginal
will have to find one of these categories of persons
listed in the Bill. Members know such persons are
not easy to find in the northern electorates.

What happens then? As soon as the person's
name is back on the roll, somebody from the
Liberal Party will send an objection to the
Electoral Department, and the procedure is
repeated. As I said last week, people are going on
and off the rolls like yo-yos.

People are entitled to vote, but efforts are being
made to prevent them from voting simply because
they are Aboriginal and, in the present political
climate, they are likely to vote for the Labor
Party.

Mr Coyne: That is absolute nonsense.
The CHAIRMAN: Order!
Mr Cayne: I will guarantee that for the nine

years I have been here it has never happened in
Murchison-Eyre.

Mr PEARCE: The member means he has never
done it in Murchison-Eyre?

Mr Coyne: No, I have not. I have never
enrolled an Aboriginal.

The CHAIRMAN: Order!
Mr Bryce: The member for Gascoyne confessed

he has done that.
Mr PEARCE: I want to deal with the last

interjection by the member for Gascoyne-I am
sorry, I meant the member for Murchison-Eyre. I
apologise to the member for Murchison-Eyre for
that slur on his character.

There is a category of people omitted from the
list of people who can be called upon to witness
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electoral claims; that is, members of Parliament. I
am frequently asked to witness electoral claims.
Indeed, as I established from the Chief Secretary
three weeks ago by way of a question on notice, a
member of Parliament has a right to witness
almost any document that a justice of the peace
has the right to witness. Members of Parliament
have the witnessing capacity of justices of the
peace, except when they are statutorily excluded
from so doing.

By promulgating this amendment, the Deputy
Premier is depriving members of Parliament of
the right to witness these claims which otherwise
they would not be specifically excluded from
doing. Members of Parliament are the people who
deal with a lot of electoral procedures. I would
say that of the people in the community, members
of Parliament are the ones who are called upon
the most to witness electoral'claims.

I am not saying there should be five categ.ories
of people. But if the categories are to be
restricted, I see no reason for excluding members
of Parliament. I would be fascinated to know the
reason for that anomaly. 1 hope the Deputy
Premier will rise shortly to give an answer. Under
the present circumstances, such a provision would
exclude not only the Kimberley Aborigines but
also the I 8-year-olds of Gosnells.

Mr BRYCE: I listened with great care to the
Deputy Premier when he introduced this
amendment. I have read with great care his
explanation of the legislation when he introduced
it some time ago. Nowhere can I find an attempt
by the Deputy Premier to explain to the members
of the Chamber or the members of the public why
the Government is of the opinion that from this
moment forward the only people in Western
Australia who can be trusted and who are reliable
enough to witness an application form for the
electoral roll shall be an electoral officer, a justice
of the peace, a clerk of courts, or a police officer.

Every member in this Chamber knows that in
every other State of Australia and in respect of
the Commonwealth Parliament any citizen who is
entitled to be enrolled as an elector of the
Commonwealth or of a State is entitled to witness
somebody's declaration and application to go onto
an electoral roll. I would like to ask the Deputy
Premier why the Government has chosen this
particular select classification of people who, from
the passing of the legislation, are deemed to be
the only people reliable and trustworthy enough
to witness these application forms.

Mr O'Neil: You said you had read my
introductory speech and that you had read my

comments on this clause very carefully, but you
cannot find the reason.

Mr BRYCE: I listened to the Comments Of the
Deputy Premier on the amendment.

Mr O'Neil: I suggest you listen again, because
I stated quite clearly that the Government had
adopted the recommendations of Mr Kay in the
report that he issued in respect of his inquiries
into the Electoral Act.

Mr -BRYCE: If the essence of the
Government's case is that it has adopted a
recommendation by a judge, presumably the
Deputy Premier has thought the issue through far
enough to be able to tell us why a clergyman, for
example, is not trustworthy enough to be added to
the list of select people who can witness a
declaration form. As the member for Gosnells has
asked, why cannot members of Parliament be
added to this list?

Mr Harman: What about a magistrate?
Mr BRYCE: A magistrate indeed; Judge Kay

indeed,
Mr H. D. Evans: A Federal registrar.
Mr BRYCE: Can the Deputy Premier indicate

to me why the Government distinguishes those
categories of people? Can he indicate why the
Government is not prepared to add clergymen and
members of Parliament to the select list of people
who are considered to be trustworthy enough. to
fit this classification?

Mr Tonkin: You have to ask Judge Kay. He is
the one legislating, apparently.

Mr BRYCE: It. would seem that the Deputy
Premier has absolutely no case. We are deafened
by his silence. He cannot give a reason, and he is
sitting there to tough it out. He is doing to this
Parliament exactly what his leader does day by
day to the people of Western Australia. The
Premier treats the people with utter contempt.

I have asked the Deputy Premier, and I will ask
him again, whether he can indicate the reason to
the Committee, It is the purpose of a Committee
stage in parliamentary debate to allow a less
formal exchange of opinions.

Can the Deputy Premier indicate to the
Committee why he has not deemed it reasonable
to include clergymen or members of Parliament in
this particular section? We see that the Deputy
Premier has no answer. The Government is sitting
there sluggishly and thugishly saying, "The judge
suggested it ought to be done". Yet when we look
at the record we see there was not one iota of
evidence submitted to the judge to suggest why it
ought to be done.
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Given the history of this case; given the attempt
by the Liberal Party to rig the electoral system in
the Kimberley prior to the election in 1977, it is
possible, is it not, that the Government gave
Judge Kay his instructions and told him what to
say, irrespective of what evidence was presented
before the inquiry-because there was no
evidence to suggest that this particular step ought
to be taken?

The Deputy Premier has not given one single
reason to this Committee. He knows full well that
he does not need any justification; he is making a
sham of the entire institution of Parliament.
There are many members of this Chamber who
have dealt with applications from people within
their constituencies who were interested in
becoming justices of the peace. Very often if these
people happen to be commissioners for
declarations they are quietly told by the Attorney
General that there is really not very much point in
their becoming justices of the peace because there
are scarcely any documents or bookwork that a
justice of the peace-at least in the metropolitan
area-can witness or do that a commissioner for
declarations cannot. So through you, Mr
Chairman, with the greatest of respect, I ask the
Deputy Premier, "What is the Government's
rationale for insisting that this amending clause is
to be inserted which states, in effect, that
commissioners for declaration are deemed to be
unreliable and not sufficiently trustworthy for this
enormous task?"

The Deputy Premier has refused to answer
questions without notice that might be put to him
by the member for Balcatta, and now we see he
has gone back into his shell completely in respect
of the Bill. He cannot answer our questions
because he does not have the answers.

There is no justification for the Government's
action. We on this side of the Chamber are saying
that in every State of Australia every attempt is
being made to maintain a free, open, and decent
democratic system by encouraging people to enrol
and to participate in the decision-making process
at the electorate level. Yet we see that as late in
the day as 1979, the Government brings in
legislation to take Western Australia back into
the 19th century. because this particular clause is
designed deliberately and consciously to
discriminate, firstly, against Aborigines in the
northern parts of this State and, secondly, against
any other unfortunate individual who is not
particularly literate in respect of the English
language.

Mr Sibson: How do you reckon you will go?

Mr BRYCE: The member for Bunbury has no
right to interject. He was one of the Government
members who did not know the meaning of "bona
ide", yet the member was prepared to put that

question to an Aboriginal. I regret very much that
when he conceded he did not know what the word
meant, it was not shown in Hansard. Many of my
colleagues told me that after that interjection the
member for Bunbury said, "Now that we admit
that we do not know what it means, tell us".

Mr Sibson: That was only to bring you out.
The CHAIRMAN: Order! I ask the member

for Ascot to return to the question before the
Chair.

Mr BRYCE: The Deputy Premier has refused
the opportunity to explain to the Committee
precisely why clergymen or members of
Parliament cannot be included. He has refused to
come forward with one skerrick of evidence. As he
has been given countless opportunities to explain,
we can only presume there is some fairly less than
honest reason for wanting to do what he is doing.
Instead of going backwards at this stage, what we
should be doing in 1979 is encouraging people to
participate in our democracy; we should be
assisting them and making this task as easy as
possible, instead of putting things in the path of
Aboriginal people in the north; instead of
restructuring our electoral system to make it
intelligible only to middle-class, articulate Anglo-
Saxons. Why is not the Government bringing in
legislation that would make it possible for any
eihnic group or individuals who are not well
enough educated in respect of the English
language, including Aborigines, to understand the
system? Why is not the Government bringing in
amendments to make it possible for democracy to
work here in the same way as democracy can
work in places like New Guinea, India, and
various other places?

I insist on recording my complete and absolute
objection to this thoroughly anti-democratic
clause that is to be written into the Electoral Act.
As I indicated earlier in the debate, when this
Government is swept from office the very next
time it goes to the polls-either next month or
just after Christmas-this is going to be high on
the priority list of the incoming Labor
Government, which will restore an element of
decency and fundamental democracy to our
electoral system.

Mr HARMAN: The case for the Government
to make the changes to the Electoral Act and to
this particular section of it hinges on the
recommendation of Judge Kay; that is from the
words of the Deputy Premier. One would have to
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come to the conclusion that if Judge Kay told the
Deputy Premier to chop his right hand off, the
Deputy Premier would do it.

If any member were to examine any part of the
transcript of evidence presented to Judge Kay, he
would find it impossible to agree with Judge
Kay's recommendations. There was no evidence
led from any person during the whole of the
inquiry who had been enrolled without his
knowledge or consent; there was no evidence led
or any improper enrolment; and there was no
evidence led of any inadequacy in the existing
situation.

Mr Bryce: None.
Mr HARMAN: There was not a

evidence to suggest that there ought
sort of change in the witnessing of
signature.

skerrick of
to be some
a person's

However, the Deputy Premier has decided to
come to the Parliament without giving any
thought to Judge Kay's reasons or the evidence
which might have led to his recommendation. The
Deputy Premier has merely come into Parliament
and said, "That is Judge Kay's recommendation
and we have to follow it."

A few weeks ago I complained about the way
the Minister for Health acted when we were
talking about the Health Education Council
which, at that time, said, "This is what we
recommend." The Minister accepted that
recommendation without thinking about it. He
just accepted it and brought it to Parliament.
That is exactly what the Deputy Premier has
done.

However, it is unfortunate for the Deputy
Premier that his actions will result in a large
number of people in Western Australia being
disfranchised, because they will not have the
opportunity to enrol which exists at the moment.
When they wish to have their enrolment cards
witnessed, they will be restricted to a category of
people who are eligible to act as witnesses. In
many cases, the people laid down in the
amendment will not be available to those who
wish to have their enrolment cards witnessed.

Having been a member of Parliament for some
time and knowing that the Government has the
numbers in the Chamber, I thought I might try to
help the people in Maylands who are seeking
enrolment, because I enrol people in my electorate
as I am sure most other members of Parliament
do in their electorates. I thought I might put
myself in the position where I could assist those
persons seeking enrolment in my electorate and I
decided to apply to the Government for
appointment as a justice of the peace.

I made my application on the 13th July this
year. After being appointed a justice of the peace.
I thought I would be in the same position as you.
Mr Chairman, and the member for Roe who is a
justice of the peace also. I did not want the people
in Maylands who desired to be enrolled to be at a
disadvantage when compared with the people in
your electorate, Sir, or those in the electorate of
the member for Roe.

I decided the only decent course to follow was
to seek appointment as a justice of the peace.
Having applied on the 13th July. 1 received a
letter from the Attorney General on the 4th
September. 1 'shall read that letter later. I
submitted my application in the normal course of
events as one does when one is recommending a
person, because, as members are aware, it is the
privilege of the member for the district to
recommend a person for appointment as a justice
of the peace. This is a privilege which is held by
the member for the district and a magistrate only.
One does not take one's responsibility lightly
when one recommends persons for appointments
as justices of the peace in one's electorate. I
certainly do not take my responsibilities lightly;
but I do not know the attitude of the members of
the Liberal Party.

Mr Bryce: The Liberal Party uses it as political
patronage. You should have a look at the
Premier's electorate. it is full or justices of the
peace.

Mr HARMAN: One must have regard for the
type of person one is recommending.

When I made my application I referred to the
fact that I had been employed by the Department
of Native Welfare for some time and that for the
last I I years I had been a member of Parliament
of Western Australia. I said I had been a Minister
of the Crown and I was a member of a whole host
of clubs and organisations in my electorate. I
referred to the fact also that I had three very good
references. The leader of my party (Mr Davies)
and two members of the Legislative Council (the
Hon. Lyla Elliott and the Hon. Don Cooley)
acted as witnesses to my character.

Mr Pearce: A thoroughly estimable citizen.
Mr HARMAN: I submitted my application

and received a letter from the Attorney General
on the 4th September. The letter reads as
follows-

Dear Mr Harman.
I refer to your application for appointment

as a Justice of the Peace for Western
Australia.
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It has not been customary to appoint
Members of Parliament to the Commission
of the Peace. The matter was recently
reconsidered by Cabinet when it was decided
that no new appointments be made of
Members of Parliament as Justices of the
Peace.

Under the law as it now stands Members
of both Houses of the State and
Commonwealth Parliaments have the same
powers as a Commissioner for Declarations.

Mr Tonkin: They cannot witness these forms.
Mr HARMAN: However, the member who is

Chairman of Committees in this Chamber is a
justice of the peace. The member for Karrinyap
and the member for Roe are both justices of the
peace.

Mr Young: When were they appointed?
Mr HARMAN: I do not care when they Were

appointed. The fact is they are now members of
Parliament and they hold an advantage over me.
They hold an advantage in their electorates which
I do not have, because they are able to witness
enrolment cards.

Mr Grewar interjected.
Mr HARMAN: The member for Roe will be

able to witness enrolment cards in his electorate
when this Bill is passed and I will not be able to
do so in my electorate. That is the point to which
I object.

If this legislation is passed, the only decent
action which can be taken by the Chairman of
Committees and the member for Roe is to resign
their commissions as justices of the peace.

Mr Young: What about the member for Perth?
Mr HARMAN: The two members to whom I

have just referred should resign their commissions
as justices of the peace so that they do not hold
that advantage over the other members of the
Chamber.

Mr Sodeman: Before you go on, how about
answering the question?

Mr HARMAN: lain not interested in what the
hurricane lamp has to say.

Mr Sodeman: You are not prepared to answer
it. Members on that side of the Chamber are
hypocrites.

Mr HARMAN: How can the member for
Pilbara talk about hypocrisy?

Mr Bryce: You can speak next in the debate.
Mr HARMAN: I do not blame you, Sir, for

this situation; I blame the Government, because it
knows very well that you are a justice of the
peace. Government members know the member

for Roe is a justice of the peace; and yet my
application has been rejected. The Government
decided that I should not have the same
advantage, nor should any other member have the
same advantage, as the Chairman and the
member for Roe.

Mr Grewar: What about Mr Don
Cooley-ALP member for North-East
Metropolitan.

Mr B. T. Burke: We do not disagree with that,
or about the member for Perth or anyone else.

Mr HARMAN: All I am saying is, if the
member for Roe is a justice of the peace why
cannot I be one also and why cannot I have the
same opportunity to witness the signatures of
people who want to enrol as electors in this State?
The Government is making the legislation
restrictive and I do not believe this provision is
necessary.

The wisest course to follow would be for the
Government to have another look at this piece of
legislation and decide it is inappropriate in this
day and age, because there is no real argument
for it. No evidence was presented to Judge Kay to
suggest that he should make this
recommendation. I know the judge rather well. I
spent some years under his jurisdiction. In my
previous occupation I appeared before him on a
number of occasions and I travelled with him also.
I cannot appreciate how he came to make this
decision based on the transcript of the evidence
presented to him.

Mr Bryce: He was probably given instructions.
Mr HARMAN: I fear Judge Kay may have

had a very narrow experience of Aborigines in a
certain area of Western Australia where they
were unsophisticated. He could have drawn upon
that experience to decide in his own mind that
this recommendation should be agreed to.

Mr O'Neil: I would not say he was
incompetent; would you?

Mr Davies: He is not experienced in these
matters.

Mr HARMAN: He did not have the total
experience of Western Australia when making
this recommendation. However, against that he
did not have any evidence from the inquiry he
made to enable him to make that
recommendation. The Deputy Premier knows
that. That is why he is so silent tonight.

The Deputy Premier is a very good student. I
can remember some years ago another Minister
on the Government side when under attack in the
Committee stage did the same as the present
Deputy Premier. He sat with head down and did
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not answer any debate or argument presented to
him. He knew the Government had the numbers
and unfortunately that is what will happen
tonight. The Government members are not
worrying about the argument; they are thinking
they will ramrod this piece of legislation through.
The Government members are aware that some
members of Parliament have an unfair advantage
over others but will do nothing about it because
they can see no real justification for it. I oppose
the amendment.

Mr DAVIES: I have criticised the Government
before for the way in which legislation has been
drafted. Time and time again a Bill is brought
into this Chamber and almost immediately the
Government seeks to amend it. This Bill was
introduced during the autumn part of the session,
and now that we have resumed for the spring part
we Aind that the Government has sought to amend
its own Bill. I have been critical of the
Government. not the Crown Law Department
because the Crown Law Department does only as
it is directed to do by the Government. If it did
not it would be in trouble.

I remind members that this is one of the very
few inquiries where the Government has adopted
all the recommendations almost as if they were
written by the Government. When I read in the
paper that the recommendations appeared to be in
line with the Government's thinking and
completely opposed to anything proposed by the
Opposition, it made me very suspiciou s of the
report. The Government said it would adopt the
recommendations almost in toto. I cannot recall
the matter which the Government decided not to
proceed with; it is of such small consequence, it is
easy to forget. The Government instructed the
Crown Law Department to Prepare the Bill even
though there was an outcry from some of its own
members; including yourself, Mr Chairman. At
times I have noted you to be extremely fair. It
seems that the outcry from its own members was
so great that the Government felt it was necessary
to case the provisions. Therefore, instead of
saying everyone who signed a card to become
enrolled required a certain type of witness, the
Government said it was necessary only when first
enrolling.

Mr Tonkin: It is not the only occasion.
Mr DAVIES: So, as I was about to say, when

re-enrolling there could be other circumstances
whereby one would need people with special
qualifications to sign the electoral card. I will
read out the declaration which is on the bottom of
the card-and in small type-which states-

1, the undersigned, being an elector or
person qualified to be an elector of the
Commonwealth or of the Legislative
Assembly of Western Australia, certify that I
have seen the abovenamed claimant sign this
claim, and that I either know the statements
contained in the claim to be true, or have
satisfied myself by enquiry of the claimant or
otherwise that the said statements are true.

Of course, to be a certain witness one has to be an
elector of the State or Commonwealth or entitled
to be an elector of the State or Commonwealth.
Indeed, that means that a person's own mother,
father, sister or brother could witness one's
signature. Who is better qualified to know that
the statements made on the card are correct? But,
they are not to be allowed that privilege. The
electoral card says that one must have an
electoral officer, or a justice of the peace, or a
clerk of courts, or a police officer to witness one's
signature. Any one of those four people is
qualified to sign an electoral card and witness a
signature.

When one wishes to enroll on the
Commonwealth roll the same qualifying
circumstances exist, so one's mother, father, sister
or brother can witness one's signature. That is if
one wishes to be enrolled on the Federal electoral
roll; but not on the State roll. What is the reason
for this difference? Thu Deputy Premier has been
asked the reason for these requirements on a
number of occasions, and has had ample time in
which to reply.

It is absolutely stupid therefore that a person
who is a notary public can witness a signature
which is accepted anywhere in the world, but is
unable to witness an electoral enrolment card for
the Legislative Assembly in Western Australia.
Have members ever heard anything so stupid?
When a person is asked whether the statements
made on the enrolment card are correct, he will
naturally answer, "Of course they are correct."
How will one of the four officers prove otherwise?
How will they argue if one says one was born in
Broomie? He is not aware whether one was born
in Narrogin, Albany, or North Perth. He is not
aware at all other than by way of question. I
presume the penalty for false witness to a
signature will apply also to the electoral officer,
the police officer, the justice of the peace and the
clerk of courts. There is no reason whatsoever for
this absolutely ludicrous situation in which the
Government finds itself.

If the Opposition was looking for the better of
the two principles offered it would accept the
amendment because the Government is obviously
ashamed of what it is attempting to do. It is
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trying to calm the feelings and the objections of
some of its own members. However they have
gone only a small way towards making the
proposed alterations.

If a person has been on the roll previously and
wishes to be re-enrolled it is necessary to have the
card witnessed by one of the four persons
previously mentioned. However if one wishes to
change from one point to another or from one
electorate to another anyone is able to witness the
signature. This is absolute nonsense. Why this
discrimination? What is the Government afraid
of? Is it afraid that some people will be enrolled
illegally? Has not the Electoral Department some
responsibility in regard to checking any claim it
believes is untrue?

I read a paper recently prepared by I believe a
Mr Black from the Geography Department of the
University of Western Australia.' In his
projections it seems that in some electorates there
were 100 per cent eligible electors enrolled and in
some, including the Kimberley electorate, there
were only about 48 per cent of the eligible persons
enrolled.

The statistics I have just quoted were taken
from the last census. I want the Government to
tell the members on this side of the Chamber why
it is proposivg this ludicrous measure. As was said
earlier, when we ask for that explanation the
silence is deafening.

if we were a little wrong; if we had made some
misstatements; if we had not thoroughly
understood the reason for the Government's move.
Government members would be standing in their
places clearly trying to explain the position to us.
However, we know the reason; we know the
Government is trying to keep people off the roll.

It has been said the Government is trying to
keep people off the roll in the Kimberley, and we
know also-as has already been stated
tonight-there have been many challenges to the
names of persons on the roll in the Kimberley. I
do not think the Electoral Department has been
very keen to challenge the names of people on
rolls in other electorates, but in the Kimberley
there is a particular reason-becatise the
Government believes the vote is being
manipulated.

The law states that as a British subject, an
Australian subject, or a naturalised British
subject, one is entitled to have one's name placed
on the electoral roll. I would have thought the
Government would do everything in its power to
get people to enrol, particularly when I draw
attention once again to the claim that many
electorates obviously fall short of the required

number of electors. In those circumstances one
would think the Government would be most
anxious to have the names of these people placed
on the roll. If the Government was doing the
excellent job which it claims it does, it should
want people on the roll so they can vote for the
Government. Obviously, the Government is
discriminating against . a section of the
community.

I do not know whether the Government
proposes that the Electoral Department will
remain open until nine o'clock on Thursday
nights. I have suggested previously that some
Government departments should be open until
nine o'clock on Thursday nights-those
departments which have a front counter service. If
the stores are able to remain open, people should
be able to pay their water rates and other
accounts during the same hours, and also they
should be able to enrol at the Electoral
Department.

If this amendment goes through it will be even
more important to do everything possible to
encourage people to have their names placed on
the roll. It is quite obvious the Government is
trying to exclude people from being on the roll.

The application card for enrolment is cramped
enough already, and there is little enough space
for the witness to give his occupation and place of
living. If a witness signs himself as a JP, will the
Government go to the additional trouble of
checking the list of justices of the peace to see
whether the witness is actually a IF? If a witness
signs himself as an officer of the Electoral
Department, or as a policeman, will the
Government check to see that those witnesses
actually hold the positions they claim? Is it the
intention of the Government to check to see
whether a witness is a clerk of courts? How will
the Government justify the extra Work which will
be required? If it is to do the job properly it will
have to do all those things I have mentioned.

As I have said previously, it is already hard
enough for a person to become enrolled. I
regret-and it is a matter of some shame to our
education system-in the main people generally
have no idea of the electorate in which they live. I
suggest that in many cases the witnessing officer
himself would not know whether the electorate
stated on the application card was correct. Very
often I have had to go to the electoral registrar to
find out exactly what part of a certain street is in
a particular electorate. We are experienced and
we know the position. We know how the
boundaries are drawn up, and we know the
requirements of the electors. I suggest we would
know the position better than most policemen,
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just as well as any electoral officer, better than
many justices of the peace, and certainly better
than a clerk of courts.

All those people I have mentioned will be
harassed and worried by people seeking to have
their signatures witnessed when the existing
position easily could be retained, and under which
.a person who is qualified to be an elector of the
Commonwealth or the State is entitled to be a
witness to a signature. That is all that is required.
A penalty is provided for those who falsely
witness a signature. They will be liable to a fine of
$100. and the penalty will apply equally.

The Government will create more work at
greater expense. It will be more difficult for a
person to have his name placed on the roll, and
that is a matter of great shame. I thought the
Government would want to have the names of as
many people as possible on the rolls. If Aborigines
have the right to vote, they are entitled to have
their names placed on the roll and to make use of
their rights and entitlements. They are entitled
also to face the consequences of making false
declarations.

Mr TON KIN: I want to come back to what the
member for Maylands said about his application
to become a justice of the peace and I want to
place emphasis not so much on the disadvantage
caused to the member for Maylands, but the
disadvantage which will be caused to the electors
of Maylands.. The electors of Maylands face a
disadvantage which the electors of Karrinyup do
not face because the member for Karrinyup is a
justice of the peace. The electors of Morley are at
a disadvantage-and it does not matter about my
disadvantage but they are
disadvantaged-because I am not a justice of the
peace. This Government refuses to appoint me as
a justice of the peace, but the electors of Roe have
as their member a justice of the peace.

The person who wrote the letter to the member
for Maylands, refusing to appoint him as a justice
of the peace, was the same Attorney General who
acted most improperly and illegally when he put
pressure on the Chief Electoral Officer , during
the last State election, and forced him to send a
telegram to prevent illiterate voters from voting.
Those are not my words, but the words of Mr
Justice Smith. He stated that the Attorney
General had acted most improperly. Even The
West Australian agreed.

At the behest of the Liberal Party backroom
boys the Attorney General, in a nakedly political
fashion, directed the Chief Electoral Officer to
send that telegram. In the same nakedly political
fashion the Attorney General rejected the

application made by the member for Maylands to
become a justice of the peace.

We have the situation where there is a blatant
manipulation of the electoral system in order to
decide, in advance, the result of the next election
long before the people even go near the polling
booths. Months and months before people have an
opportunity to think about voting, this
Government is attempting to decide the outcome
of the next election. That is a scandalous and
shameful situation. When the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition asked the Deputy Premier to
provide a reason, the Government was silent on
three occasions. Eventually, the answer was
given-"Because Judge Kay said so."

Why do not we. go home and let Judge Kay
legislate? If the Government believes Judge Kay
should be making the laws, let us knock off and
let us stop-pretending that we are legislating. The
fact of the matter is this Government deliberately
chose Judge Kay-and no other-because it knew
the kind of person he was and the judgment he
would make. Would not this Government have
loved to appoint Judge Kay to look into the
Kimberley election-that scandalous situation
where the Minister for Housing admitted he used
improper practices to prevent the election of his
opponent?. Would not the Government have loved
to appoint its own judge who would have come
down with a different decision? However, the
Government was not able to appoint Judge Kay.
Mr Justice Smith was properly appointed. The
Chief Justice said the Liberal Party had cheated
and, therefore, the result of the election was
overthrown.

The Bill is before the Chamber in order 10 save
the seat of the member for-

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Watt):
Order! I draw the member's attention to the fact
that the Chairman has allowed some latitude in
the scope of this debate and I intend to do
likewise to some extent, bearing in mind your
earlier remark that it would have been better to
debate the clause before dealing with the
amendment. I allowed you to make that comment
but I think it would be better for you to stick to
the amendment more strictly than you have been
doing.

Mr TONKIN: Thank you, Mr Deputy
Chairman. I have been replying to the Deputy
Premier who in the debate on this amendment
said it was Judge Kay's decision. It is absolutely
absurd for the Deputy Premier to hide behind the
judicial skirts of Judge Kay and say, "Because
Judge Kay said it we will do it."
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Mr Laurance: It is similar to what you have
been doing. You accept the report of the Royal
Commission, word for word.

Mr TONKIN: I am saying I do not mind if the
Government acgepts Judge Kay's report but it ls
expected to give some reasons for doing so. It is
not good enough to say, as though Judge Kay is
the latest person to walk on the water, "As Judge
Kay said this, we will accept it." Had the Deputy
Premier said, "it was in Judge Kay's report and
the reason we are accepting it"-

Mr Lauranee: You have not read the report.
Mr TON KIN: That is quite untrue. Judge Kay

had no evidence, except hearsay evidence which is
not accepted as evidence in a court of law, that
one person in Western Australia had been
incorrectly enrollcd; yet we are changing the law
to prevent abuses which may occur. When he was
silting as a judge, rather than as a Royal
Commissioner, Judge Kay would never have
dreamed of sentencing a man on hearsay
evidence. That is not acceptable.

Had Judge Kay said, "John Smith Is
incorrectly enrolled", and had John Smith been
called and given a chance to say whether or not he
had been incorrectly enrolled, we might have
accepted the decision; but Judge Kay did not
produce one proven ease of an incorrectly enrolled
person. He said, "There is a potentiaf for abuse";
he then said, "When abuses occur". That is not
the writing of a judge; it is the writing of a
political person. and the Government chose him
because it knew he would agree with what it
wanted to do. For the Deputy Premier to say,
"We are doing this because Judge Kay suggested
it", is ridiculous. This should be a place where
argument and debate take place and we are given
reasons. We are prepared to listen to reason. No
reason has been given. As the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition said, who will know whether the
facts are correct?

I repeat that large numbers of justices of the
peace have told me and my colleagues they will
not witness these claim forms because the
legislation will require that they satisfy
themselves as to the particulars. A justice of the
peace who innocently witnesses someone's
signature and later finds the card contains the
incorrect date of birth will be liable to a penalty
for contravening the Act. A justice of the peace
will not take that risk. If an 18-year-old goes to
him when enrolling for the first time, or someone
who has becn off the roll for a week because he
has changed his address asks him to witness a
card, the justice of the peace will not accept that
risk.

The Government is creating a situation which
will never be workable and which has never been
found to he necessary in any other State of
Australia or in relation to Commonwealth
electoral rolls. The legislation is being rammed
through because Judge Kay said what the
Government wanted him to say and the
Government believes it will prevent people voting
in certain electorates, The legislation will
disadvantage every 18-year-old who is required by
the law to be on the roll and is at the same time
having put in front of him an obstacle to prevent
his getting on the roll.

Not only the l8-year-olds will be
disadvantaged. A person who changes his address
or moves to a new suburb will have to find a
justice of the peace to witness his card before he
can be put on the new roll. People will be caused a
great deal of concern and trouble.

No wonder the Deputy Premier will not enter
into argument. He said the population had
increased by 20 in the last 12 months, which
means 20 people had been born. How absurd can
one be! If the population increases by 20, it could
mean 1 000 020 have been born and one million
have died, showing the net increase in the
population of 20. Yet the Deputy Premier says
only 20 extra people have come onto the electoral
rolls in the last 1 2 months. The Deputy Premier
should be ashamed of himself for that Specious
thinking.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Watt):
Order! The member's time has expired.

Mr HODGE: I also oppose this amendment.
The member for Gosnells and the Deputy Leader
of the Oppositon emphasised the hardship it will
pose to 1 8-year-olds and Aborigines. I believe it
will also prove to be a hardship to many other
people.

Since the last election 4 000 new people have
been added to the roll for my electorate and I
believe a large proportion of those people had not
been on the roll previously or had been removed
from the roll for some reason. Many people living
in sections of my electorate, particularly in
Willagee, Hilton, and Palmyra, are not on the
roll. Some of them have never been on the roll;
some of them have been on the roll and have been
removed for not voting in a referendum or an
election; and many of them claim they have been
removed for no good reason-because of a
departmental or computer error. These people will
he further disadvantaged when it comes to
seeking enrolment.

I pose to the Government the question: What
effort has it made in recent years to enforce the
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law requiring people to be enrolled? It must be
many years since an officer of the State Electoral
Department went from door to door in any part of
my electorate to check whether people were on
the electoral roll. I often go door-knocking in
streets in my electorate to check and I am
staggered at the number of people who are not on
the roll.

At the moment, as an elector I am eligible to
witness signatures on enrolment cards. When this
legislation goes through, that will be the end of
that. The unenrolled people in my electorate, if
they are prepared to go to the trouble, will have to
find a JP-and in my electorate JPs are difficult
to Aind-a policeman, a clerk of courts, or an
electoral officer.

Mr Bryce: It is all right for those who live in
Nedlands. All the Premier's little old lady friends
have been made J Ps.

Mr HODGE: There are two police stations in
my electorate, one at Hilton Park and one at
Palmyra. They are run on a skeleton staff-, there
are not enough policemen in either of those
stations. The stations Are not open all the time;
frequently they are closed while the officer goes
out on patrol or to attend an emergency. As the
member for Warren reminds me, country police
stations would be in a much more difficult
situation than those in my electorate.

Of course, nowhere in my electorate is there an
electoral office or a courthouse.

Last week I mentioned the difficult position in
regard to justices of the peace in my electorate. I
sympathise with the member for Maylands.
Obviously it would be useless my putting my
name forward for consideration for the position of
a justice of the peace. Every person I have
recommended since I have been a member of this
place has been turned down unceremoniously for
the flimsiest of reasons, and on one occasion for
obviously blatantly incorrect reasons. This was
pointed out to the Government. but it was
ignored.

As I pointed our the other night in the second
reading debate there is not a single resident
justice of the peace in the suburb of O'Connor in
my electorate. When I put forward the name of a
Fremantle city councillor who resided in that
area, the application was knocked back. The
situation in other parts of my electorate is as
follows-

When we compare these figures with those for the
electorate of Nedland§ and some other Liberal
areas we Aind a great contrast. The figures are as
follows-

Nedlands
Como
South Perth
City Beach

60
43
35
33

I cannot see any sane, rational reason for such a
situation other than political bias, ahd I am
convinced that is the reason for the disparity.

Just a few days ago I submitted the name of a
Melville city councillor, and I am awaiting with
some interest to discover what excuse the
Government uses for knocking back this
application.

When a justice of the peace, a policeman, or
one of these other persons listed in the Bill is
called upon to witness an electoral enrolment
card, how will he verify the facts on the card?
The only way that this can be done is to ask the
claimant, "Are these facts true? Is this really
your name? Is this really your date of birth?"

Mr O'Neil: How do you do it when you witness
a card?

Mr HODGE: That is what I do, and it is the
only way I can think of to attempt to verify the
facts. If a person is dishonest or is attempting
fraudulently to have a false name placed on the
electoral roll, is he then going to come clean and
say, "Oh no, you have caught me out by asking
that question. That is not really my name." If a
person is dishonest enough to attempt to get his
name on the roll illegally, he will lie and he will
assure one that the information on the card is
correct.

Is there any greater penalty for telling a lie to a
clerk of courts, a justice of the peace, an electoral
officer, or a policeman, than there is for telling a
lie to an ordinary witness? From my reading of
the Bill and the parent Act the penalty would be
the same-a penalty of 12 months' imprisonment
for making a false statement to a witness. I can
see no advantage in restricting the people who can
witness a card.

Obviously the Government believes that the
public of Western Australia are more dishonest
than the public anywhere else in Australia. In
every other State and, indeed, in the
Commonwealth itself, any elector may witness an
electoral claim.

2 1 have never heard of anyone being prosecuted
3 for making a false statement on an electoral

15 claim. I am not saying there have not been any
12 prosecutions, but!I have never heard of any.

Willagee
Hilton
Melville
Bicton
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Would it not be possible for the Electoral
Department to make random checks to see
whether the facts on these cards are correct?
What is wrong with such a proposition? Perhaps
some such system is followed at the moment, but
we have heard nothing about it. We certainly
have not heard of any prosecutions against people
who have made false claims on an application
card.

The Government has put forward no evidence
to substantiate the riced for such a provision. All
we have been told is that Judge Kay
recommended it, and therefore the Government
will adopt it. As I said during the second reading
debate, I do not have any great admiration fo~r
what Judge Kay says on this matter. His was not
a judicial decision, but rather it was a decision on
a political matter. The terms of reference for the
inquiry were drawn up by the Liberal Party-a
political party. We hold no great awe for Judge
Kay's decision which was, after all, a political
decision, and one which members on this side of
the Chamber and many other Western
Australians disagree with.

Mr COWAN: The amendment before the
Committee would facilitate the transfer of an
elector's name to the roll in another electorate.
However, we in the National Party can see no
reason-at all for the amendment to be before the
Committee. Certainly there is some reference to
such a provision in the Kay report. It was stated
that the amendment contained in the Bill was
before the Chamber because of the Kay report,
but there is nothing in the Kay report to
substantiate either the amendment now before us
or clause 8 of the Bill.

The Government is finessing. There is no
reason to support either this amendment or clause
8. Certainly Judge Kay did not demonstrate the
necessity for such amendments to the Electoral
Act.

The question has been asked: Why has the
amendment been brought here? That question has
not been answered. Certainly the Opposition's
question was a rhetorical one, and I believe that
the answer supplied by Opposition speakers was
the correct one: This amendment is to make it
more difficult for illiterate voters to enrol. I
realise it will make it difficult for all voters to
enrol, but in particular it will make it difficult for
illiterate voters of any race or nationality. There
is no precedent in Australia for this provision.

If this amendment is passed-and I am sure it
will be-I, as a citizen of the Commonwealth of
Australia, will be able to witness an enrolment
claim form for any person in my electorate to be

enrolled on the Commonwealth roll, but as a
citizen of Western Australia I cannot do that for
a person wishing to be enrolled on the State roll.
Does it mean I am regarded as a second-class
citizen? I certainly hope not, but that is the
implication. There is no need for this amendment,
and there is no need for the clause. Consequently
our party will be opposing the amendment and the
clause.

Mr PEARCE: I would like to direct my
attention to the appearahnce of the Deputy
Premier in this debate, if the term "appearance"
can be used rather loosely. In my opinion the
Deputy' Premier is showing contempt for the
Committee by failing to answer the questions
asked by Opposition speakers.

During the second reading debate the member
for Rockingham asked why members of
Parliament could not be included in the very
restricted category of persons who can witness an
electoral claim for a person who is not on any roll.
On that occasion the Deputy Premier replied
rather glibly that the member could raise the
matter during the Committee stage. In fact a
number of members have now raised the matter,
and the Deputy Premier has had nothing to say.
What was the point in telling the Chamber during
the second reading debate that the matter could
be raised during the Committee stage if the
Deputy Premier had no intention at all of
directing his attention to it when it was raised?

How many members have spoken in the
Committee stage on a whale range of points
dealing with the amendments the Deputy Premier
is suggesting, and what sort of reply have we had
from the Deputy Premier to any of them? The
answer is that about six members have spoken for
a total of about one and a half hours on this
clause, and the Deputy Premier has not seen fit
even to participate in the debate apart from the
few remarks he made when moving the
amendment in the first place. All he has been able
to offer by way of interjection is that Judge Kay
thinks we should be doing this.

I make the point-which the member for
Gascoyne raised when he, too, contributed to the
debate by way of interjection-that there is a
massive difference between a judge inquiring into
some matter of political policy and presenting
recommendations to the Government or the
Parliament, and a judge acting in his capacity as
a judge, as Mr Justice Smith was when
conducting the Court of Disputed Returns. in the
latter case-and this is why we accept the
decision-the judge must run the case, hear the
facts, and determine questions of fact and law; he
must determine what actually happened in the
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circumstances and whether it was contrary to the
law. That is the task of the judge and, of course,
judges make mistakes even when acting in that
capacity. That is why appeals are provided.

However, a judge conducting an inquiry into a
matter of political policy is in no different
situation from anyone else conducting an inquiry
into a political policy. Anyone can make
suggestions about what a Government ought to do
in respect of legislation. Indeed, a large number of
people made submissions to Judge Kay's inqui ry.
However, Judge Kay is no more able to say what
should happen to a part of the electoral laws of
this State than is anybody else. The Parliament is
charged with that responsibility; the members of
this Assembly make the laws of this State. We
decide what will happen in matters of public
policy. That is why so many members have risen
to present their points of view about what should
happen in respect of the enrolment of voters.

Many cogent reasons have been presented by
legislators as to why Judge Kay's
recommendations ought not be followed. What
are the reasons that Judge Kay made these
recommendations? Of course, as members have
said, the reasons for his recommendations simply
are not demonstrated in his report. It is a matter
of hearsay evidence and rumour suggesting that
some people may be improperly on the roll, but it
has not been proven that is so. Yet because of that
hearsay evidence and rumour it is suggested it
would be better if it were made difficult for
people to be enrolled.

I put it to the Committee that everybody who is
entitled to vote ought to be on the roll, and as a
matter of public policy we should be fostering
democracy by making it easy for people who are
entitled to be on the roll to be enrolled.' For
example, the Electoral Department should have a
section whose task is to send officers around the
State to ensure that people who should be enrolled
are enrolled. Officers should be distributing cards
and encouraging people to enrol. That is what
democracy is all about.

On one estimate, something like 300 or 400
people in my electorate turned out to vote at the
last election but found they were not on the roll.
They believed they were on the roll; some were
confused with the Commonwealth roll, and some,
as the member for Melville pointed out, bad been
disfranchised by a computer. They were a whole
range of people who wanted to vote but were
unable to do so because they were incorrectly
enrolled, and they were unable to establish the
degree of evidence necessary to enable them to
have a section vote. They wanted to play their
part in democracy; many of them probably were

motivated to do so because voting is compulsory,
while others felt they should vote.

Surely, as a fundamental principle of
democracy we should be encouraging people to
exercise their democratic rights, one of which is to
vote. We on this side of the Chamber adopt the
attitude that everyone should vote. We are quite
prepared to take the decision the electorate might
hand to us in those terms. If everybody votes and
we lose, we accept that; we lose fairly and
squarely simply because we have not been able to
convince the community that our policies are
right.

That is not the attitude which seems to prevail
on the other side of the Chamber. The attitude
over there seems to be one of keeping the roll as
small as possible, particularly if potential Labor
voters can be excluded. Members opposite are
prepared to exclude many categories of people in
order to keep the roll small; they are prepared
even to exclude some who would vote for them.
That is a cynical attitude which I cannot
countenance. I do not believe that cynical attitude
should be made a matter of public policy.

In fact, as I demonstrated last week during the
second reading debate, in the last four years we
have seen a series of steps aimed at tightening the
electoral situation to the point where large
numbers of people are being excluded from
exercising a vote. Now the Government is trying
to keep people off the rolls. On the last occasion it
tried to keep people on the rolls from voting by
ensuring that a series of idiotic questions were
asked of them. Even the member for Bunbury
could not understand the questions; presumably
he would have lost his vote had he been asked
them. We on this side feel that the member for
Bunbury should be allowed to vote at elections. If
he votes the wrong way it is probably because he
lacks the ability to comprehend policies. Probably
he would not be entitled to vote under a system
where a vote is based on an intelligent
comprehension of the issues. Nevertheless, we still
believe he should have the right to vote,
irrespective of what he does with his vote. His
right to vote is basic to his role as a citizen and to
the part he plays in this democracy.

However, more important than that, if the
member for Bunbury were disfranchised because
we did not like the way he voted, we thought his
IQ was too low, or we thought his understanding
of the system to be not good enough, we would
diminish ourselves as a democracy; because any
community that seeks to disfranchise or to make
lesser citizens of some people diminishes itself by
so doing.
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Mr Sibson: Bob Hawke hasn't got that right,
has he?

Mr PEARCE: What right?
Mr Sibson: To a democratic vote.
Mr PEARCE: The member for Bunbury is

merely demonstrating what 1 have been saying.
We really ought to look into the vote exercised by
him.

Mr B. T. Burke: He is a boy protege, a genius.
If he had any more brains he would be dangerous.

Mr Sibson: Bob Hawke was told to pull his
horns in.

Mr PEARCE: The member is remarkable. I
suppose every Chamber must have its clown and
if the member for Bunbury should lose his scat, as
the polls indicate he will, I wonder who will take
over his role as clown. This place would be dull
without a clown for the next three years.

Mr Laurance: You will be able to come into the
public gallery and find out.

Mr Sibson: If you go there will be no-one to
interject on.

Mr PEARCE: It is a fact that what happens at
elections is crucial not only to us as members, but
also to the State. What we are saying is
fundamental to our whole opposition to this Bill:
the community as a whole is diminished if some
section of it is deprived of its democratic rights.
We will not agree to that for whatever reason, but
particularly not for the reason as we understand it
in this situation. In this instance it is a matter of
cynical, political opportunism on the part of the
Government, which is hoping to exploit its
position as the Government to deprive a large
number of people of their votes in order that it
can remain in power, irrespective of whether it
does so with the approval of the people.

Mr BRYCE: I can well understand that the
Deputy Premier would refuse to explain to the
Committee why members of Parliament cannot be
trusted to witness enrolment cards. However, I
Find it difficult to imagine why the Deputy
Premier would think the same of the Archbishops
of Perth. I ask him to indicate to us why persons
in this community as important as the Catholic
Archbishop and the Anglican Archbishop should
be considered not to be sufficiently trustworthy to
witness claim cards.

Mr Laurance: Are you suggesting those two
people should specifically be put on the list?

Mr BRYCE: I certainly think those two people,
as electors of the Commonwealth and the State,
should be included. A number of other very
worthy citizens also have been excluded. Not only
does this Government bestow the title of "justice

of the peace" upon people as a form of patronage,
to reward its supporters; it also goes to great pains
to recognise very important, trustworthy, reliable
and decent Citizens in the community by awarding
various Australian and British decorations.

We have one such person in this Chamber, a
very highly decorated individual who has received
the Knight Commander of the Order of St.
Michael and St. George, no less a person than the
Premier of the State. Yet because he is not a
justice of the peace, he is not sufficiently trusted
to witness one of these application forms.

Mr B. T. Burke: Quite right, too.
Mr BRYCE: We must consider all these very

important, people in our community, people who
have been singled out because of their value as
citizens and their trustworthiness. This list
excludes people who hold the Victoria Cross, the
George Cross, the Cross of Valour, the Knight of
the Garter, the Knight of the Thistle, the Knight
Grand Cross of the Order of the Bath-I
understand that title goes only to noblemen-the
Order of Merit, the Knight of the Order of
Australia, the Knight Grand Cross of the Order
of St. Michael and St. George, Knight Grand
Cross of the Royal Victoria Order, Knight Grand
Cross of the Order of the British Empire,
Companion of the Order of Australia and
Companion of Honour. Mr Deputy Chairman,
this list seems almost endless; I am only about
one-third of the way through it.

The Government spends a great deal of time at
very propitious times of the year singling out
literally dozens of people-over the years it must
be hundreds of people-to receive these very
worthy awards. Although these people have been
recognised by the Government as being highly
respected members of the community-more
often than not, they are members of the Liberal
Party-they are to be excluded from the list of
worthy citizens who may Witness something as
simple and basic as an enrolment card wherein a
citizen makes an application to go onto an
electoral roll.

The Premier is one such individual who has a
very long list of these British honours. We on this
side have never quite understood why people such
as the Premier place such a premium on being
rewarded by the British Government for service to
the State of Western Australia. We are more
inclined to be loyal to the Western Australian
Government and to the Australian Government.

Mr B. T. Burke: The best thing is that he
recommended himself.

Mr BRYCE: It is quite significant that the
Premier's Cabinet has decided that no more
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members of Parliament in this Chamber or the
other place will be appointed justices or the peace.
I wonder whether the Premier could give us just
one tiny iota of rationale for that decision.

Sir Charles Court: I do not have to, so I do not
intend to.

Mr BRYCE: Mr Deputy Chairman, is the
Premier not priceless? This is how he treats the
members of this Parliament and the people of
Western Australia. The Premier knows full well
that he is staring at a great blank wall; there is
simply no writing on that wall, and there is no
genuine justification for that decision.

Mr Wilson: I think the writing is on the wall
for the Premier.

Mr BRYCE: The member for Melville has
demonstrated how the Premier has bestowed this
patronage on so many people in his own
constituency that there is now a record number of
justices of the peace in Nedlands.

Sir Charles Court: I do not bestow them on
anybody.

Mr BRYCE: Of course he does not; he just
organises it, and makes sure it happens.

With this piece of legislation, the Government
is inviting subsequent Governments of this State
deliberately and consciously to devalue the system
of justices of the peace. I say to the Premier right
now that when I am sitting around the Cabinet
table shortly after the next election I will stress
very strongly to a Labor Government that we
appoint every second person in Western Australia
as a justice of the peace, and bring a little
democracy back to the grass roots level. I can see
no reason that every second person or, in fact, for
that matter every person should not be a justice of
the peace; the net effect of such a move would be
completely to destroy the intent of this clause.

Mr Pearce: Let us make everybody a KCMG.
Mr B. T. Burke: No, that has been cheapened a

little, lately.
Mr BRYCE: Indeed it has. It sounds as though

some members opposite would like to take up the
argument as to whether or not I will be occupying
one of those seats around the Cabinet table next
year. I will be very happy to argue the case, but
this is not the occasion.

Mr Rushton; You are presuming that, having
got into government, the Labor Party will elect
you to the Cabinet.

Mr Pearce: I will vote for him.
Mr Rushton: You will not even be here!
Mr BRYCE: The Minister for Transport will

be swept away in the wave of public support

which will put the Labor Party in office. There is
absolutely no question but that that will occur.
The people of this country have reached the stage
where they are going to dispose of incumbent
Governments, because they will blame incumbent
Governments for the mess in which this country
finds itself.

Mr Old: Is that what happened in South
Australia?

Mr Shalders: Mr Wran would not be too happy
to hear you say that.

Mr BRYCE: That could well be the case. If
members examine history they will see that is
exactly what happened to the masterminds who
created the depression in the l930s, and we are
staring a similar prospect in the face right now.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Watt):
Order! It would be appreciated if the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition would spare a little time
for the amendment.

Mr BRYCE: I will conclude by repeating my
promise that one of the early actions of a Labor
Government in 1980 will be to call this
Parliament together for the purposes of getting
rid of this clause. Should there be any
interference in another place, I for one will
certainly suggest-

Mr Rushton: You go to the people again!
Mr BRYCE: I will certainly make that

recommendation, if it is necessary. If there is
interference in another place, I will suggest that
every second or, if necessary, every person in
Western Australia be appointed a justice of the
peace so that they can witness these enrolment
cards.

Mr HARMAN: It is important that we get
back to the point of the amendment, and
appreciate the absurdity which this debate has
already started to become, and into which it will
develop in the next few hours.

Let us get it absolutely clear in our minds that
this amendment is before the Committee because
of a recommendation by a judge for which there
was no evidence. Every member of this
Chamber-even members opposite-agree that

no evidence was produced to the judge on which
the Government could base its decision to amend
this clause. The Deputy Premier, who is handling
this Bill, knows full well not one jot of evidence
was placed before the judge which could have
influenced the Government to introduce this
amendment.

Every member on the Government side knows
that. We should realise that. The second point is
that the Government asks the Parliament to
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change the law because of a recommendation by a
former judge for which there is no evidence. The
third point is that we ought to look at what the
amendments will do. If one thinks about the
amendments, the only conclusion one comes to Is
that there will be fewer people able to enrol for
the first time-fewer people able to enrol with
ease without too many restrictions.

Let us compare the situation in my electorate
with a very similar one, the electorate of the
member for South Perth. A young person who is
about to turn 18 and who wishes to enrol for the
first time must have his enrolment card witnessed
by an electoral officer. There is no electoral
officer in my electorate. I do not think there is
one in the electorate of the member for South
Perth.

The second witnessing person is a justice of the
peace. It 'is on record that it is difficult to see a
justice of the peace. One has to make inquiries,
look in the phone book, ring a person, and so on;
and it is difficult.

The third person to whom this young person
can turn is a. clerk of courts. There is no clerk of
courts in the electorate of Maylands, and there is
no clerk of courts in the electorate of South Perth.

The fourth person one can turn to is a police
officer. If the South Perth police station is as
available to the public as the two police stations in
my electorate, the stations are shut in the
evenings when young persons who are Working
during the day might like to find a police officer.
One would have to conclude that it will be more
difficult, because of the amendment, for the
electors in city electorates to become enrolled for
the first time.

How much more difficult will it be in country
areas? I am sorry that the Deputy Premier is not
in his seat. I will be asking him a specific question
in a moment that he might like to answer, even if
it is by way of interjection. I do not presume that
he would stand on his feet during this Committee
debate and attempt to answer the questions raised
by us.

In a country area, the availability of electoral
officers is small. Most country towns are in huge
electorates, and not every town has an electoral
officer. There are, of course, justices of the peace
in most country towns, but not outside those
towns. I refer to, say, the Pilbara and Kimberley
electorates where a great number of people live on
stations and pastoral holdings. Justices of the
peace are not as available as in country towns like
Northam or Narrogin. The persons living on
pastoral holdings are disadvantaged because
justices of the peace are not accessible.

Mr Stephens: Don't you think the Government
knows that? I think it would be transparently
obvious.

Mr HARMAN: There are people living in the
Kimberley and Pilbara who do not have access to
clerks of courts. They do not have access even to
police officers, because the only time a police
officer visits a pastoral holding is when there is an
incident about which the police make their
inquiries and leave. The days when police officers
used to conduct patrols through the pastoral
regions, handling all sorts of matters for a host of
Government departments, have gone.

In recent years, police aides have been
appointed in remote areas. One of the reasons the
Government of the day saw fit to appoint
Aborigines as police aides was that there would be
a greater rapport between the aides and the
Aborigines. That was an attempt to reduce the
antagonism that existed between Aborigines and
the police. I ask the Deputy Premier whether a
police aide is a police officer? If he is not, the
police aide, who represents the police and is
involved when it comes to contact with
Aborigines, would not have the power or
authority to witness an enrolment claimt. That is a
fairly simple question to ask.

Mr O'Neil: I am not particularly certain about
it, but it is my understanding that he is. A
question on notice would give me a chance to give
a considered answer. It is my understanding that
in most respects he is a police officer.

Mr HARMAN: I am not satisfied with that
answer.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Watt): The
member's time has expired.

Mr PEARCE: I think the point the member for
Maylands is taking up deseres to be followed. It
is not good enough for the Deputy Premier to say
he will find the answer if a question is put on
notice. The member for Maylands wants to know
before he votes, because obviously it makes a
difference.

Mr B. T. Burke: The whole thing is very sloppy.
You are amending your own Bill; you cannot
answer questions. The whole thing is an exercise
in sloppiness.

Mr PEARCE: That is exactly the point. The
member wanted an answer to this question. He
wanted certainty from the Deputy Premier.

Mr B. T. Burke: His words were that be is not
particularly certain.

Mr PEARCE: That could apply to a lot of
things, including most statements made by the
Deputy Premier.
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Mr B. T. Burke: He should be ashamed.
Mr PEARCE: The Government is turning the

whole business into a farce. The Government
wants to whip this Bill through. No member on
the Government side has spoken to it. The Deputy
Premier had to be summoned out of his corner to
answer a question that in fact he could not
answer. I do not know why he bothered to return
to his seat; I do not know why he did not let that
question go as he has done with the others. Most
Government members do not understand what the
Bill means. If it had not been explained by
members of the Opposition, they would not know
anything at all about it. Government members
realised they would probably get some advantage
from it but they did not know exactly the way in
which they would get this advantage.

Mr Stephens: Perhaps they know that a fool
could be judged a wise man if he keeps his mouth
shut.

Mr PEARCE: I find it very hard to accept the
cynical attitude taken by the Government. If the
question of whether or not police aides are police
officers ultimately decides the way in which the
member for Maylands or indeed any other
member votes, it is a question that ought to be
taken seriously. The job of Parliament is to
determine what the facts are and what the
situation is before deciding on the laws of the
land. In fact, the Deputy Premier is asking the
Committee to take his word for it that the
proposed law is all right; yet by his inability to
answer the question raised by the member for
Maylands and questions raised by other members
he demonstrates that he does not know what the
application of it is. Nevertheless, he asks us to
believe that the law is okay.

I do not accept that assurance from the Deputy
Premier, given the declared state of ignorance he
has shown tonight on this matter. The whole thing
has become a very shabby state of affairs. The
Government's Dill is tenuously based on Judge
Kay's report which is tenuously based on the facts
of the inquiry.

On running through some of the groups that
made submissions I found that most of them did
not want any changes whatsoever, particularly
with regard to making it harder for people to get
onto the rolls. Despite the bulk of the evidence,
Judge Kay managed to see his way clear to make
recommendations in line with Government
thinking. If I was a conspiracy theorist I might
wonder whether in the middle of the night he had
dreams that happened to coincide with
Government policy or whether someone did not go
up to him with a "nudge nudge, wink wink, know

what I mean Squire", and suggest what the
Government would like.

The Government has thrown this Bill before
Parliament in a moderately incomplete form
which has meant it has had to introduce
amendments to water down the damaging effects
it will have. As my leader indicated, it is a very
sloppy piece of government. It is not the only
piece of Government legislation which has been
placed before us in an unsatisfactory form. On
other occasions the Government has had to amend
legislation when we have pointed out that
amendments are necessary.

Mr Davies: They say it can be amended in
another place.

Mr PEARCE: Yes, the Government says the
Bills can be amended in another place after we in
the Opposition have picked up the anomalies. For
historical reasons I believe we should be
suspicious of accepting legislation which is
drafted in this messy form. I believe we ought to
look at the latest lot of amendments even more
suspiciously because the Government has not had
time to consider whether its amendments need
amending. We would be doing the State a service
if we gave the Government a chance to give a
second thought to its second thoughts.

Mr BRYCE: I find that the member for
Maylpnds has raised a perfectly valid point. It
was the first occasion in the last hour of debate
that the Deputy Premier has deemed it necessary
to respond-perhaps it was the only question to
which he could respond; however, even then he
did not know the answer.

Progress

Mr BRYCE: Therefore, in the interests of good
legislation and common sense, I move-

That the Deputy Chairman (Mr Watt) do
now report progress and ask leave to Sit
again.

Motion put and
following result-

Mr Barnett
Mr Bryce
Mr B. T. Burke
Mr Carr
Mr Davies
Mr H. D. Evans
Mr T. D. Evans
Mr Grill
Mr Harman

a division taken with the

Ayes I8
Mr Hodge
Mi T. H. Jones
Mr McIver
Mr Pearcc
Mr Taylor
Mr Tonkin
Dr Troy
Mr Wilson
Mr Bateman

(Teller)
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Mr Blaikie
Mr Clarko
Mr Cowan
M r Coyne
Mrs Crai;
M rGrayden
Mr Crewar
Mr Hassell
Mr Herzfeld
Mr P. V. Jones
Mr Laurance
Mr MacKinnon
Mr McPharlin

Ayes
Mr Jamieson
Mr Skidmore
Mr Bertram
Mr T. J. Burke
Motion thus negatii

Commince Resumed
Mr DAVIES: It is a little disappointing to seethat the Government will not avail itself of the

opportunity we are generously giving it both in
dehate and by way of adjournment to answer the
various questions that have been raised. Obviously
it has not thought this matter through. It is more
obvious that Government members do not care
and that they are going to use their numbers to
get this Bill through, probably as the sun comes
up.

If the Government does not intend to answer
the questions, it will not stop us posing them. No
doubt anyone who might be interested in the
Electoral Act and the way it has been juggled
over the years, and who reads it in the future, will
appreciate that the Government was not
concerned with the arguments.

There are two matters that concern me. Firstly,
I was pleased to learn that during my temporary
absence from the Chamber the National Party
indicated it did not intend to support these
restrictions. I believe that shows some concern for
the people it says it wishes to represent.

The National Country Party and the National
Party claim to represent the people who live in
country electorates. Surely if anyone is going to
be disadvantaged by this legislation, it is the
country people. It does not matter about the
colour of their skin. They will be disadvantaged
because they live in isolated areas, whether they
live in Kuhin or Koolyanobbing- If they live in any
of the more isolated places they can be at some
disadvantage when they seek to be enrolled.

What is likely to happen? The cards will be
obtained from the post office, because generally
that is the only place in a country town at which

Noes 26
Mr Mensaros
Mr Nanovich
Mr O'Connor
Mr Old
Mr O'NeiI
Mr Rusbton
Mr Sibson
Mr Spriggs
Mr Stephens
Mr Tubby
Mr Williams
Mr Young
Mr Shalders

Pairs
Noes

Sir Charles Court
Mr Crane
Dr Dadour
Mr Ridge

one can obtain them. A policeman is stationed at
very few country towns at the present lime. After
one has obtained one's card from the post office,
one must then fill it in, and have it witnessed.
There probably is no policeman, justice of the
peace, electoral officer or clerk of courts in the
places I have just mentioned.

Of course, we must bear in mind also that the
person who wants to be enrolled may not actually
pick up the enrolment card. If one wants to be
enrolled one may ask one's mother, father, or
anyone else to pick up a card when next in town
and bring it back to the farm, settlement, mining
camp, or wherever one might be.

Although it may be easy to obtain one of the
people eligible to witness electoral cards in
Perth-although we do not admit that it would be
easy-it will be much harder to do so in isolated
a reas.

Where was the voice of the National Country
Party in Cabinet when this matter was discussed?
That party claims it is always thinking of the
welfare of the people who live in the country and
suggests such people need special concessions. Did
the National Country Party raise any protest
when the matter was considered in Cabinet?

Mr Old: We do not talk about Cabinet-not to
you anyway.

Mr DAVIES: I do not expect the Minister to
do so. He does not talk sense to me at any time.

Mr Old: At least I do not go on with a whole
lot of drivel as you do.

Mr DAVIES: Where has the support been of
the National Country Party for the people who
live in the country? When has the National
Country Party spoken out in favour of the people
it is supposed to suppotI in order to make it easier
for them to enrol?

Mr Old: We look after the people in the
country.

Mr DAVIES: Previously I referred to nine
items which appeared in the policy of the
National Country Party. I asked members of that
party whether they had done anything about them
and it was obvious they had not even considered
their own policy. They had forgotten it, and on
this occasion also they have abandoned the
country people.

Mr Old: What abs6lutc drivel.
Mr DAVIES:. Members of the National

Country Party are frightened they will lose their
black cars-

Mr Old: I do not have one.
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Mr DAVIES: -and the perks of office. They
are frightened they will be thrown out of the
Cabinet completely if they do not knuckle down
to the Premier.

Mr Old: You are a character!
Mr DAVIES: Once again, members of the

National Country Party who are supposed to
represent the people who live in the country have
abandoned those people.

Mr Old: You could get a job as a clown.
Mr DAVIES: I am pleased that at least the

National Party whom no-one seems to want-
Mr Old: Now you are talking!
Mr DAVIES: I am talking about people who

have guts.I
Mr Old: Your colleagues.
Mr DAVIES: I am talking about people who

were prepared to abandon the perks of office.
Mr Old: They never bad any.
Mr Cowan: Do not talk rubbish!
Mr DAVIES: They were prepared to abandon

the perks of office so that they could stick to their
principles. They said, "There is a principle at
stake and we will stick to our principle. We are
not going to knuckle under to the directions of a
one-man band."

Even their National Country Party colleagues
in Queensland have been abandoned by the
Premier at the present time. I am not sure
whether he supports separate Senate tickets as far
as Queensland is concerned. The National
Country Party in this State has been very quiet
about it. I thought the Deputy Chairman might
have been going to suggest I am getting a little
away from the topic.

Mr Old: You want him to pull you into line.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Watt): I

would ask the Leader of the Opposition to stick to
the amendment and direct his remarks to the
Chair.

Mr Old: You have saved him.
Mr DAVIES: We are prepared to debate the

place of the National Country Party in this
Government at any time. However, that party has
once again abandoned the people who live in the
country. The National Country Party is supposed
to represent the people who live in isolated areas,
who have difficulty organising themselves, and
who have problems obtaining witnesses, whether
they live on farms, mining tenements, or railway
sidings. It does not matter about the colour of
their skin.

I know members of the National Country Party
are not happy about anyone whose skin is not lily
white; but that does not concern me on this
occasion. They have abandoned the people they
are supposed to represent.

The second matter I wish to query is the tact
that an electoral officer can be a witness. I do not
want words to be included in the Act when I do
not understand their meaning. However, I assume
that an "electoral officer" means a member of the
Public. Service of this State, employed in the
Electoral Department of the State or of the
Commonwealth. Does that mean, therefore, that a
newly appointed junior clerk in the Electoral
Department who is 15 or 16 years of age is able to
act as a witness to the fact that everything which
appears on the enrolment card is correct, but a
man who has been a member of Parliament for 20
years, but is not a justice of the peace, is not
allowed to witness an electoral card?

Mr Tonkin: How stupid this amendment is.
Mr DAVIES: I agree with the interjection

made by the member for Morley. A 15 or 16-
year-old clerk who has worked in the Electoral
Department for one day can act as a witness,
because under this definition one has only to work
in the department to be an electoral officer. It is
getting more and more absurd.

I am certain every member of this place can
think of a dozen instances which would make one
feel ashamed that in a country such as this
members opposite are agreeing, without debate
and without comment, with this kind of
legislation.

Another matter to which I wish to refer
concerns the situation in which a person thinks he
might have been on the roll under another address
and gets an ordinary witness-members know
what an "ordinary witness" is-to sign his card
when in fact he was never on the roll under the
previous address. He might have thought he was
on the roll for Kalgoorlie, but the electoral officer
tells him he was not. Is his claim rejected, and do
we go back to square one? To what extent is it
checked? These questions are all perfectly
legitimate and we require truthful answers. I
would not mind if the Government were not quite
truthful with its answers-if it tried to justify its
situation-however, it has not even tried to
explain the situation.

Mr STEPHENS: I believe this Government is
treating Parliament and the people of Western
Australia with contempt. Government members
have sat here quietly all night and they have not
answered the questions asked. The Deputy
Premier who is handling the Bill has been asked
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how he can justify Judge Kay's opinion. After all,
it is only an opinion expressed. It was not based
on any judicial finding. However, the Deputy
Premier cannot tell us the reasons the
Government has decided to accept the judge's
opinion.

If the Deputy Premier who is handling the Hill
cannot do this, perhaps a member of the other
Liberal Party which trades under the nom de
plume of the National Country Party can get up
and explain why it is supporting the Liberal
Government in this move, because, as has been
pointed out by the Leader of the Opposition, this
measure definitely disadvantages country people.
Yet, the Country Party has seen Fit to support the
Government in this particular measure.

Mr B. T. Burke: Why change now? They have
done it on every other measure.

Mr STEPHENS: I realise that. The Minister
handling the Bill has not seen fit to explain to this
Parliament and to the people or Western
Australia why the Government has adopted this
line of action. The other party supporting the
Government may be able to explain why its
members are supporting the Government on this
measure and why they have deserted the interests
of the country people.

My leader has just interjected quietly to say
that they have not received permission. I suppose
that is the truth of the matter. The Minister is
pretending to read something at the moment and
will argue he did not hear the debate.
. This provision is a reflection upon the people I

represent in the electorate of Stirling. Many of
them have told me just that. They are citizens of
the Commonwealth and can witness signatures in
connection with Commonwealth rolls; but when
the State roll is involved they are downgraded and
are not trusted. So they find it is a reflection on
them and their integrity.

Therefore on their behalf I am opposing this
amendment and in doing so I hope the Premier
will not continue with his snide remarks as he did
in answering my question today. The Premier
made an allegation which was reported in the
Press saying that we were aligned closely with the
Labor Party. I asked him to substantiate that
allegation and he answered that it was
substantiated by the way we acted in this
Parliament. I would like the Premier at some
future stage-he is not present at the moment and
I do not condemn him for that-to substantiate
his remarks. The Premier said that we were on
the side or the Labor Party when really we are
standing up for the country people of Western
Australia; the people we were elected to represent.

I hope that he will not come up with one of those
vague generalisations which mean absolutely
nothing.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Watt):
Order! I suggest the member directs his remarks
to the amendment.

Mr STEPHENS: I am opposing this
amendment because it is a reflection on the
constituents I have the privilege to represent. I am
just reminding the Premier that if he is criticising
me, he is criticising the reasons we are opposing
this amendment.

The member for Morley asked the Minister
about the situation with regard to Aboriginal
police aides and the Minister replied that the
question should be put on the notice paper for a
considered answer tomorrow.

Mr Tonkin: Yet we are expected to vote on the
amendment tonight.

Mr STEPHENS: That is true. It may have
been noted that the National Party did not
support the move to report progress.

Mr B. T. Burke: You independent devils!
Mr STEPHENS: The reason is that we know

the answer to the question and believe that the
Minister has not done his homework.

Mr B. T. Burke: You did the Minister's job, so
tell us.

Mr STEPHENS: Perhaps I still have that bit
of ministerial experience.

Mr Tonkin: You were knifed in the back.
Mr Bryce: Judas did it for 20 pieces or silver;

the Minister for Agriculture did it for a silver car!
Mr Old: You are a funny little fellow!
Mr STEPHENS: Section 38A of the Police

Act deals with Aboriginal aides, but I am
particularly interested in subsection (3) which
reads-

(3) A reference in any other law of the
State (not being a law relating to condition
of service of members of the Police Force) to
a member of the Police Force shall be read as
including an Aboriginal aide appointed under
this section.

In the Bill the definition of "Police officer" is as
follows-

".Police officer" means a member of the
Police Force of the State or the
Commonwealth.

To me that clearly indicates that for the purpose
of the legislation an Aboriginal aide is regarded
as a police officer.

Mr Tonkin: Subject to litigation.
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Mr STEPHENS: Maybe. That is the reason we
did not support the move to report progress. The
Government has not done its homework.

Mr B. T. Burke: We do not care what you
support. There is only one and three-quarters of
you!

Mr STEPHENS: One other point of concern to
us is the very restricted nature of the people who
may sign a claim form for a first enrolment. The
first is an electoral officer who is subject to a
Minister and therefore no doubt could be subject
to direction. The second is a justice of the peace
who, admittedly would have a fairly free rein. The
third is a clerk of courts who, again, is subject to
a Minister and therefore subject to direction; and
the fourth is a police officer who would find
himself in the same situation.

Proposed new subsection (3) of section, 42
refers to a witness "satisfying himself by inquiry
from the claimant or otherwise" that the
statements in. the claim are true. The words "or
otherwise" leave the situation wide open because
"otherwise" means "anything".

Mr Tonkin: That is right.
Mr STEPHENS: On the last two or ree

occasions that legislation has come before this
Chamber we have asked the Government to spell
out certain provisions. This was not don 'e and
subsequently- we. found that they were broadly
interpreted to the detriment of the people we
represent. Therefore, as we do not know what the
words "or otherwise" mean, we cannot support
this provision in the Bill.

Mr TONKIN: The Leader of the Opposition
made a very salient point when he said that this
amendment will disadvantage people. We have
the.National Country Party leaving the coutr y
people in the lurch. The Minister for Agriculture
had the cheek to say that the members of the
National Party were our colleagues. That is not
so. He is unfair in making those innuendoes. The
National Party is concerned in many ways about
the same issues as we are, but there is no question
about the fact that we do not agree on many
issues. However, on this occasion the National
Party is prepared to stand up for the people it
represents. Indeed the Minister talks about whose
colleagues the National Party members are but
members will agree that they were the Minister's
colleagues and that he and the Minister for
Education were the ones who stabbed them in the
back when they stood up to the Premier and were
forced out of the coalition. They skulked in
behind their backs and took their cars and perks.

That is how the Ministers for Agriculture and
Education sold themselves in order to get a

Cabinet posting. Previously they were all
colleagues in the same party. This is the way the
Ministers behaved; in this disgraceful and
treacherous manner. They sold their souls in order
to stay in the Cabinet and do what the Premier
said. Now once again they are prepared to bow
down on their knees to do what the Premier says;
and it is just too bad for the people they represent.

We are not surprised that the Minister for
Agriculture and the Minister for Education
should claim that what the members. of the
National Party have said is unfair and untrue.
However, we want it on record that we reject that
slur. We realise the National Party members
often disagree with us on many issues, and we
respect their intestinal fortitude in taking that
stand. It has cost them Government posts,
ministerial positions, and prestige and power. But,
because they would no longer bend their knees to
the Premier while fighting for their principles, the
two Ministers now on the front bench walked in
treacherously and took their positions.

Mr Old: Shame.
Several members interjected.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Watt):

Order! I again ask the member to direct his
remarks to the amendment, which is to delete
certain words.

Mr~ TO NKIN: The amendment is to delete
certain words, and the purpose of deleting those
words is to provide that certain people only will be
able to witness a signature on an electoral claim
card. This point was well made by the Leader of
the Opposition, which I reiterate, and which has
very much to do with the amendment because it
will disadvantage country people-not only those
in the Kimberley but also throughout the State.
So I submit I certainly am speaking to the
amendment.

When I observe the way country people are
battered by the members of the National Country
Party, I cannot accept they should be treated in
that way. The Leader of the Opposition also made
a very valid point about a 15-year-old who could
be employed in the Electoral Department. Even
that 1 5-year-old, on his first day in the office, will
be qualified to witness the signature of a person
while a member of Parliament will not be so
qualified.

Mr Bertram: Unless he is a JP.
Mr TON KIN: That is right-unless he is a JP.

We know that JPs are appointed by this
Government for political purposes, as was shown
by the member for Melville. Only one JP has been
appointed in Morley during the last five years. I
have recommended many people, and only one
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person from Morley has been selected during the
last five years. That illustrates that appointments
of justices of the peace are made by this
Government for political purposes. We know that
justices of the peace have been appointed because
they have been members of the Liberal Party;
Liberal Party stooges working as officers in
councils pretending to be non-political.

Mr Nanovich: What about those people who
were not appointed during your term in
Government because your members found out
they were Liberal workers.

Mr TONKIN: You substantiate that.
Mr Nanovich: I will do that.
Mr TONKIN: I hope the Whip on the Liberal

side has the name of the member for Whitford
down as the next speaker. The member for
Whitford can speak next and substantiate the
point he has made.

Mr Nanovich: You would not even know you
were standing on your feet.

Mr TONKIN: The member for Whitford will
substantiate the point that during the term of the
Tonkin Government people were appointed as JPs
for political purposes. We know he never gets to
his feet; he just mouths abuse.

Mr Nanovich: If I had a mouth like yours it
would always be abusive. But, my mouth is not
like yours.

Mr TONKIN: When the member for Whitford
proves his point, that during the term of the
Tonkin Government JPs were appointed for
political purposes, he will prove my point which is
that JPs are appointed for political purposes.
When he does that-when he makes his maiden
speech-he will prove my point; Governments
appoint people as, J~s for political purposes. That
is the reason a JP will be a person eligible to
witness signatures in certain situations. We reject
that principle because the vehicle for being on the
electoral roll should not be in the hands of a
person who is politically appointed. That power
should not be there at all.

An added threat is that if a JP does not know
the particulars of the applicant, and if he cannot
ascertain those particulars-and it must not be
forgotten that most people will be strangers to the
JP-he will refuse to witness the signature. This
,provision will not affect so much a person first
having his name placed on the roll; it will affect
the person who could have had his name on the
roll for 30 or 40 years, and has it taken off for a
period of a week. That person will have to seek
out a JP to witness his signature. The result will
be that people will not bother chasing up a JP. A

person will have his claim form witnessed by an
elector, and then receive a letter saying that the
witness was not eligible. He will not bother to find
a iP. I see the member for Whitford is leaving his
seat; I hope he is not going far.

Mr Nanovich: Do you want me to tell you how
stupid you are? Still waters run deep.

Mr TONKIN: I thought the member for
Whitford intended to prove that in the period
from 1971 to 1974 iPs were appointed for
political reasons by the Tonkin Government. He
will give us the details, chapter and verse.

Mr Nanovich: You misunderstood me. You are
always trying to push down someone's throat
something which is not true. You did not
understand what I said.

Mr B. T. Burke: Most of us do have trouble.
Mr Nanovich: During your term in

government, if one of your members found out a
person belonged to a Liberal Party organisation,
that person was stopped from being appointed as
a JP.

Mr TONKIN: I ask the member for Whitford:
how have I misunderstood that? He will, no
doubt, substantiate what he has said. It will be
noticed that he is now walking out of the
Chamber. I have asked him to substantiate his
claim. That is a poor situation when a person is
prepared to mouth insults and then is not
prepared to come up with specific details. The
member for Whitford has an opportunity to prove
what he has just said-that during the term of the
Tonkcin Government people were not appointed as
JPs deliberately because they were members of
the Liberal Party.

Mr B. T. BURKE: I do not think there is
anybody in this Chamber who is in doubt as to
the shabbiness of this legislation.

Mr Bryce: Nobody.
Mr B. T. BURKE: Governments which

comprise members of political parties can often be
said to he acting for political purposes in bringing
down certain legislation. I do not think that in the
life of this Parliament we have seen any more
blatant attempt to mirror the political stance and
preference of a political party than we see in the
legislation now before this Committee.

In this specific clause is crystallised the thrust
and the intent of the legislation; the determination
and the tenacity with which this Government is
intent on imposing upon this community its
political will.

I do not believe many members of this
Chamber will be surprised at the performance of
the Chief Secretary and Deputy Premier-the
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Minister responsible for handling this specific
piece of legislation.

The Deputy Premier's performance of recent
months has left a lot to be desired in almost every
area of government for which he is responsible.
Members will recall that the Police Act
Amendment Bill and its initial imposition despite
the warnings of the Opposition and disinterested
parties outside this place was the work of the
Deputy Premier in his capacity as Minister for
Police and Traffic. We saw how he had to lead
the Government in its backdown on that matter.
We saw the solid reputation he had built up over
a number of years begin to disintegrate in his
performance in that area.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Blaikie):
Will the honourable member relate his remarks to
the matter under discussion?

Mr B. T. BURKE: I draw attention to the fact
that I have now been speaking for two minutes
and it is very difficult to draw together the
threads of a cogent argument in that time. As I
was saying, in that first area of his responsibility
as Minister for Police and Traffic, it became very
obvious a few months ago that this Minister was
Starting to falter in his performance. That
faltering was compounded and amplified by his
performance in several other matters which are
his responsibility.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: The honourable
member has now been speaking for-

Mr Tonkin: Three minutes.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I do not need

any assistance from the member for Morley. He
has been speaking for three minutes and I
indicated to him earlier that he should speak to
the amendment. The substance of what the
honourable member has been saying is a tirade
against the Deputy Premier. I ask the member for
Balcatta to respect the wishes of the Chair and
speak to the amendment. The member for
Balcatta.

Mr B. T. -BURKE: Mr Deputy Chairman, I am
perfectly happy to comply with your request and I
will try to explain very clearly, in language the
whole Chamber can understand, how the faltering
performance of the Minister in the matter now
before the Chair is a compounding and
amplification of the deterioration that has been
evident in his performance in relation to other
matters of quite recent vintage. IF that is not
relevant or pertinent. I am surprised, and I will be
More surprised when you outline to me those
areas on which my contribution can touch. But if
you stop to consider-

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order! I do not
intend to debate the matter with the member for
Baleatta but I suggest to him First of all that the
Deputy Premier is not under study by the
Committee. In fact the amendment to the
Electoral Act Amendment Bill (No. 2) is under
discussion, and 1 ask the member for Balcatta to
give some consideration to the Parliament as a
whole and relate his remarks to the amendment.

Mr B. T. BURKE: As I said previoulsy, I am
perfectly happy to continue doing so.

It seems to me the Minister's performance in
not rising on one occasion to answer any of the
questions which have been put to him or any of
the points which have been raised by Opposition
members in debate, or to explain at any length the
specific clause now under the consideration of the
Committee, deserves to be under the scrutiny of
the Chamber. If it is your desire, Mr Deputy
Chairman, or the desire of any other member to
prevent that scrutiny, so be it, but I do not expect
the Opposition will agree to the Minister
performing in this manner.

Not one of his front bench colleagues has on
previous occasions refused to answer questions
which have legitimately, appropriately, and
logically been put to him in the course of debate.
Why should this Minister be prevented from
being brought to task for his unwillingness to
answer questions which are appropriate and
important? What I am saying is, his faulty
performance in this matter is an amplification of
his continually deteriorating performance as
evidenced by the other matters to which I
referred.

One other member on the Government front
bench has consistently adopted small "I" liberal
poses in the past and by virtue of that
performance in recent months cannot be expected
to support the restriction in this manner of the
right of people to vote. I refer to the Minister for
Health. IHe has been strangely quiet because
when we talk about the right of people to enrol his
small "I" liberal stance goes out the window in
order to isolate and protect his friend the Minister
for Housing from election reverses.

We cannot do one thing without having an
effect on other areas, and we cannot deprive
Aborigines of the right to enrol, and hence the
right to vote, without also having a very vivid
effect upon other people who have migrated to
this country from other lands. The effect of this
legislation on the Aboriginal population, which is
an attempt to prevent Aborigines enrolling in
numbers to vote and to ensure that if they do
enrol they are rapidly struck off, will extend to
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many people who live in my electorate-many
Macedonian, Italian, Greek, and Yugoslav
residents, migrants who have become naturalised
Australians and who thought when they were
swearing allegiance to the Queen of Australia
they were gaining the entitlement to be free from
harassment because of the difficulty with which
they manage to speak the language or to read and
write. Yet tonight we find that along with
indigenous Australians those other citizens are to
be the specific and precise target of this
legislation. That is another area where the effect
of this legislation will be inflicted against the
community of this State.

It has always been pointed out to members that
the restrictions on the right to enrol which is
inherent in this clause will have a Very vivid effect
on people who live in remote areas. Yet the
National Country Party has refused to be
represented by its Ministers in any contribution to
this debate. We all know the National Country
Party consistently touts and consistently mouths
all sorts of inanities about the difficulties involved
in living in the country and being ' removed
geographically from the capital city of the State.
Yet on this issue the National Country Party is
not prepared to contribute one word.

Members of the National Country Party are
not prepared to say the people who do not have
access to the officers nominated in this clause, by
virtue of their remote place of residence, are not
being disadvantaged and are not being treated
differently from the residents in the metropolitan
area. Of course, they are being treated differently,
and I hope thi message goes out loudly and
clearly to all people in country areas that the
National Country Party on this occasion is
prepared to put those electors second-

Mr Stephens: Not only this occasion; on every
occasion.

Mr B. T. BURKE; -and the Premier and the
Liberal Party philosophy first, to the exclusion of
those who continue to elect the National Country
Party to this place. Quite clearly, people who live
in remote areas will find it much more difficult in
future to enrol to vote at State elections, and the
National Country Party has a right to state the
position it seeks to protect, not to join the Deputy
Premier in the silence that deafens members of
the Chamber.

Why will not the National Country Party even
mike a contribution?

Has it lost its voice?
Has its voice been submerged in the will of the

Premier?

Have the numbers in Cabinet effectively
silenced the National Country Party forever? The
electorate has the right to believe that is the case
and it has the right to believe there is no excuse
for restricting in this manner the right and facility
people have to enrol to vote in Western Australia.

No cogent reason has been advanced by the
Minister handling the Bill except to say, quite
idly, that this clause is included in the legislation
because Judge Kay recommended it.

The Dep~uty Premier cannot evade the
responsibility of justifying the recommendations
Judge Kay made because he is incorporating
those recommendations in his legislation, and so
the.responsibility cannot now be sheeted home to
Judge Kay; it' rests quite clearly with the
Government. Once the Government adopts and
incorporates the judge's recommendations into its
legislation, it has an obligation to explain why it
was willing to accept the recommend at ions. We
all know that all the recommendations were not
accepted, and we want to know why this one was
accepted and others were excluded.

I wish to conclude on this comment: Regardless
of how safe Government members think they will
be as a result of this legislation, funny things
happen in politics.

Mr Stephens: It happened in South Australia,
didn't it?

Mr B. T. BURKE: There will be no seeking the
protection of or hiding behind this kind of cruel
and savage restriction on the right to vote. The 1
or 2 per cent of votes which might be added to the
column beside the Liberal candidate's name
because of this restriction will not be enough to
outweigh the swing produced by the poor
Performance of the Government in a number of
areas, not the least of which is the cruel and
inhuman way in which it sought to confiscate
from people the right of entry every other citizen
in this State has to easy enrolment on the
electoral rolls of Western Australia.

Amendment put
following result-

Mr Clarko
Mr Coyne
Mrs Craig
Mr Grayden
Mr Grewar
Mr Hassell
Mr Herzfeld
Mr P. V. Jones
Mr Laurance
Mr MacKinnon
Mr Nanovich
Mr O'Connor

and a division taken with the

Ayes 23
Mr Old
Mr O'Neil
Mr Rushton
Mr Sibson
Mr Sodernan
Mr Spriggs
Mr Tubby
Mr Watt
Mr Williams
Mr Young
M r ShalIders

(Teller)
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Noes 20
M rT. H. Jones
Mr Mclver
Mr McPharlin
Mr Pearce
Mr Stephens
Mr Taylor
Mr Tonkin
Dr Troy
Mr Wilson
Mr Bateman

Pains
Noes

Mr Jamieson
Mr Skid more
Mr Bertram
Mr T. J. Burke
Mr H4. D. Evans

Amendment thus passed.
Mr O'NEIL: I move an amendment-

Page 4, line 18-Substitute the following
for the passage deleted-

(i) where the claimant's name does not
appear on any roll-
(1) an Electoral Officer;

(11) a Justice of the Peace;
(Ill) a clerk of courts; or
(IV) a Police officer; or

(ii) in any other case, an ekector, or a
person qualified to be enrolled as an
elector, of the Commonwealth
Parliament or of the Legislative
Assembly of Western Australia.

who shall sign his name on the claim as a
witness to the signing of the claim of the
claimant, and state the capacity in which he
did so; ;

As 1 clearly explained when introducing the
previous amendment, this is to ensure that in the
case of people transferring from one electoral roll
to another-people who are not therefore new
enrollees-the change of address form-if that is
what it may be called-may be witnessed by an
elector of the State or Commonwealth.

Mr TON KIN: This proposed paragraph
contains two parts. A claimant whose name does
not appear on any other roll must have his claim
witnessed by an electoral officer, a justice of the
peace, a clerk of courts, or a police officer. This
subparagraph refers to a person whose name is
not on the roll at that particular time, and that is
not what Judge Kay recommended at all. His
recommendation was that only a person's first
claim should be witnessed by an electoral officer,
a justice of the peace, a clerk of courts, or a police
officer..

After some months' consideration, the
Government brought in this Bill, It has now found

Mr Barnett
M r Bryce
Mr B. T. Burke
Mr Carr
Mr Cowan
Mr Davies
M rT. D. Evans
Mr Grill
Mr Harman
Mr Hodge

Ayes
Sir Charles Court
Mr Crane
Dr Dadour
Mr Ridge
Mr Mensaros

it to be inaccurate, and it has introduced an
amendment which is also inaccurate because it
does not do what the Government wants it to do
or what it thinks Judge Kay wants it to do.

A moment ago the Deputy Premier could have
corrected this error and moved another
amendment. It was not necessary for him to move
the -amendment appearing in his name on the
notice paper-in fact, the amendments on the
notice paper have no legal status in this place;
they are there for the information of members.

If the Deputy Premier had thought a little more
quickly, hecould have retrieved the situation. In
fact, in his ponderous way, he just sat there. He is
prepared to "tough it out" because that is what he
thinks-the Government wants him to do.

Another problem arises in relation to this
amendment. A person who witnesses the claim
must sign his name as a witness to the signing of
the claim of the claimant. However, in other parts
of the Bill it is stated that the person must satisfy
himself as to the particulars contained in a claim
before he witnesses a signature. So there is a
contradiction between this provision and another
provision in the Bill.

All the amendment provides is that the person
witnessing a signature is saying, "Such and'such
signed the claim card." The person witnessing the
claim card is not saying that the particulars in the
claim card are correct. However, in another part
of the Bill are stated the particulars~contained
therein. As I have indicated, when it is realised
whiat is entailed, many of the people approached
to witness claim forms will refuse to do so.

I cannot see that a Commonwealth electoral
officer would agree to witness these forms. The
member for Gosnells pointed out that his
electorate has no electoral office, and it was
pointed out to him that Thornlie has one.
However, a Commonwealth electoral office is not
subject to direction by the State. I have no doubt
that Commonwealth electoral officers, concerned
for their reputations and not wanting to be hauled
before a court For a misdemeanour, will refuse to
witness claim cards. They will ask how ' they are to
know a person's date of birth. They will send the
person to the Registrar General to obtain an
extract of birth entry. Many people will not want
to do that; remember they will not be filling in
cards to benefit themselves, but because the law
requires them to be enrolled.

This country had the very proud record of
being one of the first in the world to give the vote
to every man; also it was one of the first countries
in the world to give the vote to every woman.
After this country having been a proud leader-in
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democracy this Government has decided to take
Western Australia back into the past and to make
it difficult for people to be enrolled. Therefore,
people will not bather to be enrolled; they will not
bother to obtain a birth certificate. They will say,
"I went to the Electoral Department, and the
person there asked me,'How am I to know you
were born on the I11th November, 1918?' so I was
required to obtain an extract of birth certificate."
This will cause a great deal of ill-will.

It may be possible for the Government to direct
State electoral officers to sign forms. Legally, the
Government could not do that because the
officers would be exposing themselves to the
possibility of committing a misdemeanour.
Nevertheless, the Government will be able to
force them to some degree to witness claim forms.

How will the witness know whether the
claimant was barn at Subiaco or Perth?

Mr Sibson: I was born at Subiaco.
Mr TONKIN: I suppose whether one was born

or hatched is a moot point.
Once again, an extract of birth entry will be

necessary to ascertain where the claimaunt was
born. How will the witness know the address of
the claimant? A driver's licence will not be of
help. Often after I have moved from one place to
another I have driven a car while my driver's
licence showed the wrong address. A person could
produce a driver's licence showing the wrong
address, and the person witnessing his signature
will not know whether it is dinkum. So, in the
case of the member for Gosnells, the
Commonwealth officer at Thornlie will not be
prepared to witness signatures because he will run
the risk of committing a misdemeanor.

As a result, people will be removed from the
roll. The figures given by the Deputy Premier are
misleading. In fact, he does not understand basic
arithmetic. He said so many hundreds of
additional people were enrolled in the last 15
months; then he divided that figure by the
number of electorates and the number of months
and said new enrolments averaged 20 per
electorate. Of course, that is not the number of
new people being enrolled; it simply represents the
excess of new enrolees over those removed from
the roll. In fact, the number of new enrolees
would be much greater. So the Deputy Premier's
pathetic little explanation that we are not talking
about large numbers is absolute nonsense, because
we are.

If there is an increase of one person on an
electoral roll, it could be because one million
people have been removed from the roll, and one
million and one persons have been enrolled. In

that case the Deputy Premier would say only one
new person has been enrolled. That kind of
specious argument and second-rate mathematics
would not be acceptable in a first-year high school
class, yet the Parliament is expected to swallow it.
The Deputy Premier is showing no respect for the
Parliament or the people of Western Australia; or
for the whole matter of law making.

We cannot accept there is a need to restrict the
number of people who may witness an electoral
claim. No case has been made out to show that
falsification of claims has occurred. If in fact
falsification does occur, prosecutions may be
made. Why has not the Government been
prosecuting those people who are illegally on the
roll, and who are creating this need to change the
law? The answer is that no prosecutions have
occurred because no offences have occured.

Therefore, why is the Government changing the
law if no problem exists? The only possible
answer is that the Govermment believes it is to its
electoral advantange to change the law. It is
seeking means to prevent people from being
enrolled.

By using a scatter gun like this-like a non-
specific insecticide-not only the people in the
Kimberley will be affected, but also everyone else
in Western Australia. People being enrolled for
the first time, whether they live in Mingenew,
Cue, Kalgoorlie, Albany or Perth will be
inconvenienced, Of course, country people will be
most inconvenienced because they are remote
from justices of the peace, police stations, and
electoral offices. Why should they be seriously
inconvenienced in this way? They are being
inconvenienced because the Government believes
it is likely to lose the seat of Kimberley. This
legislation is aimed particularly at the seat of
Kimberley, but the Government is using a scatter
gun so that everyone in Western Australia will be
affected.

The Opposition has some respect for the
institution of Parliament. We believe the concept
of a Parliament in which members meet to debate
matters and to reach consensus is a good one. We
accept the concept of the Westminster system.
That is why we are so concerned at the way in
which this Parliament is being made a laughing
stock by the very fact that the Government has
introduced a measure which will seriously
inconvenience people, and has not tried td prove it
is justified in any way. Its effect Will be to stop
people from going onto the roll when in fact no
case has been made out that fictitious names have.
gone onto the roll or that people have been doubly
enrolled and when, certainly, there have been no
prosecutions.
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When the Opposition asks, "Why?" the Deputy
Premier sits dumb and glum in his seat; he
wanders out for a cigarette every now and then,
and wanders back in again; he does not reply.
When he does reply, he says to the member for
Maylands, "I do not really know the answer to
that question; vote on the clause now and pass it,
and put your question on notice (or tomorrow,
and I will tell you then whether or not you should
have passed this clause."

Mr Deputy Chairman, what kind of a farce are
we coming to in this Parliament when we receive
that sort of answer from the Deputy Premier of
the State-the number two Minister in Cabinet?
We believe his attitude shows the contempt with
which this Government holds the Parliament.
Parliament is the assembly of the people-or
should be, if the electoral laws were reasonably
accurate-and when the Deputy Premier treats
the assembly of the people like that, he is showing
contenmpt for the people as a whole.

We on this side represent approximately 50 per
cent of the people of this State and, in effect, the
Deputy Premier is saying to those people, "We do
not need to give any reason for what we do. Bad
luck, we are forcing it through."

Mr BERTRAM: If any member gives a little
thought to this amendment, he must object to it
and oppose its passage. By way of question 923, 1
asked the Minister handling this Bill-

When did it first become lawful for another
elector to witness an enrolment claim card?

The Deputy Premier replied as follows-
In 1899 section 33 of the Electoral Act
required that claims be signed by the
claimant in the presence of-an adult witness
and attested.
In [907 section 204 of the Electoral Act
required that, in addition to other specified
witnesses, claims could be witnessed by any
elector of the same province or district
provided the witness was not under the age of
21 years.

So, members will see that the law enabling any
adult person to witness claim cards has been
operative in this State for 80 years. The
Opposition is unimpressed by the
recommendations of Judge Kay or anybody else
to tamper with that situation. It should be
tampered with only upon extraordinary evidence
to justify it.

As I have already said, I do not believe Judge
Kay acted properly in taking on the assignment to
preside over this inquiry. H-e knew it was lopsided.
Any judge or retired judge who takes on such a
191)

task reflects no credit on himself, the legal
profession or, indeed, the State.

When it came to electoral matters, Judge Kay
had a duty to satisfy himself that he would be
able to operate in an even-handed and fair
manner. When I say, "even-handed" I do not
mean the Premier's version of the phrase which,
to most people, is thoroughly unfair and
completely lopsided. Judge Kay should have
satisfied himself that the terms of reference
before him were such that he could acquit himself
in that task, doing justice to the majority of
Western Australians, and riot to only half of
them. If that is not obvious to every member in
this Chamber, nothing is.

However, instead of simply breaking down the
requirement for witnesses a shade, the
Government seeks virtually to turn the clock back
so that instead of any adult person being able to
be a competent witness, only a handful of people
will be given authority to witness a claim in the
first instance-that is to say, the claim of a
person who is seeking to get onto the roll of-this
State for the first time.

This amendment will provide that only an
electoral officer, a justice of the peace, a clerk of
the courts, or a police officer will have authority
to witness those claim forms. What particular
talent do they have to be able to witness these
forms? They have no particular talent at all.
What greater talent does any of those four people
have to witness a claim than, say, a commissioner
of affidavits for the Supreme Court of Western
Australia who, every day of the week, takes
virtually dozens of documents on oath? Why is
that person being discriminated against by the
Minister? A commissioner of affidavits for the
Supreme Court of Western Australia knows how
to swear a person to make an affidavit, which is
more than I can say for some justices of the
peace. I have often seen justices of the peace not
have a document properly sworn before them.

The Minister has given no reason for his
discrimination; of course, Ministers in this place
do not have to give any reason. The commissioner
of affidavits for the Supreme Court of Western
Australia is more talented, qualified and
competent to carry out this task than the
categories of people suggested by the
Government; he is more able by a mile to
determine whether a claimant is entitled to a vote
than any of the four people listed in the
amendment, yet according to this Bill he is not
competent to carry out this simple function.

Mr Deputy Chairman, how about that for a
piece of nonsense? The dignity of this Chamber is
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really being maintained and lifted by this Bill!
Anybody would think the place was a
kindergarten.

Why are commissioners for declarations being
deleted and discriminated against? Is not the
prime task of a CD to witness declarations under
the Evidence Act of 1906? 'He carries out this
function by asking the person who comes before
him, "is the name appearing on this document
your true and correct name? Is it your address? Is
that your occupation? Have you read the
document? Do you declare its contents to be true?
Are you aware of the provisions of section 106 of
the Evidence Act, which provides penalties for
false declarations?" Only when he has received
satisfactory answers to those questions does he
allow the person to sign, and he witnesses the
signature.

The Government has given no reason for the
exclusion of these highly-qualified people, except
its own perversity, to make it difficult for certain
people to get on the roll. That is the objective of
this exercise, and it is a disgraceful objective. The
Minister knows that is the reason, and he has not
bothered to make a denial. Ordinarily, when
someone makes an allegation against an
individual and no denial is forthcoming, that
silence is taken to be a frank admission of guilt.
The idea of this Bill is to see to it that certain
people are going to be frustrated and put to
inconvenience. The amendment reduces and limits
the number of people who ban witness claims for
enrolment.

In a recent editorial, The West Australian said
that the Government should be making it easy for
people to enrol and exercise their ordinary voting
rights. That is precisely what this amendment
does not intend to do. It is aimed directly at the
heart of a contrary position; namely, the
frustration of people who wish to become
enrolled, particularly if they are not blessed with
the same education as that enjoyed by members
of the -Government-none of whom seem to be
taking very much interest in the debate. They do
not care a damn for what they are doing to the
people.

This is just another Bill going through the
Parliament. 'Merit is irrelevant. The heavy mailed
fist of superiority of numbers and oppression of
numbers is the sort of thing we are witnessing
once again. I wonder *sometimes-very
often-whether members of the Opposition are
doing a good turn to the people of this State by
debating here at all. What we are really doing is
Propping up a Chamber which is malfunctioning.
The reason it is malfunctioning in its present
shocking manner is that in recent years our

electoral laws overall have been thoroughly
crooked, wretched, unfair, and unjust by any
measuring stick.

I remind members of the Government that they
are culpable because of that. I hope in future
when people look at their performances here they
will give them their just deserts for the treatment
they are meting out to the people who put them
here. They should do the right thing by the
people, and not apply pressure on them.

Let us consider school teachers. They are the
next category I have listed. Why should they not
be able to witness a claim form? Why are they
discriminated against? Are they so inept, so
dishonest, so incapable that they cannot perform
the task of witnessing, a claim card? No0w
ludicrous! They can educate our children; mould
their lives. In this International Year of the Child,
that is -supposed to have some importance.
However, teachers are not permitted to witness a
claim card. How about that for logic and
fairness? No logic; no fairness.

Then we have local government councillors.
They may be lawyers; they may be accountants;
they may simply be unofficial members of the
Liberal Party.

Mr Hodge: In local government?
Mr BERTRAM: There are a few, yes.
Mr Davies: There are no politics in local

government. They are all Liberals!
Mr BERTRAM: I am surprised at the member

for Melville. I always regarded him as an
extremely competent member. Perhapi he accepts
the proposition put up by Government members.
Apparentlyhe has heard so much from them that
he believes it.

Local government councillors preside over the
affairs of councils. Councils' budgets might be in
the area of millions of dollars. Yes, they can
handle that. They can have sufficient memory,
when it suits them, to declare their interest in
matters before councils. That is something we do
not have in this place very often-vote however
we like and not disclose why we are voting. That
is because of the failure of the Government to
bring in decent laws and measures in respect of
those questions.

A councillor of a corporation of immense
dimensions can participate in such decisions, but
this Government has no confidence in him and in
fact it 'discriminates against him. The
Government demeans him by saying, "We are not
going to allow you to witness claims on electoral
cards." How about that? That is apparently an
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example by this Government of how to win
friends and influence people.

The Premier gave us an earbashing a few years
ago, whilst he had the bug, about how to be
positive. Be positive; never be negative. Do not
worry about credibility; be positive. The
Government is certainly being extremely positive
here-alienating local government councillors
throughout the State.

There are hundreds of local government
councillors in the State. The Government is
saying, "We don't trust you. We Certainly will not
entrust you with the power to witness claim cards.
We do not think you are capable of discharging
that responsibility." The Government is always
saying the Opposition condemns local
government, and all the rest. We in the
Opposition know that is not true. However, the
Government now says, "We will not allow a single
councillor, simply because he is a councillor in
local government, to witness a claim card for
enrolment on the State electoral roll."

In the same way, the Government is
discriminating against classified civil servants.
Strangely enough, it is also discriminating against
members of Parliament-except those, of course,
who manage to become appointed justices of the
peace, or by reason of their office within the
Government are cx officio justices of the peace.
That is a situation which helps the Government
and not the Opposition.

Mr HODGE: This Bill reflects on the witnesses
who are to sigh the claim cards, as the member
for Mt. Hawthorn has outlined; and 1 believe it is
reflecting also on every citizen in Western
Australia. The Government obviously believes
that the electors of Western Australia are more
dishonest and less trustworthy than anywhere else
in Australia. This provision is not Contained in
electoral legislation in any other State of
Australia or in the Commonwealth.

The Government ha not advanced any reason
for this ameridment to the Electoral Act. There
has not been any history of prosecutions, or
people enrolling illegally. There is nothing to stop
the Electoral Department or a police officer from
checking in a random way on applications for
enrolment. Claimants are required to fill out their
full name, address, and occupation; and witnesses
are required to fill out their full name and address
and occupation.

If the Government believes that people are
entering the electoral roll fraudulently or illegally,
there is nothing in the present legislation
preventing an electoral officer or member of the
Police Force checking enrolments. at random. I do

not think that is being done at the moment. I do
not think they are prosecuting anyone. There does
not seem to be any legitimate reason for this type
of legislation. I do not think the electors will try
to enrol fraudulently.

It seems this legislation has been designed to
try to stop as many Aboriginal people in the
north-west as possible from going on the roll. Of
course, the effect will be much wider than that.

I am concerned at the way the legislation will
disadvantage people in my own electorate. I have
several large Housing Commission and working
class areas in the electorate. As I have told the
Chamber, I believe there are large numbers of
people in Willagee, Hilton, and Palmyra who are
not on the electoral roll. For one reason or
another they have never obtained cards, filled
them in, had them witnessed properly, and then
posted themn-after adding a postage stamp, by
the way. If they have to find one of these qualified
witnesses, that will act as a further disincentive
for them to enroll.

I notice the Commonwealth bends over
backwards to get people on its roll. It regularly
sends electoral officers to parts of the
metropolitan area checking to see that
householders are on the rolls. it does not have this
narrow range of witnesses such as we are debating
tonight. Neither is it necessary for a person to
have to bother about putting a stamp on the
envelope.

It seems the State Government is doing all it
can to make it more difficult for people to enrol,
rather than making it easier and encouraging
them to place their names on the roll. I can
understand why the Government is not very
enthusiastic about enforcing the law in areas such
as Willagee, Hilton, and Palmyra. It polls very
badly in these areas and the Australian Labor
Party candidates always poll from 60 per cent
to 75 per cent of the vote.

This Government is always talking about law
and order and I believe we should get around to
enforcing the present electoral laws. We get long
lectures from the Premier about law and order,
but he is very selective about which laws he wants
enforced.

As I have said, the people in my area will Find
it very inconvenient to locate a JP, an electoral
officer, a policeman, or a clerk of courts in the
district. There are no courthouses in my
electorate, no Electoral Department office, and
very few JPs.

Frequently I have people come to my office and
to my home to complete enrolment cards. A few
nights ago a new neighbour brought around to my
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home his son who had just turned 18. He filled
out an enrolment card in front of me and I
witnessed it. At the moment many people believe
their local member of Parliament can witness
enrolment cards; they believe we have the power
to do that. Most people do not realise that they
can have a neighbour or any other person already
on the electoral roll witness their own cards.
There will be many people who will be
disappointed %ihen they go to the office or home
of a member of Parliament in future to have that
parliamentarian witness an enrolment card. In
future we will have to tell our constituents that we
can no longer be trusted to witness their claims
and that they will have to go to a JP or a
policeman.

I consider this is a slur on and an insult to
members of Parliament. It is a slur on that other
wide range of witnesses outlined by the member
for Mt. Hawthorn., Usually, people can go to the
local postmaster, a senior public servant, school
teacher, or shire clerk to get a lot of documents
witnessed. Unfortunately, if this clause is
accepted in its present form that will be the end of
that arrangement. Even at this late stage the
Government should reassess this Bill or at least
give some decent reasons to convince us that it
should go through as it is.

Mr DAVIES: The more one looks at these
electoral cards the more one wonders at the
mental attitude of people who prepare them and
the officers in the Electoral Department who
police the requirements. We are dealing with
certifying witnesses and there is a penalty for
failure to comply with making oneself au 1fai with
certain statements on the card-a penalty of
$100. One would think there would also be severe
penalties for making a false claim; but nowhere
on the card does it warn a person filling in the
card that if he or she makes a false claim he or
she will be subject to a penalty. The only false
claim to which attention is drawn is that if one
states one has resided in an area for a period of
one month, or is a natural born British subject, or
is a naturalised subject, when in fact this is not so,
there is a penalty provided of not less than $10
nor more than $100.

It would seem that a person could write in any
date, any address, any place of birth, or any sex
without being subject to a penalty-according to
the card. By the same token, the witness is liable
to a penalty of $100-it does not state up to or
not less than-if he does not make certain all the
information is correct. I repeat: a witness can be a
person qualified to be a Commonwealth or State
elector.

Nowhere on the card is there a warning that if
a person makes a false statement he will be
subject to a penalty. The Act does allow for a
penalty, but it takes a diligent search of it to find
this information. Section 190 states that a person
wilfully making a false statement in any claim is
liable to imprisonment for a period not exceeding
12 months.

Section 191 reads-
(1) A person shall not knowingly or

wilfully make a false statement in any
electoral paper, or in answer to any question
under this Act, or in any information
supplied to any officer or canvasser for the
purposes of the preparation of new rolls.

It seems a person has the option of going to jail or
paying a fine of $40.

Mr Tonkin. How many Prosecutions have there
been?

Mr DAVIES: We have always held that the
witness has a very strong and moral responsibility
to ensure the statements on the card are correct.
Apart from the warning in regard to period of
residence and naturalisation, there is no warning
on the electoral card to any Claimant that he or
she would be committing an offence if he or she
filed in any other part of the card with incorrect
information. The onus is on the witness, fair and
square. As the member for Morley said, "How
many prosecutions have there been?" in respect of
incorrectly witnessing a claim.

I can remember witnessing a claim one
afternoon-and this is going back some 30-odd
years-when I was doing some enavassing in
Maylands. I signed a claim card which showed a
girl's age to be 20 instead of 21. The department
wrote back and told me I was committing an
offence as the girl was not 21 as yet. All that was
said was that 1 should not do it again. That claim
card was one of about 50 1 sent in that afternoon.

People do not go around signing up all kinds of
persons and making false claims, but here is a
situation where the Government is saying that
ever since the Electoral Act appeared on the
Statute book, all these people have had the right
to witness a person's signature. Now we are
saying that only certain people under certain
conditions will have the right and all the other
people will be ignored.

We can understand why there might have been
some reluctance on the part of the Deputy
Premier who is handling the Dill to get up and
reply to each of the points which have been raised
from time to time; but when the debate was
closed we thought he would have availed himself
of the opportunity to answer the points raised.
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I notice the Premier is now back in the
Chamber and we would like to welcomre his return
after an absence of several hours. I wonder where
the Minister for Housing is at the present time.
He has been strangely absent, but no more
strangely silent than other Government members.
His absence has not meant that he has been less
silent than any of the other Government
members. They might all have been absent when
one looks at the contribution they have made to
the debate.

However, the point I intended makinig was that
when the amendment was moved, in answer to
some of the queries raised, the Deputy Premier
might have been able to explain the Government's
reasons for introducing these provisions; but, in
effect all the Minister said was-and he might
even have used these words--"There it is on the
notice paper and that is how it is going to go into
the Bill."

No courtesy has been extended. We might have
expected that the Deputy Premier would say,
"These are the reasons and we think that, of the
one million people in Western Australia, the
people who come under these categories are the
only ones with sufficient education and knowledge
to be able to witness a signature." As has been
pointed out, there is likely to be some reluctance
on the part of policemen to witness signatures. It
is not the duty of policemen to witness signatures.
It would be better if they were out pursuing
criminals.

What will a policeman say when asked to
witness a signature? Will he say, "Were you brn
at such and such a place on such and such a
day?" If the answer is, "Yes" does that have any
more validity because a policeman is witnessing
the signature than it would have if you, Mr
Chairman, or anyone else was doing so?

We have been treated shabbily and the way in
which the Government has handled the Bill today
does it no credit. However, we can put up with
that, because we are used to it and it happens
regularly. Every person in Western Ahstralia who
is not on the'roll, but is entitled to be as an elector
of the State and Commonwealth, should be hurt
tonight because of the way in which the
Government has treated the legislation. All people
in Western Australian should take it as a personal
affront that the Government no longer feels they
are qualified to witness a person's signature on an
enrolment card.

However, the strangest aspect of this provision
is that, apart from the warning in relation to
being a naturalised British subject and having
resided in an electorate for a certain period, there

is on the card no other warning to a person
completing it that they are, or could be,
committing an offence if they fill in any details
incorrectly. However, there is a warning
regarding the nationality and naturalisation
aspect and also in relation to residence. The Bill
says it must be shown in red on the card. They are
the important matters. We have to make certain
the person is naturalised or British born and we
must warn them that, if they make a false
declaration, they are in trouble. It looks as if we
are going back to the days of the White Australia
policy.

A warning must be printed in red on the
electoral card, in accordance with the Bill, that
one commits an offence if one makes a false
declaration in regard to the two items I have
mentioned; but there is no warning on the card
that if one makes any other false statement one is
likely to be committing an offence. The provisions
in the legislation are obscure.

If one makes a false declaration on an electoral
paper-and an electoral paper is described later
as a "prescribed fofm" -there is a penalty of $40;
but if, under the other provision, one makes a
false statement wilfully on any other matter, one
is liable to imprisonment for a period of up to 12
months. This points out the hotch-potch nature of
the Act and the fact that it will remain so because
of the different witnessing qualifications which
are required under varying circumstances.

There are two conflicting statements in the Bill
in relation to penalties for making a false claim
and now we will have the situation where there
will be two separate qualifications for persons
acting as witnesses. There will also be different
Situations for State cards and Federal cards.
Hopefully one day we will have one roll and there
will be less confusion. We will then have to amend
the Act again.

From the attitude of the Government tonight it
appears that it does not intend to respond to the
very reasonable and proper queries which have
been made. Government members intend to
remain mute. They are going to act as if they
have speech and hearing impairments.

The Government should adjourn the matter to
a later date when it can answer the questions
which have been raised. We are reasonable
people. If the Government can convince us, we
will go along with it: but at the present time it is
not even trying to convince us so we have no
option, Sir, but to oppose the amendment.

Whilst the situation exists we must refuse
reluctantly to support the amendment which has
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been moved in words only, without description or
justification by the Government.

Mr BERTRAM: This Bill reveals to interested
people the lack of calibre of the Government. This
clause, more than any other clause in the whole of
this monstrous Bill, brings home the mischief
planned by the Government as a result of this
provision.

Recently Liberal members, including the
member for Scarborough and possibly you, Sir,
have been explaining to their constituents how
they care about people. The member for
Scarborough has been explaining that he has
great feelings and concern also for the little
people. One does not see any manifestation of that
state of mind in the performance of either you,
Sir, the member for Scarborough, or the member
for Whitford in their support of this'Bill.

All this Bill, and this clause in particular, do is
to indicate to those who know what the game is in
Parliament, the extraordinary contempt which
this Government has for the elector. The
Government is prepared to sit here all tonight or
as long as it takes to deal with this Bill. The
Government thinks why should it worry about
listening for a few hours because the maintenance
of power is at stake. The Government feels that is
all that matters; damn the electors.

The Government well knows that after all the
aspects that have been put forward by the
Opposition will probably not be reported in any
great detail. So this is the monstrosity which the
Government is working against the people
outside. The Premier and the Government are
aware that they can do what they like in this
place. They are discriminating against the dignity
or decency of the people who elected them.

It is typical of the member for Scarborough,' in
his support for this Bill, to state that he has the
interests of his electors at heart and say how
much he cares for them. He has approximately
20 000 people in his electorate and he knows they
are getting one of the rawest deals in this State;
however, he is doing nothing about it.

The CHAIRMAN: I urge the member to relate
his comments more directly to the amendment
before the Chamber.

Mr BERTRAM: The greatest speaker in this
Chamber, perhaps with one or two exceptions, is
the member for Balcatta.

The CHAIRMAN: Order! I ask the member
not to reflect upon the member for Balcatta. I
request the member to speak to the motion before
the Chair.

Mr B. T. Burke: I am quite happy; he is doing a
good job there.

Mr BERTRAM: I thought I was following a
good precedent there.

Mr B. T. Burke: Excellent.
Mr BERTRAM: I now return more precisely to

the matter at hand, if that is possible.
Mr B. T. Burke: Take your time.
Mr BERTRAM: The member for Scarborough

is quiet. He cannot face up to it.
Mr Tonkin: He is looking after the Liberal

people.
Mr Pearce: He is getting out his calendar.
Mr BERTRAM: H-e is a very important

representative for Scarborough.
Under this proposed amendment a person who

happens to bd a parent of a claimant is not
entitled to witness a claim because of that
relationship. A person who has more contact and
knowledge of the claimant than anybody on earth
is not competent-according to this
Government-to certify the accuracy of the
credentials of the claimant. Therefore a parent of
a claimant is discriminated against by this
Government. The spouse of a claimant is also
barred from witnessing a signature. The adult
children of a claimant are barred also. They are
discriminated against by this Government.
Brothers and sisters of the claimant are
discriminated against too.

Mr B. T. Burke: What about nephews, and
mothers-in-law?

Mr BERTRAM: Yes, nephews and mothers-in-
law, too.

Mr B. T. Burke: That is a point because my
mother-in-law lives with us now.

Mr BERTRAM: It is a huge mansion you
have; she could fit in there. The member for
Balcatta is leading me away from the point.

Mr B. T. Burke: What about ministers of
religion?

Mr BERTRAM: Similarly, ministecrs of
religion are out. Ministers of religion are certainly
discriminated against by this Government. It
takes the view that they' are not sufficiently
corhpetent or responsible people.

Mr B. T. Burke: Or trustworthy!

Mr BERTRAM: I am reminded that the
Government does not believe that they are
trustworthy.

Mr B. T. Burke: Or honest!
Mr BERTRAM: They are not capable of

finding out the facts.
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These interjections are causing us to lose the
tone of the debate in this distinguished gathering.
It would be better if interjectors kept quiet.

Several members interjected.
The C HA I RMAN: Order!
Mr BERTRAM: So we see that 'any person

who possesses direct knowledge of the relevant
facts cannot witness a claim card. The Opposition
would also like to know what is the justice of this
piece of legislation;, this piece of inconvenient and
unnecessary legislation.

As a member of the Opposition, and
discharging my responsibility. I ask the Minister
whether he would let us into that secret. However,
I have no expectation that he will answer.

Mr B. T. Burke: You are on record as having
asked that.

Mr Tonkin: What about the Police Union?
Mr BERTRAM: This Government;" as

members are aware, rates unions very, very
highly-except militant ones. The Police Union is
not a militant union and I should imagine with
the Government's very high rating of the unions
the very least it would have done would be to ask
the Police Union what it thought of this
mischievous piece of legislation. If the
Government did ask the Police Union, the
Opposition would like to know the response. The
Opposition is, of course, of the view that the
Police Union was not asked.

Mr Pearce: Was the Police Union asked? He
refuses to answer.

Mr BERTRAM: The Minister has moved out
of his seat so he cannot answer.

The CHAIRMAN: Order! I ask the member to
address his remarks to the Chair.

Mr BERTRAM: It is interesting to note that a
person can witness a transfer of shares which may
involve millions of dollars without the necessity to
be a justice of the peace, an electoral officer, a
clerk of courts, or a police officer.

Mr B. T. Burke: It is not necessary because
Moll witnessed a lot of things.

Mr BERTRAM: Where was he from?
Mr B. T. Burke: From Nedlands. Every second

person in Nedlands is a JP.
Mr PEARCE: It seems the argument has not

progressed a great deal since three hours ago, but,
one hopes in vain that there might be some
explanation of the restriction of categories of
persons before the amendment is passed.

The Deputy Premier has not been paying any
attention to the debate; he is locked in conference
with the Premier and the man who hopes to be in

both those positions in the near future. I wonder
what the point is in fact of coming here to debate
this because the Government in moving the
amendment not only does not explain what the
amendments are about but also is not listening to
the Opposition's arguments. It is a very
considerable contempt for the Committee that the
man who is in charge of the Bill has not even the
courtesy to listen. He is not even aware that I am
criticising him; he will know only when he reads
the Hansard next week-if it is available then. It
is a disgusting state of affairs and the sooner he
retires the better.

Mr BERTRAM: As I said, any adult person is
able to witness an instrument of transfer of
shares. He is able to witness share transfers which
may be of great value and of extraordinary
importance.

Is it not extraordinary that an adult person can
witness the transfer of shares, but it requires
certain specified persons-only four in
number-to witness electoral enrolment claims?

We are all aware that instruments under the
Transfer of Land Act are required to be witnessed
only by an adult person. The consideration
involved in many of those instruments exceeds
millions of dollars. The implications of those
transactions are immense, and the inconvenience
which can be caused by invalid instruments of
transfer is quite extraordinary.

Members will see the double standards
involved, and any person who is trying to follow
this debate in the situation where the Opposition
is trying to do the debate justice and the
Government is not trying at all, will no doubt
wonder why the Government constantly goes off
".skew-whifr'. Whilst allowing that freedom with
regard to transactions of a business nature to go
along merrily, it is the intention of this
Governiment that applications for enrolment will
be; witnessed only by those people in the four
classifications listed in this clause.

The new provision sets out that the person who
signs his name on a claim as a witness to the
signing of that claim, must state the capacity in
which he does so. It will be mandatory for the
witness to sign his name and, in addition, to state
the capacity in which he signs.

What will be the position if a witness, for some
reason, fails to state the capacity in which he
signs? Will that render the claim invalid? If not,
why will it not because it will be a material part
of the claim? In my view such a claim will be
invalid.

What will be the position if the Premier does
what he did in 1977 when, in a smart-aleck move
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and out of the blue, he suddenly snuffed out the
time available for enrolment? No doubt he took
that action to inconvenience people, and. in order
to exhibit his authority. He was able to frustrate
people and stop them being enrolled. I was
present at the Electoral Department on that
particular night. It was very hot and many men
and women were packed into a confined space,
and babies were crying. The Premier took that
action to suit the members sitting behind him, and
to disadvantage the ordinary people in the
community.

Mr Davies: It was an absolute disgrace.
Mr BERTRAM: There is no doubt about that.

People of honour would not take that action. That
action demonstrates that the Premier gives the
ordinary people in the street a very low rating.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Blaikie):
Order! Will the member relate his remarks more
closely to the question?

Mr BERTRAM: I certainly will. An electoral
claim card, minus the indication of the capacity of
the person witnessing the signature of the person
seeking to enrol, will be invalid. The person in
that position could find that he has missed his
opportunity to vote, because by the time the card
is returned to him he may not be able to find the
witness, and he then may have to start with a
fresh claim. As a result of this amendment people
could find that, through no fault of their own but
through the fault of the witness, they will not be
on the roll at election time. That is bad enough,
but the same people will then be subject to
prosecution for non-enrolment. I do not think it
will be any defence to claim that the witness did
not. fill in the card properly. The person concerned
not only will be prosecuted, but convicted and it is
likely a penalty will be imposed.

That is another mischief which will flow from
this crazy legislation. The amendment is before us
for one reason only-to maintain the Government
in power and the Government does not care at
whose expense it stays in power.

Amendment put and a division taken with the
following result-

Mr Blaikie
Sir Charles Court
Mr Coyne
Mrs Craig
Mr Grayden
Mr Grewar
Mr Hassell
Mr Herzfeld
Mr P. V. Jones
Mr Laurane
Mr MacKinnon
Mr Nanovich

Ayes 23
Mr Old
Mr O'Neil
Mr Rushton
Mr Sibson
Mr Sodeman
Mr Spriggs
Mr Tubby
Mr Wat
Mr Williams
Mr Young
Mr Shalders

(Teller)

Mr Barnett
Mr Bryce
Mr B. T. Burke
Mr Carr
Mr Cowan
Mr Davies
Mr T7. DI. Evans
Mr Grill
Mr Hiarman
Mr Hodge

Ayes
Mr O'Connor
Mr Crane
Dr Dadour
Mr Ridge
Mr Mensaros

Noes 20
Mr T. Ht. Jones
Mr Mclver
Mr McPharlin
Mr Pearce
Mr Stephens
M r Taylor
Mr Tonkin
Dr Troy
Mr Wilson
Mr Bateman

Pairs
Noes

Mr Jamieson
Mr Skidmore
Mr Bertram
Mr T. J. Burke
Mr H. D. Evans

(Teller)

Amendment thus passed.
Mr TONKIN: It is good to be able to debate

the clause itself at last. Of course, we have been
debating the amendment moved by the Deputy
Premier. I refer to proposed new subsction (3),
which reads-

(3) Any person who witnesses the
signature of a claimant without being
personally acquainted with the facts, or
satisfying himself by inquiry from the
claimant or otherwise that the statements
contained in the claim are true, is guilty of
an offence and liable to a penalty not
exceeding one hundred dollars.

This provision will make the whole system of
enrolments bog down. We will have chaos, and if
that is the Government's intention it has
brilliantly engineered it.

As the member for Stirling indicated, a witness
has to satisfy himself by inquiring from the
claimant or otherwise. In other words, we will
have deliberate obstruction of the enrolment of
people if a witness is satisfied a person should not
be on the roll. We already know about the
bullying that went on in the Kimberley election in
1977. We believe the wrong kind of person-for
example, Sergeant Corker, who assumed
authority he did not have to make people disperse
and who admitted in the Court of Disputed
Returns he had no right to do that kind of
thing-will be given a licence to continue
bullying. So the Government is legalising the
thuggery it agreed to in 1977 to deprive people of
the right to enrol, and without enrolment those
people will not have a vote.

In the Kimberley in 1977 people who were on
the roll were prevented from exercising their vote.
With this legislation we will have a situation
where people are prevented from getting on the
roll. It will be done not by employing smart-aleek
lawyers, but by using the machinery of the
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Government. A percentage of the police officers,
clerks of courts, and other witnesses-I am not
saying all or even half of them-will be
prejudiced against Aborigines, long-haired 18-
year-olds, and other kinds of people, and by this
legislation they are being given licence to be
prejudiced, because they can use any excuse they
like to prevent a person being enrolled. They
could say. "Who are you? I am not sure you live
at that address. I am not sure of your age. I am
not sure you are naturalised. Go away and come
back with proof."

The legislation has not been shown to be
necessary. Had it been shown by the Government
that many people had been wrongly enrolled, we
would be prepared to listen to argument and
determine whether it is necessary. In fact , it has
not been shown that there has been any fictitious
enrolment; yet the Government will licence bullies
to prevent people enrolling.

The phrase, "satisfying himself by inquiry from
the claimant Or otherwise", provides a blank
cheque to People to prevent others getting on the
roll. To paraphrase what the member for Mt.
Hawthorn said the other day, when will the
Government get off the backs of the people and
say, "Enough is enough and it is time we really
acted like democrats"?

I am disgusted with this measure. I am
disgusted with the Government. I am disgusted at
the depths to which the Government will sink in
order to hang on to a Minister and retain power.
Although the measure is aimed at the Kimberley,
it will affect the whole of Western Australia.

It has not been shown that abuses have
occurred. Judge Kay, who I think would dearly
have loved to make out a case that abuses had
occurred, made out no such case. He was
prepared to make a statement without producing
any evidence to prove it. Even he, who wanted
quite desperately, I believe, to find something the
Government would favour, was not able to make
out a case.

The Government has had the opportunity, and
the Minister had unlimited time in this place
during the second reading debate, to make out a
case. He could have explained the whole measure.
He could have spent hours documenting the case
in minute detail and telling us why the legislation
was necessary. Instead, he got up, made a very
short prepared speech, and sat down. He said,
"Judge Kay recommended it, and if it is good
enough for Judge Kay it is good enough for me."
What kind of a Deputy Premier and Government
do we have when they are prepared to assign their
responsibilities to a judge and:, without satisfying

themselves, the people, or the Government, they
are prepared to accept the judge's comments?

We reject this kind of legislation. We do not
understand how the Government cannot be
ashamed of it. I asked the Minister for Housing if
he was not ashamed, and said if he was not
ashamed he must be shameless. He said he was
not ashamed of the letters he wrote.

Proposed subsection (4) contains some
definitions. The definition of "Electoral Officer"
is-

"Electoral Officer" means a member of the
Public Service of the State employed in
the Electoral Department of the State,
or a member of the Commonwealth
Public Service employed in the
Australian Electoral Office and includes
an "officer" within the meaning of that
expression as defined in section four of'
this Act;

A junior or anyone at all employed in those
offices will be able to witness a claim card, but
members of Parliament and ministers of religion
will not be able to do so.

If police officers or electoral officers refuse to
witness the cards of people from Morley who
want to get onto the roll, there will be hell to pay.
Neither I nor any other member on this side of
the Chamber will accept that. But we are worried
about those who are in favour of this
legislation-Government members. Who will
protect the Aboriginal who is bullied in the
Gascoyne electorate, for example?

What a patronising attitude we had the other
night when the member for Gascoyne said, "I
have not enrolled any Aborigines; I do not want
them to be fined." Does he not realise that the
Aborigines do not want this patronising
approach? They want to be treated as citizens of
the State, and one of the responsibilities of
citizenship is to vote. The Aborigines do not want
to be treated like black Sambos. We reject the
racism of the member for Gascoyne. We find it
abhorrent, and it is something which, in our I150th
birthday year, should offend the nostrils of any
decent Western Australian. We believe that the
Aborigines should be treated as human beings.

Several members interjected.
The CHAIRMAN: Order!
Mr Laurance: Why don't you go and tell some

of your own people that; the ones pushing them
around now, and forcing them on the roll?

Mr TONKIN: The member for Gascoyne calls
it forcing them-
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Mr Laurance: Forcing them to vote on the day,
manipulating them, using them.

Mr TONKIN: All the European descendants in
this State are forced on the roll. I suppose it could
be said that I have forced same of the residents of
the Morley electorate onto the roll.

Mr Laurance: It would not surprise me.
Mr TONKIN: The member for Gascoyne is a

half-witted creature.
Mr Shalders: There's the pot calling the kettle

black.
The CHAIRMAN: I ask the member to ignore

same of the interjections and to return to the
question before the Chair.

Mr TONKIN: Thank you, Mr Chairman. I
think the member for Gascoyne quite clearly
needs your protection because he made a
ridiculous comment. The Aborigines in this State
should be treated as citizens. We ind the
Minister for Housing, in his kindergarten way-

The CHAIRMAN: The honourable member
made that point about a minute ago.

Mr TONKIN: No, I have not made this point.
The CHAIRMAN: I think the remarks you are

now making have wandered from the clause
before us. I am asking you to return to it.

Mr TONKIN: I am speaking about the
operation of this provision in the future. The other
night we heard the Minister for Housing
suggesting that I think of the Aborigines as "these
wonderful people". I do not think the Aborigines
are wonderful, any more than I think you and I
are wonderful, Mr Chairman. They are human
beings and all we ask is that they be treated as
individuals, without fear or favour. It is quite
incorrect to try to put words into my mouth and
say that I believe the Aborigines are without sin.

A little while ago legislation was introduced in
the Northern Territory to the effect that
Aborigines were not to be forced onto the
electoral roll. As a result of public pressure, that
legislation was withdrawn. So the Aborigines in
the Northern Territory are to be treated as true
citizens. It is of great significance that the
Northern Territory is legislating on this matter at
this very time, and yet it is taking a quite
different attitude.

I am very happy to stick up for the people of
Morley and, if any bullying goes on in regard to
the witnessing of claim cards. I promise members
there will be trouble. So my electors will not have
to worry, but what about the people in the
electorates of Gascoyne, Murchison-Eyre,
Kimberley, and Pilbara? We have heard the
patronising attitude of members opposite who do

not believe Aborigines should be on the roll. We
heard the member for Murchison-Eyre say he had
not enrolled any Aborigines. What a disgraceful
situation. In other words, the member does not
really believe that the Aborigines should have a
vote-they should be kept poor and ignorant. We
reject that attitude.

Certainly I have helped Aborigines to enrol,
although I do not meet many of these people in
my electorate. If I knock on the door of a flat and
the door is opened by an Aboriginal, I do not say,
"Oh, I am sorry, you are black. I will not enrol
you." That would be a racist attitude, and we will
have nothing to do with it.

We are very concerned that this legislation will
lead to legalised bullying. The people who are in a
position to witness claim cards will be able to say,
"I am not satisfied that these particulars are
correct. I am not going to sign your claim. You
cannot get on the roll-bad luck." That would be
a shocking State of affairs. The Premier struts
around the State and talks about our 150th year
celebrations as though it were something to be
proud of, and yet he is bringing in legislation
more suited to our first year of settlement rather
than our 150th. This is 19th century legislation
and we reject it.

Mr O'NEIL: The member for Morley has
raised a storm about the provision in paragraph
(b). I would like to point out to the Committee
that that provision exists already in the Electoral
Act and it has been there for a considerable
period of time. Clause 29 of the Bill proposes to
delete the second paragraph of section 207 of the
Act. The member for Morley is alleging that we
are introducing something new into this Act to
enable people to bully those seeking enrolment.
The fact is that this provision is already in the Act
in precisely the same terms and the Bill simply
proposes to position the provision in closer
proximity to the section to which it refers.

Mr HODGE: The Deputy Premier
completely misrepresented the argument.

has

Mr Bryce: Of course he has.
Mr HODGE: We all know that subsection (1)

of section 207 of the parent Act is worded very
similarly.

Mr O'Neil: Similar?
Mr HODGE: Identical.
Mr O'Neil: That is right.
Mr IHODGE: However, the big difference is

that that subsection refers to a wide range of
witnesses-in fact, any person who is on the roll
or who is eligible to be on the roll.
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MrT O'Neil-. You make that point with the
member for Morley.

Mr [HODGE: The member for Morley argued
that this provision will apply now only to electoral
Officers, clerks of courts, justices of the peace, and
police officers.

Mr B. T. Burke: The whole context has
changed completely.

Mr HODGE: Under the provisions in the
parent Act, a person seeking to have a claim
witnessed could ask a neighbour or relative to do
this. Such a person would then know the f ,acts and
he would be in a position to witness the signature.
However, a prospective elector will now have to
approach a stranger and it is most unlikely that
this stranger will know whether the facts stated
on the card are correct or not. Therefore, the
person approached to witness the signature will
have to make some effort to try to verify the facts.
Otherwise he will risk a $100 fine. The Deputy
rremier has conveniently overlooked that
argument.

Mr Tonkin: I would say he has misled the
Committee.

Mr HODGE: That is our reason for objecting
to this provision. Although similar wording has
appeared in the Act for many years, the provision
is now to be applied to a selected group of people
who probably will not be acquainted personally
with the person seeking their services as a witness.
As I said earlier, in my opinion, the only way that
the average witness could satisfy himself about
the particulars is to ask the claimant, "Are these
facts true and correct?" Obviously the claimant
would say, "Yes" and that would be the end of
the matter.

That is not a very satisfactory situation. What
mare can we expect a busy justice of the peace,
policeman, or clerk of courts to do? How would
he get to the bottom of the situation and ascertain
whether the facts were correct? I cannot see any
practical way for him to do so other than by
asking the claimant. That is a futile exercise,
because a person who has filled out the details
will hardly say they are not correct. I think the
Deputy Premier should give the Chamber a better
explanation than the ore he gave a few moments
ago.

Mr B. T. BURKE: I rise briefly to highlight the
smart-alecky contribution of the Deputy Premier.
H-e seeks to mislead the Committee and the public
generally by attempting to say that 'the
transposition of words from a part of the original
Act to a part of this Bill renders no change
whatsoever. However, the qualification contained
in the identical words when applied to a much

narrower sphere of operation changes completely
the validity, the intent, and the meaning of those
words.

The Deputy Premier's wont of recent months is
to use this ploy on repeated occasions. Now he is
trying to persuade members that the member for
Morley has not done his homework. But, of
course, the Deputy Premier has been hoist on his
oWn petard because, as the member for Melville
pointed out so ably, once the identical words are
transposed and applied to a much narrower
sphere of operation their intent and thrust are
changed.

It is no wonder that members on the
Government side will join with members of the
Opposition to note the silence of the Deputy
Premier now, because he has been so capably
caught out in his favourite, smart-alccky trick. He
has applied it once too often in the situation in
which the Opposition member handling the Bill
has done his homework and has ably
demonstrated the sincerity and Strength of his
position.

It is not good enough for the Deputy Premier
continually to maintain the sort of position he has
maintained tonight on this Bill.

This clause demonstrates most precisely the
total lack of any collective conscience on the pa rt
of the Government in respect of this matter. The
Opposition has the right to maintain that this
measure gives strength to the claim that the
Government makes knights of people who float
false mining companies, depriving others of
fortunes, while it gaols people who break windows
and pinch watches from display cases.

That is the level at which this clause operates.
It is a mean and miserable clause. The thrust

and intent of the Government in this matter is
both mean and vicious; it is evil in the real sense
of the word because it is depriving people who
have no recourse in this place or any other place
of the right to put their position with any hope
whatsoever of redress. This clause deprives people
of their most valuable, fundamental, and precious
right.

For the Deputy Premier to stand up in that
context and try to convince members in a
contribution of about three sentences that the
Opposition is wrong because certain words have
been transposed within the new clause, is a
disgraceful and shameful effort. As far as the
Opposition is concerned, the attitude embraced
continually throughout this debate-and once
again amplified by the Deputy Premier's
miniscule contribution on this clause-is to be
deplored.
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I believe the way in which the Deputy Premier
has behaved tonight very clearly demonstrates the
plane on which the Government would place
legislation which the Opposition regards as so
very important. The Deputy Premier has
downgraded the whole question that revolves
around such a fundamental right; and it is no
accident that that downgrading has taken place,
because obviously on this matter the Government
is acting as a thief, stealing from people their
right to enrol and their right to vote. The
Government is acting as a thief in one of the most
valuable and precious areas people have.

The Opposition deplores the attitude displayed
by the Deputy Premier, consistent though it may
be with his performance on other matters which
are his responsibility. The Opposition remains
ashamed it the Deputy Premier's performance
and deplores the fact that he has not seen fit to
treat the Committee with any respect.

Mr CARR: I rise to register my protest against
this measure. I would not reel 1 was doing justice
to my electors if I allowed legislation such as this
to be passed without registering a protest. During
the I50 years of the existence of this State, the
anniversary of which we have been celebrating
this year, we have seen a gradual trend towards a
democratic system of government. Certainly we
have not reached democratic status yet; we have
moved fairly slowly towards it and we still have
problems with electoral boundaries, and so on;
However, at least the trend over 150 years has
been a forward trend towards improvements in
our system of government and towards a
democratic system.

This measure is possibly the first step which
could be construed as a direct reversal of that
trend towards democracy. With this measure we
are taking a deliberate step to, decrease the
number of people who are able to vote and to
make it more difficult for some to vote. It is a
move against the trend to democracy.

I regard this measure as the most cruel and
cowardly piece of legislation I have seen in my
short term in the Parliament. I hope that just as I
rise to register my protest on behalf of my

-electors, some members on the other side might
give a little thought to their electors and wonder
what the people may think of their performance
tonight as they sit mute in their seats and allow
this measure to pass.

It is important to understand what is being
done by this clause. We are seeing discrimination
deliberately practised against three groups in the
community: the Aboriginal community, the IS-
year-olds who are just eligible to enrol, and people

with ethnic backgrounds who may not have a
good grasp of the English language at this stage.
Of course, we could include also all those people
who may be lacking in literacy skills.

Why is this Government deliberately
discriminating against those people and making it
more difficult for them to be enrolled? I can see
two reasons. Firstly the tendency among those
groups is to vote for the Australian Labor Party.
Certainly in recent polls the tendency has been for
young people to vote for the ALP. The tendency
for Aboriginal people in particular to vote Labor
has been compounded by the fact that they have
more electoral power now than they had
previously. The Liberal Party was not previously
worried about Aborigines because so few of them
were interested in voting, and they had no identity
in their attitude towards the electoral process.

In recent times that has changed and the
Aboriginal people, generally, have developed a far
stronger identity and consciousness. They
recognise they do have the power to influence the
political process. The recent Northern Territory
election saw a number of seats change hands
because Aboriginal people in particular
electorates rallied, became enrolled, organised
their vote, and proceeded to defeat sitting
members. This Government can see that the same
situation may well exist in this State.

The Government is well aware that the two
most marginal seats in Western Australia and the
most likely to change at the next
election-namely, Kimberley and Pilbara-are
seats where the Aboriginal community may be
large enough to hold the balance of power. The
Government is also aware that the seat of
Murchison-Eyre--one of its somewhat marginal
seats--could be greatly influenced if the
Aboriginal people in that electorate were to get
themselves on the electoral roll. The whole
character of the electorate would change. At
present there are only some 2 000 people on the
roll, some of whom could be removed because
they are pastoralists and children of pastoralists
who reside in Perth. If some 500 people were
added to the roll, which could very easily be done,
given the large number of Aborigines in that
electorate, the whole character of the electorate
would change. The electorate of Gascoyne, while
not as marginal as the others, also could be
influenced by Aboriginal Voters. Certainly, the
two upper House seats representing that area
could be influenced.

So, a new Aboriginal identity and voting power
has emerged, and has so frightened the
Government that it has introduced this legislation.
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It is particularly interesting to me that this
Government should be requiring more selective
witnesses at a point of time when the community
in general is moving the other way. I thought it
was ironical when just at the time Judge Kay was
bringing dawn his report recommending
restricting the' categories of people who could
witness enrolment cards, a report of the
Australian Law Reform Commission commented
that, fr statutory declarations, we should remove
the need for witrjesses.

On the one hand we have a group of eminent
legal people saying we should have a less
restrictive approach to legal documents and on
the other hand we have this Government
introducing a more restrictive approach and
applying it to a particular section of the
community which is least able to cope with it.

The suggestion has been made that Aborigines
do not want to vote; tha t it would be best to leave
them alone and let them make up their own
minds. Obviously that is true of some sections of
the Aboriginal community; however, it is also true
of the community at large.

I recently attended a seminar held by the
Geraldton Boomerang Council at which a large
number of Aboriginal people were present.
Aboriginal spokesmen from throughout Western
Australia and the Eastern States and some local
Aborigines attended the workshop. At the
moment it is optional for Aboriginal people to
enrol. The strong feeling was expressed by this
group of Aborigines that compulsory voting
should be introduced. They suggested a clear
statement from the Government that it was its
intention to make voting by Aborigines
compulsory in something like three or four years'
time so that there would a period of grace during
which time the Aboriginal people could be
educated to become more aware of their right to
vote. This should lead them up to a situation
where they, as equal Australians, were
compulsorily required to vote, the same as the rest
of the community. But, of course, this
Government is not prepared to regard Aborigines
as equal Australians because it is frightened of
the possibility the Aborigines may turn against it
at voting time.

I should like to add my comments to the
statements of some of my colleagues concerning
the policy of the Government to take people off
the roll. I am sure every member is aware of the
policy of some members and supporters of the
Liberal Party deliberately to launder the roll at
every opportunity, to go through the roll and say,
"These are people who probably would not receive
their correspondence. Therefore we will object to

their names and have them removed from the
roll", or "These people have occupations which
require them to be away from home for extended
periods, therefore they will not receive their
correspondence. We will object to their names
being on the roll, and have them removed." We
all know it is the strategy of these people to object
to 'those who have "MRD employee" listed as
their occupation on the electoral roll, because
those people are likely to be working on the road
in an isolated area, and unlikely to be able to
reply to an objection.

Mr Coyne: Do you have any evidence of that,
or are you simply sounding off'?

Mr CARR: I do not have concrete evidence.
However, it is one of those things which one
accepts through Circumstantial evidence, It has
come to me from many different sources,
including from within the Liberal Party itself. I
cannot prove it, but I have- an extremely strong
suspicion.

Mr Tonkin: Letters produced at the Court of
Disputed Returns prove that this was their
practice.

Mr CARR. In addition to this Government
having a policy of taking people from the roll if it
thinks those people might vote against it, it
obviously is not prepared to put on the roll those
who are entitled to be there.

Why cannot members of Parliament be trusted
to witness enrolment cards? Whenever the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition and other
members of the Opposition asked that question, I
noticed that every head on the Government side
was down; members opposite pretended to be
reading newspapers or doing some Work. I am
sure they are just as embarrassed as Opposition
members by this exclusion, because if the Premier
is telling me he does not trust me to witness an
enrolment card, equally he is telling the Leader of
the National Country Party, the member for
Gascoyne, the member for Vasse, the member for
Greenough and, indeed, every member that he
does not trust them. How do members feel about
being compared-as the Leader of the Opposition
compared them earlier-with the 16-year-old boy
on his first day in the State Electoral
Department? What sort of situation is it that as
members of Parliament we cannot be trusted? I
believe it is outrageous.

People throughout the State have been made
commissioners for declarations. However, before
their appointment, inquiries have been conducted
into their background to determine their
character and so on. If the Government accepts
that those inquiries have any validity, surely it
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should be able to put that belief into practice and
allow these people to witness enrolment cards.
Clergymen have also been mentioned as another
possible group of people who could witness cards.

We have heard from other
members-particularly the member for Maylands
and the member for Melville-how difficult it is
to become a justice of the peace. We have also
heard how large numbers of people in various
Liberal electorates have been made justices of the
peace whereas very few have been made JPs in
Labor electorates.

I should like to give as an example supporting
this contention the case of a recent nomination by
me of a person whom I believe to be an
outstanding citizen. I refer to Mrs Margaret
Mallard, a member of the National Aboriginal
Council. Unfortunately, she lives slightly out of
my electorate, and I had to refer the matter to a
Legislative Councillor (the Hon. Tom McNeil)
formally to make the application. Mrs Mallard is
an outstanding person who is well respected and
highly regarded both in the Aboriginal
community and the community at large. She
moves frequently throughout the entire area she
represents and has a great deal of contact with
Aboriginal people. However, her application was
declined and I can come to the conclusion only
that the Government made a political decision to
decline the nomination because i t feared she
would be putting people on the roll who might
vote against the Government.

We are debating legislation which seeks to
fiddle with the electoral system and which
amounts to cheating. Such legislation brings
discredit to each and every one of us present; it
brings discredit to the Parliament and to the
system of democratic government. Maybe that
does not worry some members on the other side;
but as I said, by the way the heads have been
down tonight, it worries someone over there. I
think some of the Liberal Party members are
ashamed of the legislation before the Chamber.

At the seminar I attended recently a couple of
other members of Parliament were present, one of
whom was the Federal Minister for Aboriginal
Affairs. One had the distinct impression, when
this subject was raised, that he was ashamed of
the way his State colleagues were performing. At
the same seminar, the Hon. Margaret McAleer
said she embraced this legislation with very little
enthusiasm. I am sure that is the approach of
members on the other side of the Chamber.

Those members should stand up and say
whether they support this legislation. They should
justify their stance where their electors can see for

what they stand. I do not expect them to do so. I
do not think they have the courage. It would be
pleasant, however, if they had the courage to
stand up and say, "We won't cop this", or even -
tell us why they are prepared to sit there and cop
it.

Mr BRYCE: I would like to express some
concern for the reputation of the State. I am a
member of Parliament who has the opportunity
and some responsibility for travelling interstate
from time to time. This legislation is precisely the
sort of reason that members of Parliament in
other States used to refer to us as "the wild west".
I ask: what sort of hillbillies are we, with this sort
of legislation? "The wild west"!

Mr Shalders:That is what the unions are
turning us into.

Mr BRYCE: This type of legislation will earn
us that reputation. There is a political lunatic at
the helm of Government in Queensland, but he
has not stooped to this level yet. In Queensland
they have had plenty of experience with isolated
minority groups and Aboriginal communities.

Mr Shalders: He has done more for his State
than you will ever do for this State.

Mr BRYCE: We have just discovered that
there is a member of the Liberal Party back
bench who pins his reputation on that of Bjelke-
Petersen in Queensland. What a brave man!
What sort of standards does the member for
Murray have?

The Premier of Queensland has not stooped as
low as this. One often wonders how low Joh can
go, but he has not gone as low as this yet. He has
not had the temerity to bring in legislation that is
designed, concealed in this little package, to
discriminate deliberately, on racial grounds,
against people who want to exercise their right to
vote.

If the Parliamentary Secretary of the Cabinet
is still classified as a back-bencher-l am not
sure-the member for Gascoyne is the only
Government back-bencher who has supported his
Minister with remarks in the second reading
speech.

Mr Shalders: That shows how wrong you are.
Mr BRYCE: I am happy to be corrected, if

there were others. Can the member for Murray
inform me?

Mr Shalders: You were here when the member
for Pilbara had a few words to say.

Mr BRYCE: In that case, I will ask my
question of the member for Pilbara or the
member for Gascoyne. In default by the Deputy
Premier, who has refused to answer questions,
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maybe same of the Government back-benchers
can answer the questions. Can either the member
for Gascoyne or the member for Pilbara explain
to the Committee why they are going to vote
deliberately to deprive ordinary, decent, and
reliable citizens in their electorates who are not,
by virtue of their occupations, electoral officers or
police officers, or, by appointment, justices of the
peace, of the right to endorse or witness an
enrolment card? Can they Live us an explanation?

Mr Laurance: Gladly. My explanation starts at
page 2551 of Hansard. I refer you to it. You were
in the Chamber when I gave my speech.

Mr BRYCE: The member for Gascoyne is
ducking for cover. He is not prepared to tell us.
The Deputy Premier sat there very sluggishly, and
he said, "Because Judge Kay said so."~ Is that the
reason given by the member for Gascoyne?

Mr Laurance: I have told you it is in moy speech
in Hansard.

Mr BRYCE: I would be happy for the member
for Gascoyne to tell me again. This is the purpose
of Committee debate-to allow the free exchange
of opinion on these issues.

The member for Gascoyne will not tell us why
the ordinary citizens in his constituency will no
longer have the right, and will no longer be
trusted, under the terms of this legislation, to
witness enrolment cards. As the member for
Gascoyne is not prepared to tell us, perhaps the
member for Pilbara will do so.

Mr Sodeman: When I asked the member for
Maylands to answer a question of mine during
this sort of debate-

Mr BRYCE: Here comes the insurance policy!
Is the member for Pilbara going to answer the
question?

Mr Sodeman:-he made the comment be was
not prepared to listen to interjections, and told me
to get to my feet.

Mr BRYCE: For the last five hours the
member for Pilbara and the member for
Gascoyne have had the opportunity to answer
these questions, in view of the fact that their
deputy leader cannot. They have had the
opportunity to answer these questions; but in fact
they cannot.

Mr Sodeman: We both spoke in the debate.
Mr BRYCE: They have not explained to the

Chamber why they support the removal of this
right from the people they represent. Let me ask
the member for Gascoyne a more pointed
question-

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Watt): Let
me ask the member For Ascot if he will direct his

remarks to the clause, rather than seek
explanations from other members. It would be
better if he directed his remarks through the
Chair.

Mr BRYCE: There are members of the
Government who have expressed their support for
this legislation. The Deputy Leader of the
Government has failed to justify the reasons for
the inclusion of this amendment. Members on this
side of the Chamber thought it may be possible
that one or two of his back-benchers may have
had the answers-could have unlocked the
mystery that he has been unable to unlock.

The member for Gascoyne has indicated his
support for these amendments. There is an
isolated little community in his electorate called
Useless Loop. I wonder how many justices of the
peace, how many electoral officers, how many
police officers, or how many clerks of courts there
would be in a place like Useless Loop. I wonder
how far Useless Loop would be from the nearest
police officer, electoral officer, clerk of courts, or,
for that matter, justice of the peace. It is possible
that there may be one or two justices of the peace
out there. It may be that there comes a time when
those justices of the peace are not in the town.
What happens then?

How can the member for Gascayne justify his
attitude, unless he is frightened and scared stiff
that Aborigines will be placed on the roll, in the
first instance, and, in the second instance, that
they may vote against him? When the member
for Gascoyne contributed to this debate we
were-

Mr Laurance: Where do you think they pay the
State Housing Commission rents in this area? To
the local policeman.

Mr BRYCE: Is there a policeman in Useless
Loop?

Mr Laurance: There is a policeman stationed at
Shark Bay.

Mr DRYCE: How far is Shark Bay from
Useless Loop?

Mr Laurance- Seventeen miles across by boat.
Mr BRYCE: Across by boat, if one happens to

own a boat! If one happens to be a worker at
Useless Loop who just happens to own a boat to
zip across the bay-

Mr Laurance: Every Saturday morning the
boat takes them across the bay.

Mr BRYCE: How far is it by road? One
hundred miles?

Mr Laurance: Eighty miles.
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Mr BRYCE: Nearly 100 miles by road. That is
precisely the point I am making. However, the
member for Gascoyne cannot find a single
justification for saying to the reasonable and
decent citizens in a place like Useless Loop that
they ought not have the right to witness-

Mr Laurance: You are forgetting the J11s who
make regular trips.

Mr BRYCE: The member for Gascoyne has
picked out a couple of Liberals at Useless Loop
and made them Jl's.

Mr Laurance: The company takes them across
once a week to the town where there is a
policeman and where they can transact a whole
range of business. It will be simple for them. You
.are way off beam. You are showing your
ignorance of country areas.

Mr BRYCE: The member for
been totally unable to explain to
people why he supports legislation
distrust of them as witnesses.

Gascoyne has
those sorts of
that expresses

Mr Laurance: It makes it easier..
Mir BRYCE: The Bill makes it impossible for

those people to witness enrolment cards.
Mr Laurance: You are showing a complete

ignorance of the area.
Mr BRYCE: The member for Gascoyne is

speaking arrant nonsense if he suggests this Bill is
not going to make it impossible for people at
Useless Loop to witness enrolment cards. That is
exactly what this clause is doing; it is exactly
what it is designed to do.

Recent political history is such that people like
the member for Gascoyne and his colleagues in
this particular Government in the far north are
turning that part of the State into the deep
north-like the deep south in the United States of
America. This is their distinct intention. Members
on the Government side of the ilk of the member
for Gascoyne have survived over the years
because they were able to organise-and bully
where they had to-groups of Aborigines on
stations and in some mission outposts. It just so
happens that now that some of these groups have
decided to exercise a vote which may not please
the member for Gascoyne. the member for
Kimberley, and their colleagues in the north, they
consequently have decided to bring into this place
the mechanism by which these people will be
removed from the roll in the first instance or have
placed in their path significant obstacles so that
they cannot get on the rolls.

Mr Sodeman: In all fairness, there is a counter
view to that.

Mr B. T. Burke: Are you going to mzke a
speech tonight or just continue with interjections?

Mr BRYCE: We on this side of the Chamber
were quite disgusted to learn that the member for
Gascoyne indulged in a deceitful practice of
deliberately setting himself about the task of
removing Aborigines from the roll. He smirked
when he said that he sends letters of welcome to
people in his area who come on the roll and
particularly picks out those with Aboriginal
names in the hope that they will have moved on
from their last recorded address so that he can
automatically tell the Electoral Department to
wipe their names from the roll. He said that in
this Chamber. It is a despicable practice. It is
only an indication of the motivation behind the
Bill and this particular clause. We think it is a
disgrace. We think it stinks. We believe the
people who are responsible for bringing it here
should be thoroughly ashamed of themselves.

Mr Laurance: Tell that to the member for
Welshpool.

Mr BRYCE: The member for Gascoyne is
wriggling and squirming. The member for
Welshpool has never been known to lift a Finger in
a highly racist and thoroughly disgraceful fashion
against members of the Aboriginal people, unlike
the member for Gascoyne and-we can
presume--other members of the Liberal Party in
Kimberley, Pilbara, and Murchison-Eyre who do
that.

The motive is clear. The Government is running
scared of the fact that the Aboriginal people in
those isolated centres just'might exercise not only
their right to vote but also their political
preference against it. When the Government loses
those four seats it will be in Opposition for one
hell of a long time to come. This particular clause
will not save the Government's bacon.

Mr B. T. BURKE: I do not believe that this
Chamber has ever witnessed a more racist stance
than that which has been adopted consistently by
the member for Gascoyne. He is the only member
of this Chamber who has publicly admitted to
having deliberately sought out the names of
Aboriginal voters and then acted to renmove them
from the roll.

Mr Laurance: Rubbish!
Mr B. T. BURKE: Consider the performance

of that member when it is married to the changes
that are being brought into the Act by this
particular clause. If it is not going to add
precision, strength, and danger to efforts to deny
the Aboriginal voters' cause when wielded by
people like the member for Gascoyne, what is it
going to do?
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Is there any other member in this Chamber
who will join with the member for Gascoyne and
stand up and say. "], too, deliberately sought to
remove Aborigines from my roll".

Mr Laurance: The member for Welshpool.
Mr B. T. BURKE: There is not one member

prepared to say that. The member for Gascoyne is
alone on his own side of the Chamber and is
certainly not joined by any member on this side of
the Chamber. There is no member who would
stand and make a confession such as the one he
made. I am amazed that the Premier has not
called the member for Gascoyne into his office
and disciplined him about that action he revealed
he had taken.

Let us consider some of these Government
members in an effort to explain why they are not
objecting to this particular clause. A moment ago
in an aside to the member for Bunbury I
remarked that he had attended meetings of the
League of Rights. The member replied that they
were first-class Australian citizens. That is what
he said. Yet the League of Rights puts out racist,
vitriolic and absolutely terrible propaganda
against one of the member for Bunbury's own
colleagues in the Federal Parliament.

Mr Deputy Chairman (Mr Watt), if you think
it strange that members on the Government side
are not objecting to this clause in the way that we
are objecting, consider that I said to the member
for Vasse that we had information indicating he
had attended rheetings of the League of Rights
and he did not deny the fact. The League of
Rights is the most racist organisation in this
country. It hates Jews, Catholics, Asians, and
black Australians: yet we have Government
members who will not deny they have attended
meetings held by this organisation. In f .act, one
Government member has said they are first-class
Australians.

It is an indictment of the Parliament of
Western Australia that these sorts of members
cabn do that sort of thing and then boast about it
as the member for Bunbury did. We are not
ignoring the member for Greenough, because he
has been along to meetings held by the League of
Rights.

None of the members I have named have
denied the information relating to their
attendance. If he were here, the member for
Moore could only in dishonesty deny he also had
attended meetings. I am beginning to wonder
which is the preponderant coalition partner-the
National Country Party or the League of Rights.

The answer comes to us clearly and loudly,
because this sort of clause is something of which

the League of Rights would be proud. There is no
doubt whatsoever that it would be saying,
"Strength to the Government's arm in depriving
black Australians of the right to vote."

Mr Herzfeld: Tell us about the member for
Fremantle-the friend of the PLO.

Mr B. T. BURKE: I am not a friend of the
PLO.

Several members interjected.
Mr B. T. BURKE: I find these interjections

interesting. It is riot -often we hear from the
member for Mundaring and after the next
election we will have even less opportunity.

Mr Laurance: Arc you a friend of the member
for Fremantle?

Mr B. T. BURKE: Yes, but I have not been to
meetings of the PLO.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Watt): I ask
the member to return to the clause under
discussion.

Mr B. T. BURKE: With due respect, I was
answering interjections that were cast at mue.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I suggest the
member direct his comments to the Chair.

Mr B. T. BURKE: Through you, Sir, I should
like 10 say I am perfectly happy to answer the
interjections made by members opposite. As far as
I am concerned, lack Marks is not a member of
the ALP; his principles are not my principles; and
it is of no joy to me to see a member of a party,
other than the ALP, controlling a position of
considerable influence within the union
movement. If that answers the interjection made
by the member for Murray, l am pleased.

I should like to ask the member for Murray,
through you, Sir, what he is going to do about the
member for Bunbury. Does the member for
Murray agree, as the member for Bunbury says,
that the League of Rights consists of first-class
Australians?

Mr Shalders: I would not know.
Mr B. T. BURKE: I should like to tell the

member that my electorate is further removed
than his from the area in which the league
operates, but I am willing to say, from the reading
I have done, that if they are first-class Australians
I am not one, and if the member for Murray is
willing to join me in that sort of a disclaimer
then-

A Government member interjected.
Mr B. T. BURKE: I will get on to the member

for Pilbara, a flathead, in a minute!
As far as I am concerned, I am not too proud to

know that members of this Parliament have
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attended League of Rights meetings and that one
has said the league consists of first-class
Australians.

I believe this clause reflects all the bad things
for which the League of Rights stands, and the
racism inherent in the Government's attempt to
take away from people the right of enrolment and
the subsequent right to vote is something of which
the league would be proud. I am certainly not
proud of that and I know you, Sir, would not be
proud of it either.

Let us look at the clause and see the sort of
people who are excluded from witnessing
enrolment applications.

I know there are plenty of people who have
-considerable influence with Ministers in this
Chamber who will be excluded from witnessing
applications to vote. In the electorate of
Wellington I am sure Mrs Offer is not a justice of
the peace, but she has considerable influence with
the Minister for Urban Development and Town
Planning, and we will hear more about that on a
later occasion. But there are a number of people
from the Premier down who, by virtue of their
positions, elevated though they may be, will be
deprived of the right to witness an application to
enrol. I have tried to illustrate as precisely as
possible that there is more to this than meets the
eye. There are reasons other than the obvious ones
which'cause members on the other side of the
Chamber to remain silent. Members opposite are
proud of the racist tendencies inherent in this
clause and the attempt to confiscate from people
the right to enrol.

It strikes me as very strange that the attitude
mirrored in this clause reflects the attitude
expressed by the member for Bunbury in the
statement he made and is in such contradictory
terms to the opinion of the Federal Liberal
member for Perth. While he wages a campaign
against the League of Rights-he appears on
television attacking them and accusing them of all
sorts of unAustralian activities-we have the
member for Bunbury supporting legislation like
this and saying the League of Rights, an
organisation which would be proud of this
legislation, consists of excellent Australians.

Mr Tonkin: Fascists, that is what they are!
Mr Stephens: Why do you think the member

for Moore is absent tonight?
Mr B. T. BURKE: I would not be surprised at

any meeting the member for Moore might be
attending tonight. At the same time, I have said
on a previous occasion that the real evil within our
society is the sort of evil which is mirrored in this
Bill. While we are so strongly opposed to and

harsh in our attitude towards obvious acts that
are unlawful it is matters such as these that strike
home at the very evil sorts of attitudes and
philosophies in our society.

I do not believe any member of the Chamber
can be proud of what is contained in this
particular clause and that is the reason there is
such silence on the Government benches. The
member for Pilbara has interjected time and time
again and yet he has never had the courage to
stand on his feet and make a speech in this
debate.

Mr Sodeman: I have. You should check
Hansard. You must have been out of the
Chamber.

Mr TONKIN: I would like to ask the Deputy
Premier if he will agree to the defeat of this
clause, because we are concerned that it should
not appear on the Statute book. We should not
have this restriction. For that reason I ask the
Deputy Premier whether he is agreeable that the
Government should think again about this clause
and agree to its withdrawal.

Mr O'Neil: No; the clause will stay before the
Committee until it is voted on.

Mr TONKIN: We would prefer this clause to
be defeated completely. However, as the
Government has indicated it will not agree to that
and we do not have the numbers to defeat it, I
intend to move an amendment to it. This
amendment will be handed to the Deputy Premier
and to you, Sir.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Watt):
Order! The amendment which the member has
handed to me seeks to amend a part of the clause
on page 4, lines 18 to 24, which has been agreed
to already; therefore, no further amendments can
be moved to that part. Any amendment would
have to relate to a part of the clause after that
which has been agreed to already.

Mr TONKIN: The reason we are in this
position, of course, is that your predecessor gave
the call to the Deputy Premier instead of to a
member on this side.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Part of the
amendment deals with lines 26 to 34. It would be
competent for the member to move that part of
the amendment if he so desires.

Mr TONKIN: The call was given to the
Deputy Premier who did not allow the courtesy of
debate on the clause, but jumped to his feet
immediately and moved his amendment so that no
debate was possible on the clause and there was
no opportunity for the Opposition to move an
amendment. The call was given to the Deputy
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Premier and he jumped to his feet immediately
and prevented any debate on this clause from
taking place.

As a result we are in this ridiculous position. If
you, Sir, consult the Clerk, I think you will find
there is a recommittal procedure or a procedure
for dealing with a clause at the end of a Bill.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: The only course
open to the member is to move for a recommittal
of the Bill to deal with that particular clause; but
Standing Orders provide quite clearly that once
part of the clause has been agreed to no further
amendments to it can be debated.

Mr TONKIN: Is it competent for me to move
for recommittal now?

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: The member
may do so at the report stage when the Speaker
resumes the Chair.

Mr TONKIN: I would like to protest on behalf
of the Opposition that the Deputy Premier
prevented debate on the clause until after it had
been amended. This is typical of the Deputy
Premier. We know he was accepting the fact that
the Government has the numbers, that we are
wasting our time here, and that he has no
intention of listening to our amendments or views
on the subject. I-e showed that by the
discourteous way in which he jumped up and
moved his amendment straightaway.

I will indicate the matters we wish to amend by
speaking to the clause. We believe that if the
Government will not agree to a claim card being
witnessed by any elector-and the Deputy
Premier has indicated he will not agree to
that-we should at least widen the clause to
provide that, where the claimant's name does not
appear on any roll, certain people should be able
to witness a signature on an enrolment card. They
would include an electoral officer, who is part of
the Government of course; a justice of the peace,
appointed for any part of the Commonwealth; a
clerk of courts, and a police officer. We would
add other people here unless the Government
ensures that school teachers can be trusted with
this; unless it ensures that public servants, and
commissioners for declarations are appointed
under the provisions of the Declarations and
Attestations Act; and will also be able to
witnss-if we are to have a restriction at all.
Also, a member of either House of Parliament of
the State or of the Commonwealth; and, a
commissioner for declarations appointed under
the provisions of the Statutory Declarations Act
should be able to witness the signatures.

So, for the initial enrolment the following
should be able to witness the signature: a police

officer, a clerk of courts, officers of the Public
Service, school teachers, members of Parliament,
commissioners for declaration and that type of
person. That is the amendment we would move.
We will have to do so because we are strongly
.opposed to the present very restrictive provision
which will make it difficult-especially for people
in country areas who cannot see a JP or that type
of person-to have their cards witnessed. If the
Government believes there is a need to change the
Act we would like anyone who is an elector or
qualified to be an elector to witness the signature.
If the Government will not agree to that, at least
it should agree that for the initial enrolment the
provision should be widened.

Mr BRYCE: I have indicated that I am fairly
perplexed by the form of this particular clause. I
am rather disgusted with the motivation of the
Government in bringing this to the Chamber in
the first instance and I would like to suggest to
the Committee that in the terms already put
forward there is very little doubt that this
particular clause, in this particular Bill, unduly
trespasses on rights and liberties that have been
previously established by law in this State.

Opposition members: Hear, hear!
Mr BRYCE: There is no question about this

particular point. There is a whole range of people
who were previously entitled-who are currently
entitled, until this particular clause becomes
law-to exercise a right to witness aclaim card
for anyone who wishes to be on the roll. It has
already been spelt out by way of answers to
questions asked here that these sorts of people
have been deliberately disqualified. The
Government has said, within the scope of this
particular Bill, particular categories of people will
be denied the right to witness electoral claim
cards, and they are: the Chief Justice, justices of
the Supreme Court, judges of the District Court,
commissioners for affidavits, commissioners for
declarations, school teachers, local government
councillors, members of Parliament, classified
civil servants, local government clerks, ministers
of religion, parents, spouses, children of parents,
brothers or sisters of a claimant, or any person
possessing direct knowledge of the relevant facts.
I will seek a ruling from the Deputy Chairman in
respect of a very important procedure. Members
will be aware that as long ago as 1976 an Act was
passed in this Legislature-namely, the
Legislative Review and Advisory Committee
Act-for a very express purpose. On page 5 of
that particular Act it is spelt out in crystal clear
terms that any Act of Parliament, regulation, or
other statutory instrument may be referred by
either House of Parliament, or the Minister, to
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the Legislative Review and Advisory Committee
for consideration and report.

There would be no doubt in anyone's mind that
this particular clause of the Bill will take away a
traditional right that citizens of this State
enjoy-a right that previously has been written
into the legislation in this place. The specific
purpose of the establishment of the Legislative
Review and Advisory Committee in 1976 was to
prevent this sort of occurrence without its being
reviewed thoroughly and effectively at the time.

Presumably, a Bill in this place is a statutory
instrument and then if any such statutory
instrument unduly trespasses on rights or liberties
previously established by law it ought to be
referred to that committee. I seek a ruling from
you, Sir, to indicate how we proceed most
effectively and properly to refer this particular
matter to that committee.

Deputy Chairman's Ruling
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Watt): My

ruling is that I would disagree with your assertion
that this Bill comes within that. definition. I would
rule that when the Bill is passed and indeed
becomes an Act it would be competent for any
member to move a substantive motion in this
Chamber for the matter to be referred to that
committee.

Committee Resumed
Mr BRYCE: This particular clause has never

been tested. There is no definition of a -statutory
instrument in this Act; there is absolutely no
definition of what constitutes a statutory
instrument.

Sir Charles Court: The Bill has no legal force
at all until it has actually become an Act. It has
to be assented to to become a statutory
instrument.

Mr BRYCE: Well, in that case, I do accept
your ruling, Mr Deputy Chairman. I am happy to
have that information because I certainly do serve
notice that indeed if ever a piece of legislation
deserves to be placed under the closest possible
scrutiny by the Legislative Review and Advisory
Committee it is this particular piece-this
particular clause of this particular legislation. If
ever a conscious decision was made by a
Government to bring a piece of legislation to this
Parliament unduly to trespass on the rights and
privileges that have been previously established or
passed by this place, this is it!

I have indicated to the Committee on numerous
occasions that I find the motivation of the

Government totally reprehensible and I simply
conclude my remarks by repeating that at the
very first opportunity available I will move that
this particular piece of legislation is referred to
that committee.

Mr DAVIES:. I am wondering whether the
Government has given consideration to the
manner in which the new clause will work. The
present enrolment card is already covered with
very Fine printing. It will be difficult to print
additional requirements on it.

The only time the Deputy Premier has replied
to questions asked tonight was when he told us we
had not read the Bill, and had not noticed that
what previously was in section 207 had now been
brought over to this clause. I do not think that
explanation had very much place in the present
discussion; it would have been more pertinent if
he had answered some of the questions which
have been raised.

Clause 3, which has been taken from the old
section 207, sets out that any person who
witnesses the signature of a claimant without
being personally acquainted with the facts will be
guilty of an offence and liable to a penalty not
exceeding $100. The witness also will have to sign
the card and state in which capacity he is signing
it. How will an ordinary citizen know in which
capacity he is witnessing a signature if he does not
read the details set out on the card? Does the
Government honestly believe it is fair that a
witness should be required to read through the
whole of the enrolment card to ensure that he, or
she, is not breaking the law?

Mr O'Neil: Is that not what he is required to do
now?.

Mr DAVIES: There is already clearly stated on
the card what is required for a witness. rn
addition to that, the witness will have to make
certain, as far as possible, that everything is in
order. Members must be able to see how hopeless
it wilt be for a witness to have. to declare the
statement is correct and, in addition, advise the
Chief Electoral Officer in which capacity he
witnesses the signature.

A new enrollee, or a person re-enrolling, will be
restricted to four classifications of persons who
will be able to witness his signature. In the case of
a person changing his address from one place to
another, the existing direction on the card is to be
sufficient. We are almost out of space on the card
now, but all that other information will have to be
added. What size of card will we finish up with?
One will have to be a Philadelphia lawyer in order
to interpret the directions; one will have to have
10/10 vision, I would suggest, to be able to read
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the card. It would be impossible to make the
printing much smaller. If I had not changed my
glasses recently, I do not think I would be able to
read it.

Are we to have a larger card and, if so, will we
have to change the size of the envelope? If the
size of the card is changed, the size of the index
drawers will have to be changed. Have the
logistics of the change been-~thought out by the
Government, or is the Government of the opinion
that this Bill will concern only Aborigines? Does
the Government believe Aborigines probably will
not be able to read the card and fully understand
it anyway, and they will easily break the law?
That is the patronising attitude which the
Government has adopted. It will be easy for the
Government to find grounds on which to
challenge an enrolment card.

Despite the (act that Judge Kay's report is now
approaching its first birthday, and despite the fact
that the legislation has been before this place
since last April, it is quite obvious the
Government has not given any thought to the
details which will be printed on the new card.
Each time the card is reprinted, it becomes a little
more crowded. Does the Government suggest the
printing can be made any smaller? Does the
Government suggest that the space available for
the witnessing authority canv be decreased? Does
the Government suggest that the space for
answering specific questions can be decreased? If
the answer is "N~o" to all of those questions, then
quite obviously a larger card will have to be
printed. Aklternatively, are there to be two cards;
one for those who are enrolling for the first time,
and one for those who change their place of
residence? That might be an option, but has it
been thought out?

I suggest nothing has been thought out with
regard to the details I have mentioned because the
Government has been going helter skelter to get
the Bill through to meet what it believes is likely
to be the situation. As a result of sloppy thinking,
we now have sloppy legislation. Certainly, there
has been no regard for the elector, or the would-
be elector. The existing Card is now chockablock
full of detail, and additional information will have
to be printed on it.

Mr O'Neil: I understand all these matters
which will evolve from the proposals now before
the Committee have been taken into account.

Mr DAVIES: With what result?
Mr O'Neil: The Bill is not through yet.
Mr DAVIES: The Chief Electoral Officer must

know what he intends to do.

Mr O'Neil: He tells me there will be no
difficulty.

Mr DAVIES: The Deputy Premier said he had
not been told by the Chief Electoral Officer, so he
could not tell me.

Mr O'Neil: He tells me there will be no
difficulty.

Mr DAVIES: How will he do it?
Mr O'Neil: I do not know.
Mr DAVIES: The Deputy Premier does not

know.
Mr O'Neil: I am not involved in the

preparation of the cards, and neither would be the
Leader of the Opposition if he were in my place.
It seems that all you can talk about is the size of
the card and the envelope.

Mr DAVIES: We have asked the Deputy
Premier how the details will be included on the
electoral card, and he has answered that he does
not know. I will leave it at that.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Watt): I wilt
explain to the member for Morley, in answer to
his question regarding the recommittal of the Bill,
that if he refers to Standing Orders 286 and 293
he will see there are two opportunities for
recommittal. The first is at the adoption of the
report, and the second during the motion for the
third reading. In either case, amendments would
have to be recorded on the notice paper.

Mr PEARCE: It seems to me we could stay
here for another few hours and try to plumb the
depths of ignorance of the Deputy Premier. One
of his more ignorant Statements would have been
his last, when he spoke about the size of the
enrolment card as though it were the sole question
raised by the Opposition in this debate.

Mr O'Neil: I was replying to a question of the
Leader of the Opposition. I was assured by the
Chief Electoral Officer and he is a very
competent officer.

Mr Davies:. You do not know. That is all we
wanted you to admit. It shows how sloppy and
ignorant you are,

Mr PEARCE: The point I was making, if the
Deputy Premier wants to listen before he departs,
is that had he been listening to the previous
debate he would understand the whole range and
gamut of points the Opposition made, dealing
with a great range of technicalities in this Bill. I
criticised the Deputy Premier for not listening
and he sat there oblivious to my criticism because
he was not listening.

The member for Morley is quite right. An
opportunity must be found for the Opposition to
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move to extend the categories of people who are
entitled to sign a claim card for new enrollees. It
is quite conceivable that an 18-year-old whose
family may have just moved into an electorate, or
who may have moved out of his family home into
a new area, perhaps from interstate, does not
know anybody in those four categories of persons
who has personal knowledge of his own situation
such that the person could honestly sign an
enrolment form for him. If a person does not
know a JP, an electoral officer, a policeman, Or a
clerk of courts, how can he get anybody honestly
to sign the claim form for him? People who are
entitled to be on the roll cannot be enrolled
because they cannot find anybody to countersign
their claim cards.

Mr Sodeman: You are concerned about IS-
year-olds. How many 18-year-aids have trouble
contacting a policeman to get a driver's licence?

Mr PEARCE: The member for Pilbara has
misunderstood me. These categories of persons
cannot sign claim forms willy nilly. They have to
satisfy themselves of the particulars on the form.
The point has been made by the member for
Morley and several others. Presumably they
would need to have personal knowledge of the
person seeking enrolment.

Mr Sodeman: You said earlier your electors,
many of whom you do not know personally, ask
you to sign the card in its present form. How do
you know that person without some form of
identification?

Mr PEARCE: In fact, that is exactly the
reason the Deputy Premier has advanced for
moving to amend this provision. It seems people
cannot be trusted to find out the truth -of the
matter. With this legislation, instead of coming to
me as a member of Parliament people will have to
go to a young clerk in the Electoral Department.
The witnesses must be personally cognizant of the
facts. That is the point of the tightening up. If
this legislation is passed, I 8-year-alds and
Aborigines in my electorate and in the electorate
of the member for Pilbara will find it difficult to
be enrolled because they cannot find someone in
these four categories who has the personal
knowledge to sign the form. That would be a
farcical situation. People are entitled to be on the
roll and are acting illegally if they are not, yet it
is being made extremely difficult for them to be
enrolled.

The member for Morley is looking for the
opportunity to add categories of people such as
school teachers, members of Parliament,
clergymen and others, if we must have categories
of people. Our base position is that anybody ought

to be able to sign the cards; in fact, the people
who best know the personal circumstances are
parents, relatives, neighbours, and other electors
who can reasonably be expected to know that
people are validly claiming a vote. We see no
reason to fiddle with the categories but we make a
point that if categories are to be fiddled with and
inserted in the Act they ought to be sufficiently
wide to enable everybody to get a vote and not to
exclude some because they cannot find a person in
these restricted categories to sign their form.

All members should do the mathematics I have
done to calculate how many people in their
electorates will be able to sign claim forms. In my
electorate they would probably number less than
20; or perhaps at the most 30 people in my
electorate will be able to sign claim forms for new
enrolments. As they are scattered over many
square miles, there would probably be one person
per two square miles, and most people in the*
electorate would not know who they are or where
they are. A difficult situation is building up.

Mr Sodeman: From how many places can
people get claim forms at the moment?

Mr PEARCE: In my electorate, at a post
office, my office, and a few other places; not
many. The honourable member misses the point.

Mr Sodeman: People can probably find a
witness at the place where they get the cards.

Mr PEARCE: They cannot, because in my
electorate they would get them mainly from a
post office or my office.

Mr Sodeman: A clerk of courts.
Mr PEARCE: There is no court in my

electorate. Perhaps the member for Pilbara is
lucky in having courts scattered throughout his
electorate. In most metropolitan electorates there
are no courts. When people come to my office to
get a claim form, I cannot reasonably sign that I
know the personal circumstances. In effect I only
witness the signature but in future I will be
specifically prevented from signing the form.
Forms are obtainable from post offices but postal
officers are not able to sign the forms. At the two
places people would go to for forms they would
not find anybody who could witness the form fo *r
them. Employees of Australia Post are not eligible
to be justices of the peace on the ground that they
are public servants. The very fact of being a
postal officer or a member of Parliament rules
people out of these four categories.

The scandal is so many people are entitled to
vote who are not on the roll. I would have thought
any Government which had serious concern for
democracy would be turning its attention to
ensuring everybody votes. That is the way to have
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a democracy-to have everyone on the rolls so
that no particular group can exercise undue
influence because of the diminished size of the
electorate.

Earlier in the year I was in New Zealand where
the electoral rolls were in a mess. It was alleged
hundreds of thousands of people who were
entitled to vote were not on the roll and hundreds
of thousands of people who were not entitled to
vote were still on the rolls. It was alleged that in
some electorates the rolls were out by 20 000 or
30 000 names. The Government was finally forced
to do something about the rolls but it tried to
ensure everyone who was entitled to vote was on
the roll and those who were not entitled to vote
were not on the roll. This legislation will ensure
that a number of people who are entitled to vote
are not on the roll and will find it difficult to be
enrolled.

I find that an untenable situation and one
which certainly I could not support. I would like
the member for Pilbara. who has been making
half my speech for me, to stand up and
demonstrate why only people from these four
categories should be able to witness claims. Why
are these the only trustworthy people in the
community? Why could not the list include
members of Parliament and school teachers? It
would be ideal to have school teachers on this list
because generally they would have personal
knowledge of people who are 18 years of age, and
who would have been at school a few years before
seeking enrolment.

Mr Tonkin: That is a very good point.
Mr PEARCE: This would add about 20 000

people who would be available as witnesses. As I
have already said, the number of people who will
be able to witness claims will be very small
indeed. I see that the member for Pilbara is
shaking his head. Perhaps he would like to stand
up to tell us why the list should not include school
teachers.

Mr Sodeman: The deputy leader is quite happy
to answer questions across the Chamber. He said
that was the purpose of Committee debate.

Mr PEARCE: I am quite happy to answer the
honourable member's questions, but he was
shaking his head indicating that he did not like
my idea. I hope he will provide a much more
cogent rebuttal when the time comes.

Mr Sodeman: I will be quite happy to do so if
you ask me.

Mr PEARCE: I am asking the honourable
member to do so. School teachers can witness a
wide range of forms at present. Certainly when I
was a school teacher I was called upon to witness

many Government forms. Some of these forms
were in regard to a person's eligibility to claim a
scholarship and others related to different sorts of
payment from the Government. If I can be
entrusted to witness forms to permit the payment
of Government money, surely I could be entrusted
to witness an enrolment claim.

Ministers of religion would be another group of
people who could perform this task. Frequently
they would have a good personal knowledge of a
person seeking such assistance, and one would
expect them to fulfil the task with a sense of
responsibility. Again this group of people already
have wide ranging responsibilities in witnessing
declarations and the like.

It is hard to understand why the list does not
include commissioners for declarations. These
people are appointed by the Government to
witness declarations and such documents, and if
an electoral claim form is not a declaration, I do
not know what it is. There are many more
commissioners for declarations around the State
than there are justices of the peace and clerks of
courts.

If the Government is honest when it says that
all it wants to do is to stop the roll being fiddled
with, I cannot see why people in the
categories I have mentioned have not been
included. Surely at this late stage the Deputy
Premier could move an amendment to include
other categories. This would show that the
Government is rather more honest in its intention
than it would appear from the construction of the
Bill in its present form.

Clause, as amended, put and a division taken
with the following result-

Ayes 22
Mr Clarko
Sir Charles Court
Mr Coyne
Mrs Craig
M r Grayden
Mr Grewar
Mr Hassell
Mr Herzfeld
Mr P. V. Jones
Mr Laurance
Mr MacKinnon

Mr Barnett
Mr Bertram
Mr Bryce
Mr B. T. Burke
Mr Carr
Mr Cowan
Mr Grill
Mr Harman
Mr Hodge

Mr Nanovich
Mr O'Neil
Mr Rushton
Mr Sibson
Mr Sodeman
Mr Spriggs
Mr Tubby
Mr Wait
Mr Williams
Mr Young
Mr Shalders

Noes I8
Mr T. H. Jones
Mr Mc~ver
Mr Pearce
Mr Stephens
Mr Taylor
MrTonkin
Dr Troy
Mr Wilson
Mr Bateman

(Teller)

(Teller)
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Pairs
Ayes Noes

Mr O'Connor Mr Jamieson
Mr Crane Mr Skidmore
Dr Dadour Mr T. D3. Evans
Mr Ridge Mr T. J. Burke
Mr Mensaros. Mr HI D, Evans
Mr Old Mr Davies.

Clause, as amended, thus passed.
Clause 9: Section 44 amended-
Mr TONKIN: This clause relates back to

clause 8. Section 44 (t) of. the principal Act
states-

The essential parts of a claim shall be-
And then paragraphs (a) to (e) are listed.

Paragraph (f) reads-
(f) the usual signature ini his own

handwriting of the person who witnessed
the signing of the claim by the claimant.

That is to be changed by this Hill to read-

(I) the usual signature in his own
handwriting of the person who pursuant
to the authority of paragraph (b) of
subsection (1) of section forty-two of
this Act, witnessed the signing of the
claim by the claimant, and the capacity
in which he did so. ; and

It refers to the clause which, unhappily, has just
been passed-the clause which makes it difficult
ror people to be enrolled. Clause 9 then amends
subsection (4) or section 44.-

I draw the attention of the Committee to the
fact that this clause is part of the whole package
whereby the persons who may witness signatures
on enrolment' cards are restricted. At the
appropriate time we will take the opportunity to
move an amendment to clause 8. If our
amendment is accepted clause 9 will refer to a
provision far better than the one presently
,contained in the Bill.

Clause put and
following result-

Mr Clarko
Sir Charles Court
Mr Cowan
Mr Coyne
Mrs Craig
Mr Gray den
Mr Grewar
Mr Hassell
Mr Herzfeld
Mr P. V. Jones
Mr Laurane
Mr MacKinnon

a division taken with the

Ayes 24
Mr Nanovich
Mr O'Neil
Mr Rushton
M r Sibson
Mr Sodemnan
Mr Spriggs
Mr Stephens
Mt Tubby
Mr Watt
Mr Willigins
Mr Young
Mr Shaldcrs

(Teller)

Mr Barnett
M r Bertram
Mr Bryce
Mr B. iT. Burke
Mr Carr
Mr Grill
Mr Harman
Mr H-odge

Ayes
Mr O'Connor
Mr Crane
Dr Dadour
Mr Ridge
Mr Mensaros
Mr Old

Noes 16
Mr T, H. Jones
Mr Mclver
Mr Pearce
Mr Taylor
Mr Tonkin
Dr Tray
Mr Wilson
Mr Bateman

Pairs
Noes

Mr Jamieson
M r Skidmore
Mr T. D. Evans
Mr T. J1. Burke
Mr H. D. Evans
Mr Davies

(Teller)

Clause thus passed.
Clause 10: Section 52 amended-
Mr TON KIN: This clause provides that the

names of people shall be removed from the roll if
they are dead or are already enrolled in another
district, or are repeated on the same roll. It
indicates the fallacy of the Government's
thinking, because the Government thinks it has
provided that a person must seek out a justice of
the peace or one of the other restricted persons
only when he is first enrolled. However, as a
person's name may be removed from the roll
when he is enrolled in another district, for a brief
period of time he may not be on the roll at all. To
re-enroll he must seek a justice of the peace or
one of the restricted class of persons referred to.

That was no t the intention of Judge Kay. If the
Government insists upon taking Judge Kay's word
as gospel, it should not agree to this clause, but
should provide that transfers may occur without
the need for the elector to seek a justice of the
peace to witnes his signature.

Mr GRILL: The clause says that the names of
certain people will be removed from the roll. The
last category of persons are those already enrolled
in another district or whose names are repeated
on the same roll. If persons' names are removed
from the roll, their names will not be on the roll.
If a person's name is merely repeated and it is
taken off the roll, it indicates that his name comes
off the roll completely; in other words, he will not
be on the roll at all. I am sure that is not what the
framerTs of this clause wanted, but that is what the
provision says. It says their names are to be
removed from the roll and, consequently, they will
not have any entitlement at all to vote. I suggest
that the Government consider proposed paragraph
(e)(iii) with a view to refraining it.

Mr O'NEIL: The purport of the clause is
purely a tidying up exercise. It does not relate to
anything contained in the report. It concerns
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alterations to rolls, and certain Powers vested in
the Chief Electoral Officer. The provision in the

Act reads-

(e) By removing the names of persons
reported as being-

(i) dead;

(ii) of unsound mind;

(iii) (Repealed-by No. 68 of 1964, s.l 1.)

Paragraphs (iv) and (v) are as they appear in

clause 10. This is purely to tidy up a section

already amended on a previous occasion. It

deletes reference to the electoral officer being

able to remove from the roll the names of people

of unsound mind.

Clause put and passed.

Clause 11: Section 59 repealed and re-

enacted-

Mr TONKIN: Clause I I states as follows-

11. Section 59 of the principal Act is

repealed and re-enacted as follows-

59. During the months of January,

April, July and October in each year-

(a) the Director, within the
meaning of that expression as
defined in section four of the
Prisons Act, 1903, shall
forward to the Chief Electoral
Officer, in the prescribed form,
a list containing the names and
age of each person of a kind
referred in paragraph (c) of
section eighteen of this Act
and received by him in each of
Her Majesty's prisons during
the preceding three months,
and shall show on the form the
address and occupation of each
such person prior to the
sentence, order or direction, as
the case may be, to which he is
subject; and

(b) the Director, within the
meaning of that expression as
defined in section five of the
Mental Health Act, 1962, shall
forward to the Chief Electoral
Officer, in the prescribed form,
a list containing the names and
age of each person subject to a
direction to be detained in an
approved hospital under
subsection (1) of section forty-
seven of that Act and received
by him in an approved
hospital, within the meaning of
that expression -as defined in
section five of that Act, during
the preceding three months
and shall show on the form the
address and occupation of each
such person prior to the
direction.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 12 put and passed.
Clause 13: Section 95 amended-
Mr TONKIN: Clause 13 seeks to insert a new

subsection which states as follows-
(1) A person shall not persuade or induce,

or associate with any other person in
persuading or inducing, an elector to make
application for a postal vote.; and, ..

Accdrding to this clause, it will not be lawful for a
person to persuade or induce anyone to apply for
a postal vote. Let us take the situation of a son
visiting his sick mother. He suggests that she
allow him to obtain a postal vote to save her the
trouble of going to the polling place. His mother
might say, "I will see if I can get down to the car
and go to the polling place to vote." The son, who
is very concerned for his mother's welfare, says,
"There is no need for that. Why go through the
trauma of getting in and out of your car? It is
very difficult for you. I think you should obtain a
postal vote. I can arrange it for you." In that way,
he may persuade his mother to have a postal vote,
and for that reason he could be sent to gaol. That
is what this clause provides.

The word "induce" means to give rise to. We
are going to turn into criminals sons who want to
help their mothers and people who want to help
their elderly and sick neighbours. The Act already
contains a provision for postal voting, and the
terms by which a person may obtain a postal vote
are very clear. Yet if we pass this clause a person
who persuades or induces someone who is entitled
to have a Postal vote to take a postal vote-is going
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to be committing an offence for which he or she
can be fined or imprisoned.

Why has this provision been introduced? I find
this the most bizarre part of the entire Bill. Other
parts are wicked and infamous, but this is plain
ridiculous! Everyone has a duty as a citizen to
remind people to comply with the law, but a
person who does his neighbourly duty and
persuades a sick friend to take a postal vote will
be guilty of an offence under the Act.

It is well known as part of our legal system that
a person who ignores the commissioning of a
crime or assists in the Commissioning of a crime
has himself committed an offence. Yet here we
have a situation where a person is helping
someone obey the law and comply with the Act,
yet will be held to have committed an offence
against the Act. I do not know whether the
Government has gone crazy, or whether it is
premature softening of the brain for it to write
such a provision into an Act of Parliament.

A person ensuring that the law is complied with
and, more importantly, helping a person to vote in
a way which is more comfortable for him is to be
treated as a criminal. It is arguable that to be a
good neighbour, a good friend or a good son is
more important than to be someone who says,
"The law must be complied with." Perhaps we in
this place as the lawmakers might say that the
latter is the more important function. I am not
interested in getting into that sort of debate; I
think they are both legitimate arguments. It is
legitimate for a person to remind someone to obey
the law and how he can keep within the terms of
the law and vote. If a person cannot get to a
polling place and does not obtain a postal vote, he
is committing an offence.

The people particularly at risk will be Silver
Chain nurses, who travel around visiting the sick
and the elderly and become their friends and
confidantes. They will be torn between their duty
as a citizen to see the law is obeyed and their duty
as a friend. They may have a duty as friend,
confidante, and servant of the sick person to help
that person to obey the law in a way
commensurate with the medical condition. One
could argue, of course, that a nurse or doctor who
did not help a person to obey the law would be
falling down in his duty as a nurse or doctor.

Mr B. T. Burke: What does "induce" mean?
Mr TONKIN: I have looked it up in the

dictionary. Members would expect that, knowing
how thorough I am. It is defined as "to give rise
to". If one does something which causes another
person to go and do that thing, one is inducing
that person.

Mr B. T. Burke: I can understand exception
being taken to "offering an inducement"; but if
my wife does, as she did in previous elections, go
around organising postal votes, is she inducing
people, by virtue of delivering the papers?

Mr Bryce: She is, under this provision.
Mr TONKIN: If what she does gives rise to

their having a postal vote, yes.
Mr B. T. Burke: What about meals-on-wheels?

They do a lot of them.
Mr TON KIN: These are the very people who

will be at risk. As I say, one could argue they are
not doing their job if they say to a person, "I am
not allowed to induce you to have a postal vote. In
fact, I must not mention it in case it gives rise to
you having a postal vote. Therefore, you had
better go down and do it." If the person is not in a
medical condition to do so, and has a heart attack,
one could say the nurse or other person has been
deleterious in her duty, and could be sued for
negligence.

Mr B. T. Burke: There must be specific
evidence to indicate some malpractice in this area,
to give rise to this sort of clause.

Mr TONKIN: If there is, the Government has
not made out a case. Judge Kay certainly did not
make out a case. He blithely talked in his loose
way about the abuses of postal voting that
occurred, yet he was not able to say there had
been any abuses whatsoever. We expect that in
this report, because it is full of this kind of
rubbish.

The Government has been lazy. Instead of
looking at Judge Kay's recommendations and
trying to work out justification for them, it has
j .ust swallowed the bait, book, line, and sinker and
said, "If the judge said it, we won't get into
trouble." That is the coward's way out. The
Government says, "There is a lot of debate over
electoral matters. We are always accused of doing
the wrong thing and getting an electoral
advantage. Perhaps if we get a judge to make
decisions and we just accept them, we can't go
wrong."

We indicate quite clearly we will not follow
that line, or accept that line. We will criticise any
Government which does that kind of
thing-which accepts a report because it happens
to have been compiled by a person who has at
some time been a judge. We do not believe it is
Holy Writ. We do not believe that because a
person is a judge or has been a judge he is
infallible. These people are trained to understand
the law, and they are trained to sift evidence.
That does not mean they are not prejudiced
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persons. It does not mean they are without bias,
or that they do not have blind spots.

Even when judges are working within the strict
rigours of the law, we know that appeals against
their decisions are often upheld. Even within that
strict discipline, they make mistakes. When they
move into this kind of area, they can spray all
over the place. They are not kept within the
confines of the law. When that happens, they are
no better than any member in this Chamber.

If any member were to bring to this Chamber a
report full of the inconsistencies, loose thinking
and tautological expressions found in the Kay
report, we would be laughed at and the report
would be criticised roundly. It would deserve to be
criticised.

A person who persuades someone else to
comply with the law in a way provided for in the
Act should not be under the threat of a fine or a
prison sentence. We are concerned for the
ordinary person. Perhaps the ordinary person is to
be intimidated out of recommending to his aunts,
cousins, and parents that they take the easy way
out. It is an easy way out. It is a way in which a
person can exercise his democratic rights without
taking medical risks. Very often the people who
are infirm, sick, or elderly have active minds, and
they take a keen interest in public affairs. I know
many people like that. They are very keen to take
part in voting. Of course, like all of us sometimes,
they need to be reminded that an election is in the
offing. They need to be reminded of thevays in
which they can take advantage of the method of
voting provided deliberately in the Act.

Out of the blue the Government brings in this
legislation to provide that someone who induces or
persuades another person, or associates with any
other person-I suppose if one drove someone to
an elderly person's door, and the passenger went
in and persuaded or induced the elderly person to
make a postal vote, one would not know what was
going on but would be associated with that person
in the offence, and one could be guilty-is guilty
of an offence. I do not know.

We should take our duties here a little more
seriously. We should not reduce the Parliament to
a -laughing stock, because that is what this
amendment does.

Mr O'NEIL: This provision has been the
subject of questioning by various organisations.
The advice I have received and passed on is that it

floes not interfere in any way with the normal
,advice to people of their entitlement to obtain a
postal vote, provided they qualify under the
provisions of the Act.

Members will note that this provision is
included in offences relating to postal voting. It is
intended to apply when people, singly or in
company, induce or persuade others to apply for a
postal vote to which they would not otherwise be
entitled.

Mr Tonkin: It does not say that.
Mr O'NEIL: Let me finish. What the member

has said has left me a little doubtful as to whether
the provisidn goes further than was. intended. It
was intended to apply purely where there is
persuasion upon people or groups of people to
record votes when they are not entitled so to do.

I undertake to have examined the qualification
I have mentioned. If necessary, I will provide an
appropriate amendment to this clause in another
place.

The advice I have received to date is that it
does not involve any suggestion that people might
not be entitled to a postal vote, provided they
comply with the existing provisions of the Act.

Mr BRYCE: It is perfectly clear that the
provision being written into section 95 deals with
offences relating to postal voting. That is now
clouded with considerable confusion.

I listened carefully to the remarks of the
member for Morley. I do not doubt that it throws
a question mark over the normal practices that
have been followed in the 55 constituencies in the
State-

Mr O'Neil: I have given an undertaking. I
appreciate what is being raised. I will have the
matter examined, to see that it does not go as far
as has been suggested.

Mr BRYCE: I assume the Deputy Premier is
genuine when he says that. Surely in the
legislation-

Mr O'Neil: If you would like to sit down, I will
report progress, ask leave to sit again, and come
back to this clause at a later stage.

Mr BRYCE: Excellent.

Progress
Progress reported and leave given to sit again,

on motion by Mr O'Neil (Deputy Premier).
House adjourned at 2.00 a.m. (Wednesday).
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

STATE FINANCE: SUSPENSE ACCOUNT
Balance

1275. Mr DAVIES, to the Treasurer:

(1) What was the balance of moneys held in
the Treasury departmental receipts in
suspense account at 30th June, 1979?

(2) What components comprised the
balance held?

(3) What amount of' money was held in
respect of each component?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
(I) $53 955 789.
(2) and (3)

Short Term Investment
Earnings

Accrued Salaries
Stimulation of Employ-

ment Maintenance and
Minor Works

Various funds awaiting
allocation

44558423
6849137

2306510

241 719

53955789

STATE FINANCE

Short-term Interest Transactions

1276. Mr DAVIES, to the Treasurer:

(I) Further to my quest ion 1048 of
Wednesday, 15th August, 1979, to
which Government instrumentalities was
the amount of $4.6 million, earned
through short-term interest transactions,
transferred during 1978?

(2) What amount of money did each
instrumentality receive?

(3) To which trust accounts was the amount
of $927 500 earned through short-term
interest transactions transferred during
1978-79?

(4) What amount of money was transferred
to each trust account?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:

(1) and (2)

Albany Port Authority
Bunbury Port Authority
Esperance Port Authority
Geraldton Port Authority

54 753
147 675
50909
55 737

Industrial Lands
Development Authority

Metropolitan (Perth)
Transport Trust

Metropolitan Region
Planning Authority

Metropolitan Water
Supply, Sewerage and
Drainage Board

Port H-edland Port
Authority

Railways Commission
State Energy Commission
State Engineering Works
State Housing Commission
Transport Commission
WA Coastal Shipping

Commission
WA Meat

Commission-Midland
Division

WA Meat
Commission-Robbs
Jetty

Urban Lands Council

(3) and (4)

Coal Mine Workers
Pensions

Fisheries Research and
Development

Insurance Public Buildings
Parliamentary

Superannuation
Public Trustee Common

Fund
Racecourse Development
Railways Asset Purchase

Fun d
Sewerage

Development-Two
Rocks

Superannuation fund

215 707

4 920

146 933

J1 503 578

79309
233 241
158097
144 787

1206959
95605

3 80?

30352

59015
378 282

4 569 666

8 000

65969
193 l8S

41 223

105928
15 357

263 156

18378
216298

92750

STATE FINANCE
Short-term Interest Transactions

1277. Mr DAVIES, to the Treasurer:

(I) What amount of the $44 558 423,
representing the balance of moneys
earned through short-term interest
transactions held in suspense at 30th
June, 1979, will be reinvested in short-
term interest transactions during 1979-
80?

(2) What is the estimated revenue in 1979-
80 through the interest earned from the
reinvestment of the amount identified in
(1) in short-term interest transactions?

(3) What is the estimated revenue in 1979-
80 from all short-term interest
transactions?
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Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
(1) This will depend on how much of that

amount is used for budgetary purposes
in 1979-SO, which will be disclosed
when the Estimates are presented to
Parliament in the near future.

(2) Answered by (1).
(3) The amount available for investment

varies from day to day in line with the
Government's cash flow requirements
and is extremely difficult to predict. In
addition the rate of return, which is
dependent on market fluctuations, can
vary markedly through the course of the
year. Consequently, no attempt is made
to forecast the likely revenue from this
source during the year. This, of course,
is the reason for the long standing
practice of applying any proceeds from
the investment of Treasury cash to the
services of the following year when the
amount available is known.

STATE FINANCE
Short-term Interest Transactions

1309. Mr DAYVIES. to the Treasurer:

Further to my question 1262 of 28th
August, 1979, relating to the amounts of
money invested in various securities
involving short-term interest trans-
actions, is it a fact that because a
continuing record by type of security is
not maintained that the audit of all
details of all short-term interest
transactions conducted during 1978-79
is impossible?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:

No. Although a continuing statistical
record of transactions is not maintained,
the record of each day's transactions is
available to the Audit Department for
checking. As is the case with all
financial transactions, the check
procedure is determined by the Auditor
General, who reports on the investments
held on the last working day of each
year in his annual report to Parliament.

STATE FINANCE
Short-term Interest Transactions

1310. Mr DAVIES, La the Treasurer:

(1) Further to my question 1262 of 28th
August, 1979, relating to the amounts of
money invested in various securities
involving short-term interest trans-
actions, in view of the fact that the
volume of transactions involving changes
in the type of security and sums invested
has resulted in -a continuing record by
type of security not being maintained,
does the Treasury approve of each
change that occurs on a daily basis?

(2) Is it a fact that changes in the type of
security and sums invested occur daily in
respect of-

(a) securities or or guaranteed by the
State Government;

(b) securities of or guaranteed by the
Commonwealth Govern ment
involving terms of greater than one
year;

(c) moneys on deposit with banks?

(3) Upon whose authority are the changes
referred to in (2) made?

(4) (a) Has each change been approved by
the Treasurer?

(b) Has each change been made after
prior approval by the Governor?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:

(1) to (4) In accordance with the provisions
of the Public Moneys Investment Act,
the Governor in Council determines
limits of the sumns of money which can
be invested in each type or security.
Within these limits the Under Treasurer
as the Government's financial manager
has delegated authority from mae to
manage the investment of funds. It
needs to be understood that the
placement of cash balances to achieve
the maximum earning rate is a complex
operation which requires daily decisions
having regard to overnight market
fluctuations and, in particular, shirts in
rates offering on different categories of
investment. This is a task for specialists
who are in close touch with the market
and have the necessary expertise to place
the funds to maximum advantage.
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This arrangement has been adopted by
successive Governments since the
legislation was introduced in 1961 and
the efficiency with which our cash
balances have been managed is attested
by the substantial additional income
that has been derived from this source.

STATE FINANCE
Short-Term Irniares: Transactions

Mr DAVIES, to the Treasurer:

(1) Further to my question 1262 of 28th
August, 1979, relating to the amounts of
money invested in various securities
involving short-term interest trans-
actions, what were the sources of
the securities in 'Which the $38 million
was invested at 30th June, 1979 as given
in answer to part (e)?

(2) What was the amount of money invested
in each type of security for each
financial or other institution identified
in (1)?

(3) (a) Will he table a copy of the terms of
each investment;

(b) if not, why not?
(4) (a) Did the Treasury approve each

investment;
(b) if not, on whose authority were the

investments made?
Sir CHARLES COURT replied:

(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

Negotiable certificates of deposit issued
by trading banks.
Amounts placed with each financial
institution is confidential to the
Treasury and the client. This is normal
commercial practice and I am not
prepared to disclose this information.
Answered by (2).
Yes. See reply to question 13 10.

STATE FINANCE
Short-term Interest Transactions

1312. Mr DAVIES, to the Treasurer:

(1) Further to my question 1262 of the 28th
August, 1979 relating to the amounts of
money invested in various securities in
respect of short-term interest trans-
actions, wha -t were the securities of
or guaranteed by the State

Government in which the $13 160 369
was invested at the 30th June, 1979 as
given in answer to part (c)?

(2) What was the amount of money invested
in each type of security?

(3) Will he table a copy of the terms of
investment in each security?

(4) If "No", to (3), why not?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
(1) Debentures issued by the State Energy

Commission, the Metropolitan Water
Board and .Westrail in the course of
public loan raisings which are lodged
with .Treasury as security for funds
placed with dealers on- the short-term
money market.

(2) The funds were not invested in these
securities but were secured by them.
Amounts so secured and placed with
each dealer are confidential to Treasury
and the client.

(3) and (4) Answered by (2)

STATE FINANCE

Short-term Interest Transactions

1313. Mr DAVIES, to the Treasurer:

(1) Further to my question 1262 of the 28th
August, 1979 relating to the amounts of
money invested in various securities
involving short-term interest trans-
actions, what were thc banks with
which the $115 650 000 was placed on
deposit at the 30th June, 1979 in respect
of short-term interest transactions given
in answer to part (d)?

(2) What were the amounts invested with
each bank identified in (1)?

(3) Does the amount placed on deposit vary
from day to day as indicated in the first
part of the answer given where it is
stated that -because the volume of
transactions involving changes in the
type of security and sums invested a
continuing record by type of security is
not maintained"?

(4) If "Yes" to (3), on whose authority are
the changes made?

1311.
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CHARLES COURT replied:.
anU (2) This information is confidential
to the Treasury and the client.
Yes.
The Under Treasurer under delegation
from the Treasurer. See reply to
question 1310.

decided to extend the scope of the
Builders' Registration Act to make it
apply in some or all country areas?

(2) If "Yes"-
(a) to what areas is the scope of the

Act to be extended;
(b) when will this occur?

(3) If "No" to (1), why does the
Government not intend to act in this
matter?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:

STATE FINANCE

Short -term Interest Transactions

(I)
(2)
(3)

1314. Mr DAVIES, to the Treasurer:

Further to my question 1262 of the 28th
August, 1979 relating to the amounts of
money invested in various securi ties
involving short-term interest trans-
actions what were the amounts of
money invested in short-term interest
transactions at the 30th June, 1979 in-

Sir
(a)

(a) securities of or guaranteed by the
Commonwealth Government
involving terms of less than one
year:

(b) securities of or guaranteed by the
Commonwealth Government
involving terms Of More than one
year?

CHARLES COURT replied:
and (b) The Leader of the Opposition
appears to be confused between the
location of the investment and the
security taken for particular
transactions. As the Treasury ensures
that security taken is adequate having
regard to market yields for stock of
varying maturities, there is no point in
maintaining records of the maturities of
stocks securing each transaction.

BUILDING INDUSTRY

Builders' Registration Act: Amendment

1432. Mr CARR, to the Minister for Consumer
Affairs:
(1) Further to his answers to questions 664

and 716 of 1978, has the Government

No.
Not applicable.
The Government is of the opinion that
the existing practice allows country
residents a greater choice in selection of
a builder. Furthermore, any extension of
scope would unduly restrict the
operations of the building industry as it
currently exists in country areas.
However, the matter will be kept under
periodical review.

RAPE

Charges
1450. Mr BERTRAM, to the

Police and Traffic:
Minister for

(1) In each of the last six years-
(a) how many rape charges have been

laid;
(b) how many of those charged have

been-
(i) convicted;

(ii) acquitted?
(2) Will he classify the nature of the

penalties, if any, imposed on those who
were convicted?

(3) How many of those who were sentenced
to imprisonment have subsequently
been-
(a) charged;
(b) convicted,
for rape offences committed after their
first conviction?

Mr O'NEIL replied:
(1) to (3) The answers to this question are

in statistical form. I seek leave to table
them.

The papers were tabled (see piiper No. 356).

Sir
(I)

(3)
(4)
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HEALTH: OXYGEN

Provision

1462. Mr TON KIN, to the Minister for Health:

(1) Is it a fact that a patient at Rehoboth
Lodge of 5 Eighth Avenue, Bassendean,
who needs lifesaving oxygen cylinders, is
unable to obtain them because there is
no provision for any Government agency
to pay the cost?

(2) What is the Government doing, or what
is it proposed to do, to provide this
necessity for this patient?

,Mr YOUNG replied:

(1) If-it is a fact, it has n ot been drawn to
my attention by either the patient or his
doctor.

(2) The Silver Chain Nursing Association
Inc. provides oxygen and other help to
needy patients at home, and applications
for special assistance may also be made
to the. Public Health Department and
Medical Services.

ENERGY; ELECTRICITY SUPPLIES
Power Lines

1463. Mr TONKIN, to the Minister for Fuel
and Energy:

(I) Is it fact that high trucks have more
than once cut the electricity wires which
cross Grey Street, Bayswater, in the
recent past?

(2) What plans are there to prevent a
repetition of these Occurrences?

Mr MENSAROS replied:

(1) Yes, wires have been brought down by
unescorted trucks whose height exceeds
that which is required to have police
escorts.

(2) Because of the repetitious nature of the
trouble, the State Energy Commission
intends to increase the conductor height.

IMMIGRATION; REFUGEES
Vietnamese: Sponsorship

1464. Mr GRILL, to the Minister for
Immigration:
(I) Has he read the Daily News of the 12th

September, 1979 wherein a new scheme

was suggested by the Commonwealth
Minister for Immigration and Ethnic
Affairs, for Western Australians to
sponsor Vietnamese refugees to this
State?

(2) Has the State Government been
consulted by the Federal Government
over the proposed scheme?

(3) What is the State Government's attitude
towards the proposed scheme?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(I) Yes.
(2) Yes, the proposed community settlement

scheme was discussed in Perth on the
7th September between representatives
of the Commonwealth Department of
Immigration and Ethnic Affairs from
Canberra and Perth, the Department of
Employment and Youth Affairs, the
Department of Social Security,
representatives of voluntary agencies,
church organisations, and the State
Migration Officer.

(3) 1 have already expressed the
Government's views in regard to the
intake of refugees. If the
Commonwealth proceeds with the
scheme, Western Australia will be
obliged to ask for strict limitations in its
application to this State.

TELEX FACILITIES
Government and Opposition

1465. Mr BRYCE, to the Premier:

(1) Is it a fact that he and his department
make use of telex facilities to distribute
media releases throughout Western
Australia?

(2) Is it a fact that all of the members in his
Cabinet have access to this facility?

(3) What is the estimated cost of telex
facilities to the State Government for
each of the last three years?

(4) Will he explain to the House why he
refuses to pay for the installation of and
the operating costs associated with a
telex facility for the Leader of the
Opposition?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
(1) Yes, but only as part of the total

departmental telex traffic.
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*(2) Telex machines are installed in various
Government departments-and used on a
shared basis by departments in close
proximity. In turn, Ministers can avail
themselves of the use of these machines
and, on occasions, use the telex facilities
of the Premier's Department.
The telex facilities in the Premier's
Department are also made use of by
Treasury and the Department of
Industrial Development.

(3) Cost of telex facilities in the Premier's
Department covering the uses referred
to above-

1976-77 unavailable
1977-78 $12 556
t978-79 $14 873

It is not practicable to segregate the
costs of this facility to- the individual
users.

(4) The Leader of the Opposition was
advised in a letter dated the 6th March,
I109, the reason approval could not be
given to the installation of a telex
machine in his office.

1466. This question was postponed.

ENERGY: SOLAR
Heating, Research

1467. Mr BRYCE, to the Premier:

(1) What funds has the Government
supplied for solar heating research?

(2) What are the details of projects being
funded?

(3) Are any Federal funds involved in any of
these projects?

(4) Has the Government acted to have the
Federal Government participate in joint
projects?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
(1) The Government provided sums of

$250 000 and $600 000 for solar
research direct to the Solar Energy
Research Institute of Western Australia
during the financial years 1977-78 and

1978-79 and, in the Budget speech last
Thursday, I announced a further grant
of $800 000 for the forthcoming
financial year. To this grant is added
additional funds which are made
available to the Solar Energy Research
Institute from a variety of other sources
and the total amount used to fund solar
research generally which includes solar
heating research.
Projects to a total value of $7 414 100
are now in progress.

(2) There are 36 projects currently being
funded, I8 of which involve solar
heating research. Details of these will be
provided to the member separately.

(3) Yes. Federal money is involved in
Project RAPSI through a grant of
$100000 already approved, and a
further similar grant under
consideration and through a joint project
with CSIRO involving industrial water
heating where the Commonwealth
contribution is 335 000.

(4) Yes. Not only has the Government
actively sought to involve Federal
participation in the projects described in
(3) above, but the Government is
keeping closely in touch with the
Federal Government activities which are
being conducted through the National
Energy Research, Development and
Demonstration Council, the Chairman
of which is the Commissioner of the
State Energy Commission, Mr J1. B.
Kirkwood.

TRAFFIC: DRIVERS' LICENCES
Kidney Donor Authorisation

1468. Mr BRYCE, to the Minister for Police
and Traffic:

Will consideration be given to approving
in principle a donor authorisation by the
Australian Kidney Foundation on motor
vehicle driver's licence renewal forms?

M r O'NE IL repl ied:
Consideration could be given to such a
request when the form of a driver's
licence is next redesigned. However, a
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reduction in size is being considered and
this may not provide sufficient space for
inclusion of a form of authorization and
signature.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

Computers

1469. Mr BRYCE, to the Minister for
Education:

(1) How many computers are-

(a) owned;
(b) operated;
(c) in the process of being purchased,
(d) rented;
(e) leased,
by his department and statutory
authorities in undertakings under his
control?

(2) What is the cost of purchase or rental of
each computer?

(3) For what purpose is each computer
used?

(4) Have savings in staff been achieved or
are they expected as a result of the
installation or operation of each
computer?

(5) What alterations in Staffing will occur in
each case?

Mr

(1)
P. V. JONES replied:
to (5) The various teaching institutions
have a variety of types of computers
used in teaching and research, and the
detailed information of the nature
requested is not readily available. As the
member should be aware, computers can
be inter-linked to form a network, and
can form part of research
instrumentation. Further, the definition
of "computer" is open to a variety of
interpretations.

ROAD
Leach Highway

1470. Mr BRYCE, to the Minister (or Urban
Development and Town Planning:

(1) When is Work expected to commence on
the extension of Leach Highway
connecting Great Eastern Highway with
Hardey Road?

(2) In order to build this section of main
road, how many privately owned
properties in Belmont will be acquired
by the Metropolitan Region Planning
Authority?

(3) How many privately owned properties in
Belmont have been purchased by the
Metropolitan Region Planning
Authority for this purpose to date?

(4) How much has been spent by the
Metropolitan Region Planning
Athority in purchasing these properties
to date?

(5) What is the estimated cost of
construction of this section of highway?

Mrs CRAIG replied:

(1) The Metropolitan Region Planning
Authority is not a constructing
authority. This question is more
appropriately addressed to the Main
Roads Department.

(2) Properties will only be acquired by the
MRPA in carrying out its statutory
responsibilities. At the construction
stage the remaining properties would be
purchased by die constructing authority,
therefore, it is not known how many
properties will be acquired by the
MRPA. Records indicate that the length
of road referred to is Beechboro-
Gosnells Highway, not Leach Highway.

(3) and (4) Nil.
(5) See (1)above.

ROAD: BEECI-BORO-GOSNELLS
FREEWAY

Property Acquisition

1471. Mr BRYCE, to the Minister for Urban
Development and Town Planning:

(1) When does her department anticipate
work will commence on the Beechboro
Gosnells Highway in the Beechboro,
Bayswater, Belmont sections of the
project?

(2) What proportion of the privately owned
land required for the project has been
acquired to date in the Beechboro to
Belmont section?

(3) How many individual properties have
yet to be purchased to allow this section
of the project to proceed?
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(4) How much has been spent on property
acquisition in the Becbboro to Belmont
section of the project to date?

Mrs CRAIG replied:

(1) The Metropolitan Region Planning
Authority is not the constructing
authority. This question is more
appropriately addressed to the Main
Roads Department..

(2) to (4) Records relating to individual
purchases are not readily assembled in
the form sought nor is the MRPA the
only purchaser of land for projects of
this nature. The resources required to
provide detailed information as
requested are not available.

FUEL: PETROL

Ser-vice Stations

1472. Mr BRYCE, to the Minister for Labour

and Industry:

(1) How many service stations ceased
trading in Western Australia in the last
three years?

(2) What was the petrol storage capacity of
these stations?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:

(1) Comprehensive information covering the
whole State is not available. I am
informed, however, that to June 1979,
the number of service stations in the
Perth metropolitan area fell by 64 and
in the rest of the State by approximately
20.

(2) Based on an average capacity per service
station the approximate capacity of
these stations was 5 200 kilolitres.

GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS
Australian Manufactured Goods, Components,

and Technology

1413. Mr BRYCE to the Minister for Industrial
Development:

(1) How many contracts entered into by
departments, statutory corporations and

instrumentalities under his control for
the purchase of equipment, contain
clauses specifying an offset arrangement
with the vendor for the purchase of
Australian manufactured goods,
components and/or technology since
June 1977?

(2) What were the contracts?
(3) What was the sum involved in each

offset clause and what were the terms of
its discharge?

(4) What is the extent to which the terms of
these clauses have been implemented
specifying in each case the monetary
value of the implementation?

(5) What sum is currently available under
these clauses for the purchase of
relevant Australian manufactured
goods, components and/or technology?

Mr MENSAROS replied:
(1)
(2)

Nil.
to (5) Not applicable. The State Energy
Conjrnission specifications include
however a requirement, consistent with
the Government's policy to have regard
for, and give preference to, goods and
services able to be manufactured or
provided within Western Australia.

POLICE
Special Branch

1474. Mr BRYCE. to the Minister for Police
and Traffic:

(1) Has the Government established a set of
clear guidelines for the operation of the
Western Australian Police Force's
special branch?

(2) If so, would he provide a copy for the
information of members?

M rO'N El L replied:
(1) and (2) No.

EDUCATION: SCHOOLS AND HIGH
SCHOOLS

Fire Hydrants

1475. Mr HERZFELD, to the Minister for
Education:

.(I) What are the standards laid down by the
WA Fire Brigades with respect
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to adequate tire lighting Facilities in
schools?

(2) (a) Where fire hydrants are provided,
is there a standard pressure and
flow rate required to be available at
the hydrant; and

(b) if so, what are these?
(3) Will he have the pressure at hydrants at

the Toodyay District High School tested
with a view to establishing whether these
standards are being met?

(4) If they are not being met, will he have
the situation corrected?

Mr P. V. JONES replied:
(I) 1 am advised that the Fire Brigades

Board treats each project on its merits
and stipulates requirements accordingly.

(2) (a) Yes.
(b) Minimum pressure required is

275 kpa at each hydrant. Flow rate
is not specified but 22 litres per
second through a 100 mm main is
usually allowed where used solely
for fire fighting purposes.

(3)
(4)

Yes.
Yes-dependent on the availability of
finances

EDUCATION: TERTIARY
Institutions: Access to Industrial Commission

1476. Mr HODGE, to the Minister for Labour
and Industry:

(1) Further to question 1349 of 1979, does
the Government 'intend introducing
legislation to authorise the Senate of the
University of Western Australia and the
Senate of 'Murdoch University to
establish industrial tribunals with
powers to settle industrial disputes
between academics and university
administration?

(2) Will he provide details of the internal
procedures currently in existence for
settling industrial disputes between
academics and the administration at the
University of Western Australia and
Murdoch University?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:.
(1) No.

(2) The University of Western Australia
Act and the Murdoch University Act

provide in terms of section 13 and
section 17 respectively, that the Senates
"shall have the entire control and
management of the affairs and concerns
of the University". These provisions give
the Senates autonomy and the
responsibility for managing their own
affairs.
It is suggested that the member direct
his enquiry to the administrations of the
respective universities.

TOWN PLANNING
Wood man Point

1477, Mr TAYLOR, to the Minister for Urban
Development and Town Planning:

(1) (a) With respect to recommendations
made by the Metropolitan Region
Planning Authority regarding the
recreational use of Woodman Point
and adjacent areas, when will
negotiations begin with the go-cart
club, power boat club, etc;

(b) will such negoti~ions be initiated
by her department?

(2) If "No" to (6), which department will
initiate such negotiations?

(3) Will the clubs themselves or will the
Government draw up plans, arrange
construction and provide finance?

(4) Will any club lose use of their facilities
before replacement facilities have been
arranged?

(5) As some club officers believe that the
position of the new public boat
launching ramp is too restricted and
likely to cause conflict with launchings
by the Power boat club, will she have her
officers check their recommendatlions?

Mrs CRAIG replied:
(1) (a) As soon aS possible after

Parliament has accepted the
proposed met ropolitan region
scheme amendment affecting the
Jervoise Bay-Woodman Point
locality and the legislation
amending portion of the affected
"A"-class Reserve (No. 24309) has
been promulgated.

(b) No.
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(2) It is intended that a project co-
ordinator be appointed to oversee the
negotiations.

(3) Still to be determined but Government
has accepted financial responsibility for
the following clubs-

Underwater Explorers
Tiger Go-Kart
Cockburn Power Board Asscn.
(Inc.).

(4) Subject to (3), it is intended that
alternative facilities will be arranged for
the clubs.

(5) Final designs have not commenced (see
(1) (a)), but proposals will be discussed
with all affected bodies before so doing.

LAND
Woodman Point

1478. Mr TAYLOR, to the
representing the Minister for Lands:

Minister

(1) On what date is the Commonwealth
land at Woodman Point to be
transferred to the State Government?

(2) Is it expected that the buildings on the
quarantine site and on navy land will be
transferred as they stand to the State
Government?

(3) If "Yes" to (2), has any thought been
given to future use of such buildings?

Mrs CRAIG replied:
(1) to (3) Lands Department has not been

involved in negotiations regarding
acquisition of Commonwealth land at
Woodman's Point.
It is understood that the Final payment
for this land is to be made. on the I1st
January, 1982 and presumably formal
transfer will be effected after that date.

EXPLOSIVES DEPOT
Woodnman Point

1479. Mr TAYLOR, to the Minister for Mines:

(1) When does he expect that the explosives
depot at Woodman Point will be moved
to Rockingham?

(2) What is the estimated cost of the new
site when ready to receive explosives?

Mr MENSAROS replied:
(1) Tentatively planned for 1982.

(2) The estimated cost will ndt be known
until the 1979-80 detailed planning is
completed.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

STATE FINANCE
Short-term Interest Transactions

1. Sir CHARLES COURT (Treasurer): I am
now able to give the answer to the following
questionl without notice which was asked last
Thursday, the 13th September-

(1) Further to my question 5262 of the 28th
August, 1979, relating to the amounts of
money invested in various securities
involving short-term interest
transactions, what were the securities in
which the $38 million was invested as at
the 30th June, 1979, as given in answer
to part (e)?

(2) What was the amount of' money invested
in each type of security for each
financial or other institution identified
in (1)?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
(1) and (2) See reply to question 1311.

TRANSPORT
Southern Western Australia Study

2. Mr McIVER, to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Further to the question I asked on
Thursday, the 13th September, in
relation to the SWATS report, would
the Minister advise whether he will
announce the Government's policy
before Parliament goes into recess?

(2) If the answer to (1) is "Yes", could the
Minister be specific as to when the
announcement will be made?

Mr RUSH-TON replied:
(1) and (2) The only answer I can give the

member is "No", because I am not in a
position to release it at this time.

ENERGY: GAS
North-West Shelf: Condensate and Supply

3. Mr BRYCE, to the Minister for Fuel and
Energy:.

I should like to direct two questions to
the Minister in relation to the North-
West S heir gas project as follows-
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(1) Is it the Government's intention to
allow joint ventures to export the
condensate which will be produced
as a by-product of the liquefaction?

(2) As a result of the Government's
negotiations with the joint
venturers, is it in a position to
guarantee Western Australian
industry a 25-year supply of gas as
a result of the development of the
gasfitelds in question?

Mr MENSAROS replied:
(1) This is a Commonwealth matter entirely

so I am not in a position to say whether
or not this Government will do
something whkh is beyond its
jurisdiction.

(2) The gas contracts envisage a period of
20 years, not 25 years. At present the
duration of the expon contracts of
L.N.G. and the onshore contracts are
envisaged based on the estimated
reserves. The member will understand
that the contracts project a supply for 20
years.
The quantity of onshore purchase is
based on projected market demand, as it
can reasonably be arrived at today.
In terms of' a 20-year period the answer
is: Yes, the needs of industry were taken
into consideration.

CONSUMER AFFAIRS
Television Receivers

4- Mr TONKIN, to the Minister for Fuel and
Energy:

(1) Is he aware that a new model of colour
television set is being marketed by Sharp
and National which does not have
transformers so 'that there is no totally
isolated power -supplies with the chassis
and all other outputs at earth potential?

(2) Is he aware that there is considerable
concern as to the safety of these sets?

(3) Which body approved the design of
these sets and when?

(4) Were television technicians or other
parts of the trade consulted before
approval was given?

(5) Is it a fact that they are especially
dangerous when used in country areas
with mast head amplifiers?

(6) Is it a fact that when antenna isolation is
damaged by flashover of lightning
strikes outside antennae can become
",alive" thereby causing hazards
associated With iron roofs and
downpipes?

(7) is it a fact that, with dust buildup on
antenna isolation, excessive leakage can
occur with the consequence of live whip
antennae?

(8) What is the Government doing to
remove these models from the market?

Mr MENSAROS replied:
(1) I am aware there are a number of

models of tra nsformerless colour
television sets marketed in Australia by
Sharp and National.

(2) 1 am aware. that some concern has been
shown by a member of a television
service group.

(3) A number of models produced by Sharp
and National have been certified for
compliance with Australian Standards
specifications AS3 159-1976
"Approval and Test Specifications for
Electronic Sound and Vision
Equipment". Specific model numbers
are required for individual approval
details.

(4) Manufacturers and trade representatives
have representation on the Standards
Association Committee preparing this
Australian Standard.

(5) to (7) No.
(8) Authorities throughout Australia are

satisfied with the safety of this type of
set when built in compliance with
Australian Standards Specifications.

NATIONAL PARTY
Alignment with Australian Labor Party

5. Mr STEPHENS, to the Premier:

(1) Was the Premier correctly reported in
The West Australian of Monday, the
17th September, wherein he
stated-"- The National Party was
closely aligned with the Labor Party."?

(2) If "Yes", will he substantiate that
allegation?
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Sir CHARLES COURT replied:

(1) and (2) The words as quoted by the
honourable member as having been
reported in the Press are an accurate
record or what I said.
All I need to do is refer the public and
the honourable member to the conduct
of the members of the National Party in
this House.

TRANSPORT: ROAD
Frozen and Chilled Goods

6. Mr GRILL, to the Minister for Transport:

(1) Can the Minister account for the fact
that freezer and chilled goods are being
carried from Perth through Kalgoorlie
to Leonora and Laverton for $41 and
$44 per tonne respectively, whilst freezer
and chilled goods from Perth to
Kalgoorlie cost $100 and $80
respectively?

(2) Is it a fact that whilst the Perth-
Laverton run was put out to tender the
Perth- Kalgoorlie run was not put out to
tender and was merely awarded to OD
Transport Ltd. and that that company
has written its own ticket in respect of
freight rates?

Mr RUSH-TON replied:
(1) and (2) 1 do not have this information

with me, so I ask the member to put the
question on the notice paper.

Mr Grill: I gave the Minister a copy of the
question on Thursday.

Mr RUSHTON: I do not have a copy of it
with me.

STATE FINANCE
Short-term Interest Transactions

7. Mr DAVIES, to the Treasurer:

Has public money been invested with
unofficial, unsecured dealers in the
short-term money market?

Sir CHA 'RLES COURT replied:
I do not know the purport of the
question by the Leader of .the
Opposition. I would not like to give an
answer off the cuff. I will check with the
Leader of the Opposition in order to be
doubly sure of the purport of the
question.

COMMUNITY WELFARE

International Year of the Child

8. Mr WILSON, to the Premier:
(1) Is he aware that the State committee for

the International Year of the Child has
been allocated a further $4 000 by the
Commonwealth for the 1979-80
financial year to be allocated for seeding
grants to special community projects?

(2) Is he also aware that allocation of these
funds has been delayed pending the
availability of a matching amount of
$4 000 from the State Government?

(3) Is he prepared to expedite an allocation
of at least S4 000 by the Treasury to
allow the grants to be made for projects
planned to take place in the
International Year of the Child to get
under way as soon as possible?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
(1) to (3) 1 am aware of no outstanding

matters of this kind. I will certainly have
the query investigated.

CONSUMER AFFAIRS
Television Receivers

9. Mr TONKIN, to the Minister for Consumer
Affairs:
(1) Is he aware that a new model of colour

television set is being marketed by Sharp
and National which does not have
transformers so that there is not totally
isolated power supplies with the chassis
and all other outputs at earth potential?

(2) Is he aware that there is considerable
concern as to the safety of these sets?

(3) Have these models been examined by
the Products Safety Advisory
Committee?

(4) If so, what action has been taken?
(5) If not, will he arrange for their speedy

examination?
(6) In the meanwhile, will he arrange for

their withdrawal from the market in the
interest of public safety?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(1) Yet.
(2) 1 am aware that some members of the

Television Electronic Services
Association in a private capacity have
expressed concern about these sets.

(3) and (4) No.
(5) and (6) These matters are being

investigated.
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MOTOR VEHICLE DEALERS
ACT AMENDMENT BILL

Athorisation of Repairs

10. Mr TONK IN, to the Minister (or Consumer
A ffa irs:

As he has stated in his second reading
speech to the Motor Vehicle Dealers Act
Amendment Bill that "these powers will
enable the commissioner in certain
circumstances to authorise another
person to effect repairs" and that "to
avoid any possible collusion at least two
independent quotations must be

obtained", will he indicate which clauses
in the amending Bill confer that power
on the commissioner?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
The power of the Commissioner for
Consumer Affairs to make a
determination relating to warranty is
contained in section 37 of the Act.
Subsection (2) of section 37 permits the
commissioner to order another person to
effect repairs after not fewer than two
quotations are obtained.
These powers are clarified by clauses 16
and 17 of the amending Bill.
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